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Continuous growth in the utilization of renewable but intermittent energy such as solar and wind will accelerate the demand for grid-scale energy storage systems. Redox flow batteries (RFBs) have been intensively studied for large scale energy storage (MW/MWh), which is particularly attractive when integrated with renewable energy sources. In the last decades, researchers are putting more and more efforts on organic redox flow batteries and designing organic redox active materials which are highly soluble, stable, more sustainable, redox potential tunable, and separator compatible. With the desired renewable energy storage, electrocatalysis is a direct approach to synthesis important and valuable industrial products (carbohydrates, ammonia, etc.) from the most common reactants, such as carbon dioxide and nitrogen gas. Nowadays, electrocatalytic CO$_2$ and N$_2$ fixation are considered as both appealing processes which could not only contribute to release the pressure from fossil fuel demanding but also reduce the green gas emission.

My dissertation will include my research efforts on mainly two topics:
1. Designing high-performance redox active organic molecules for aqueous and nonaqueous redox flow batteries. I successfully designed and synthesized ferrocene, viologen, (2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxyl (TEMPO) and anthraquinone derivatives, all of which showed excellent solubility, stability, and redox reversibility. In these studies, we conducted a rational molecular design to increase active materials’ solubility and improve their chemical and electrochemical stability. Comprehensive UV-Vis, cyclic voltammetry, EPR, NMR, half-cell studies were performed to reveal the chemical decomposition of our redox active materials, which further guided the molecular engineering. In addition, strategies were also developed to utilize multiple electrons of the redox active materials (such as viologen derivatives) to improve batteries’ energy density.

2. Electrocatalytic CO$_2$ fixation based on the enzymatic catalyst and Mo$_2$N catalyst performance evaluation for N$_2$ electrocatalytic reduction to ammonia. For CO$_2$ electrocatalytic reduction, I successfully immobilized nitrogenase MoFe or FeFe protein on glassy carbon electrodes, which displayed efficient catalytic performance for CO$_2$ reducing to formate. This study stands for a new method to utilized nitrogenase to fulfill valuable product synthesis in the absence of MgATP. N$_2$ electrocatalytic reduction has been a very hot topic. Varies inorganic catalysts have been designed for demonstrating the catalyzed ammonia production from nitrogen gas and water. We choose Mo$_2$N as a benchmark catalyst to evaluate its catalytic performance for N$_2$ reduction. However, systematic electrochemical studies and careful $^{15}$N$_2$ isotope labeling experiment revealed that instead of catalytic N$_2$ reduction, the ammonia formation is from nitride decomposition.
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Nowadays, the utilization of renewable energy resources such as solar and wind energy has been realized to be a sustainable and environmentally benign strategy to alleviate the world’s severe dependency on traditional fossil fuels, and thus enables the environmental recovery and sustainable development of the economy. The massive commercialization of solar and wind energy raises the demands for advanced energy storage technologies, among which the redox flow battery has been recognized as a promising solution due to it is low cost, safe, environmentally benign, and easy to be scaled up. All vanadium redox flow battery stands for the most important system in the market. However, the high price of raw material ($V_2O_5$), active materials crossover leaded self-discharge, and hazardous electrolyte limit its broad application. Therefore, it is urgent to explore new active materials that are cheaper, more stable and more sustainable. Redox active organic molecules are great candidates to meet those requirements. The metal-free molecules are normally composed of elements of C, H, O, N, etc., which have massive resources from nature. With the rational molecular design, the organic molecules could be very tolerant of side reactions and chemical decomposition. Their electrochemical and physicochemical properties (such as redox potential, solubility and so on) can also be tuned by molecular engineering. My efforts have been putting on design highly water-soluble and stable ferrocene derivative and other metal-free molecules, for example, viologen, (2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidin-1-
yl)oxyl (TEMPO), and anthraquinone derivatives. Their electrochemical properties and battery performance were evaluated with comprehensive techniques. Besides, we systematically studied the chemical decomposition mechanism of these active materials by UV-Vis monitoring, NMR characterization, and half-cell long term cycling. Elucidating the active material decomposition mechanism helps us to improve the molecular structure design for more stable organic redox active materials developing in the future.

Electrocatalysis is a process where electrochemical reactions happen on the surface of the electrodes which deliver or accept electrons. Electrocatalysis could provide another solution for valuable product synthesis with environment protection especially when it is integrated with renewable energy. I have been focusing on electrocatalytic CO$_2$ and N$_2$ fixation to synthesis carbohydrate and ammonia in aqueous media. Using CO$_2$ and water as the reactant, nitrogenase as the catalyst, we electrochemically synthesized formate with high efficiency. I also carefully examined the catalytic activity of Mo$_2$N for nitrogen reduction reaction (NRR). $^{15}$N$_2$ isotope labeling experiment revealed that instead of catalytic N$_2$ reduction, the ammonia formation is from nitride decomposition. The present results raise an urgent alert to the application of other metal nitrides or even nitrogen contained materials for electrocatalytic N$_2$ reduction reactions.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1-1. Background and motivation

Redox Flow Batteries

The utilization of renewable energy sources such as solar and wind energy represents a sustainable and environmentally benign strategy to alleviate the world’s severe dependency on traditional fossil fuels.\(^1\) It is estimated that 68% of today’s electrical energy is supplied from fossil fuels while only 3% from renewable energy technologies.\(^2\) However, under the pressure of global warming and climate change, more attention and efforts have been focused on renewable energy utilization. For example, global wind power generation capacity is expected to reach 474 GW in the year 2020, about a 5 times increase as compared to 2007.\(^2\) In order to manage the intermittent and fluctuating nature of solar and wind energy, cost-effective technologies for energy conversion and storage are in urgent need.\(^1,3\) Among numerous energy storage technologies, redox flow batteries (RFBs, Figure 1-1) have been recognized as a promising technology to overcome the intermittency of renewable energy and supply reliable electricity to electricity grids with a scale up to MW/MWh.\(^2,4\)

Redox flow batteries (RFBs) operate in the general mechanism of a rechargeable battery by using redox active chemicals dissolved in liquid supporting electrolyte.

---

solutions stored in two reservoirs (Figure 1-1). The redox active liquid electrolytes are termed as anolyte in the anode side and catholyte in the cathode side, respectively. A separator (ion exchange membrane or porous membrane) sandwiched between two electrodes allows the crossover of supporting electrolytes while prohibiting the crossover of active materials. During charge/discharge processes, redox reactions (see Equation 1-1 and 1-2) happen on the surface of the electrode while supporting ions (such as $\text{H}^+$, $\text{Na}^+$, and $\text{Cl}^-$) migrate through the ion exchange membrane to balance the charge.

Anode: \[ A^n + x \text{ e}^{-} \rightleftharpoons A^{n-x} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 1-1}

Cathode: \[ C^m \rightleftharpoons C^{m+y} + y \text{ e}^{-} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 1-2}

*Figure 1-1. Graphic representation of diverse applications and cell components of redox flow batteries (RFBs).*
Thereby, a flow battery is able to store or release electrical energy. The unique cell architecture of RFBs empowers a number of attractive technological merits for large-scale energy storage in comparison to traditional static rechargeable batteries. First, RFBs can modulate their energy (the volume of the electrolyte reservoirs) and power (electrode surface area) independently, which makes the power supply more facile to manage.\textsuperscript{2-4} Second, RFBs can operate at high current and high power densities due to fast electrochemical kinetics and high conductivities of aqueous supporting electrolytes. Third but not last, RFBs represent a safe energy storage technology by using non-flammable aqueous electrolyte materials. In addition to centralized grid-scale energy storage, RFBs with their technological merits are suitable for relatively small-scale decentralized energy storage applications including residential and commercial power backups, remote micro-grids, charge stations for electric vehicles and fuel productions. It is worth noting that it is also promising to develop high energy density RFBs as direct power sources for electrical vehicles. Redox active material is the core part of the RFB. Therefore, it is of great importance to develop low cost and stable active materials to obtain RFBs’ wide application in the future.

**Electrocatalytic Carbon Dioxide and Nitrogen Reduction**

Extensive consumption of fossil fuels within less than two hundred years has resulted in the truth that the concentration of CO\textsubscript{2} in the atmosphere increased dramatically from 280 ppm at the beginning of the industrial revolution in the 19\textsuperscript{th} century to about 408 ppm in 2018, which has caused serious substantial environmental impacts.\textsuperscript{5} The fact that fossil fuel keeps as the main energy form will still remain for many years. Nowadays, in order to alleviate the pressure from both increasing energy...
demanding and more serious climate challenge, heterogeneous electrocatalytic \( \text{CO}_2 \) reduction is both hot topics toward valuable fuel synthesis in a way that is more energy efficient and environmentally benign. The century-old Haber-Bosch process remains to be the only industrial process to achieve large scale ammonia production more than 150 million tons per year.\(^6\) Despite its wide application, the Haber-Bosch process is massively energy consuming (ca. 2\% of the world’s energy supply), heavily fossil fuel dependent (3\% - 5\% of the world’s natural gas production), and greenhouse gas emitting (more than 400 million tons).\(^7\) The massive energy consumption and \( \text{CO}_2 \) emitting are mainly from the \( \text{CH}_4 \) reforming to generate the \( \text{H}_2 \) feedstock for the next \( \text{N}_2 \) hydrogenation reaction.\(^7\) By electrocatalytic \( \text{N}_2 \) reduction, nitrogen reacts with protons in aqueous electrolytes, thus avoiding the use of \( \text{H}_2 \) gas as the reactant. Meanwhile, electrocatalytic \( \text{N}_2 \) reduction could be manipulated at ambient conditions. Therefore, the electrochemical synthesis ammonia is very appealing regarding both energy saving and environment protection.

A three-electrode system can be employed to evaluate the performance of the \( \text{CO}_2 \) and \( \text{N}_2 \) electrocatalytic reduction in a single cell, H-type cell, and flow cell as shown in Figure 1-2. The H-type cell for the \( \text{CO}_2 \) and \( \text{N}_2 \) reduction could avoid the oxygen influence for the reactions due to the gas impermeable ion exchange membrane sandwiched between the two half-cells. The catalyst was deposited on the surface of glassy carbon or carbon paper and worked as the working electrode. Saturated calomel electrode or Ag/AgCl was applied as the reference electrode. Platinum wire or carbon rod electrode was applied as the counter electrode.
Figure 1-2. Schemes of (A) single cell, (B) H-type cell and (C) flow cell for electrocatalytic CO$_2$ and N$_2$ reduction.

1-2. Classification for redox flow batteries

As shown in Figure 1-3, the redox flow batteries can be classified as nonaqueous RFBs (using organic solvent) and aqueous RFBs (using aqueous electrolyte) according to the solvent. Due to the large electrochemical window of organic solvent, the main advantage of the nonaqueous redox flow battery is the high voltage. However, the challenge from the aspect of materials (high cost solvent and supporting electrolyte, active materials crossover) limited their application. Compared to the nonaqueous RFB,
the aqueous RFB delivers lower cell voltage. Nevertheless, the much lower cost, much longer lifetime, and superior safety make it a better choice for practical application. Among the various active materials, a few inorganic systems (Fe-Cr, Zn-Br₂, all-vanadium) have been demonstrated for large scale applications. Since the invention of the all-vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB) at the University of New South Wales, Sydney (Australia) by Skyllas-Kazacos et al. in the 1980s, the all-vanadium RFBs have been receiving massive studies and continuous commercialization. Nevertheless, the capital cost of this RFB system remains too high to enable the broad application at both residential and industrial scale, although it represents the most mature RFB system for large scale energy storage in terms of well-developed battery chemistry and system components. According to the “Energy Storage Technology and Cost Characterization Report” from the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), the price for all vanadium RFBs still remains about $500 per kW/h, way above the Department of Energy’s target ($150 per kWh). Compared to the vanadium source used in VRFB, redox active organic molecules could be cheaper, more sustainable and redox potential tunable, thus draw more and more attention for scientific research. Based on the different pH values applied to various active materials, the AORFBs can be divided into acidic AORFBs, alkaline AORFBs, and pH neutral AORFBs. Anthraquinone (AQDS) and phenazine derivatives were mainly applied to acid or alkaline conditions to guarantee good solubility. Viologen, ferrocene and TEMPO derivatives are only stable at pH neutral conditions, which were intensively studied by our group and others for pH neutral AORFBs application. We also developed a pH neutral AQDS based AORFB by
Figure 1-3. Classification of redox flow batteries and the common redox active materials applied in aqueous redox flow batteries.

using the ammonium cation functionalized AQDS derivative which was highly soluble even at pH neutral condition.

1-3. Important parameters for redox flow batteries’ performance and electrocatalysis performance evaluation

Important parameters for redox flow batteries

Volumetric energy density as a key parameter for a RFB which stands for the amount of energy that can be stored in the battery per liter electrolyte (Wh/L). The volumetric energy density of a RFB is determined by its cell voltage (V) and charge capacity (Ah/L) as shown in Equation 1-4. Charge capacity (C) is further determined by the concentrations of active materials, and the number of electrons involved in the redox reactions given by Equation 1-3, where \( n \) is the number of electrons, \( F \) is the faradic constant, \( c \) is the concentration of the more soluble electrolyte material between the anolyte and catholyte, \( \mu \) is the volume factor for the full cell and defined as (1+...
\( V_{\text{larger}} / V_{\text{smaller}} \) (\( V_{\text{smaller}} \) is the volume for the less soluble electrolyte and \( V_{\text{larger}} \) is the volume for the more soluble electrolyte).

\[
C = nFc
\]

\( \text{Energy density} = CV = \frac{nFc}{\mu} V \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 1-3}

\[ \text{Energy density} = CV = \frac{nFc}{\mu} V \]

The efficiencies of RFBs are manifested by Coulombic efficiency (CE), Voltage efficiency (VE), and energy efficiency (EE) as defined subsequently. Coulombic efficiency (CE) is the ratio between discharge capacity and charge capacity. CE is an important indicator that can reflect active material crossover and irreversible side reactions if it is apparently lower than 100 \%.\textsuperscript{10} Voltage efficiency (VE) is the ratio between discharge voltage and charge voltage, which reflects the charge/discharge overpotential of the battery. The multiplication of CE and VE gives energy efficiency (EE).

Power density is another important parameter that evaluates the response speed of the RFB systems. It is the product of the output current density and voltage of the battery which is various at different state of charge. For a typical aqueous RFB system, the power density is from about 100 mW/cm\(^2\) to 1 W/cm\(^2\), due to the fast redox kinetics, fast mass diffusion, and overall low cell resistance.

**Important parameters for electrocatalysis**

For electrocatalytic \( \text{CO}_2 \) and \( \text{N}_2 \) reduction, the most important parameters are current density and faradaic efficiency (FE). Current density stands for the reaction rate of the catalysis. The most commonly applied current density is geometric current density, i.e. the current density calculated from the overall current divided by electrode geometric surface area. In this case, more porous materials that allow better accessibility of the
substrate to the active sites tend to show higher current density. Therefore, efforts have been made to develop electrocatalyst with larger surface area, such as ultrathin 2D nanosheets,\textsuperscript{11} nanowires,\textsuperscript{12} and single-atom catalysts,\textsuperscript{13,14} to increase the catalytic current density. Meanwhile, cautions have been raised appealing for a more reasonable and scientific way to compare the current density among various catalysts by electrochemical active surface area to avoid overestimating or underestimating for catalytic current density.\textsuperscript{15}

FE represents the reaction selectivity which can be calculated by Equation 1-5, where \( n_{\text{product}} \), \( n_e \), \( F \) and \( Q \) is the amount of product, amount of electron for the reaction, the faradaic constant and total amount of charge, respectively. For CO\textsubscript{2} electrocatalytic reduction, CO was reported as the main product for most of the heterogeneous catalysis where H\textsubscript{2} is the main side product. For N\textsubscript{2} catalytic reduction, the desired product is ammonia. However, the FE for ammonia production is normally lower than 20\% due to the strongly competitive hydrogen evolution reaction.

\[
FE = \frac{n_{\text{product}} n_e F}{Q} \quad \text{Equation 1-5}
\]

Turnover number (TON) and turnover frequency (TOF) evaluation for heterogeneous catalysis are more complicated due to unclear numbers of active sites. Therefore, reasonable models are required to estimate the number of the active site for TON and TOF calculation.\textsuperscript{15}

Overpotential is also important to evaluate the energy efficiency of the reactions. It is calculated as the difference between the onset potential and the thermodynamic
potential. Typical CO₂ and N₂ reduction reactions and their equilibrium potentials were shown in Table 1-1. To avoid the proton concentration influence on these potentials, RHE was commonly applied as the reference, which can be calculated as Equation 1-6.

\[ E_{\text{RHE}} = E_{\text{NHE}} + 0.059pH \]

Equation 1-6

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Reactions} & \text{Equilibrium potential (vs. RHE)} \\
\hline
\text{CO}_2 + 2 \text{ H}^+ + 2 \text{ e}^- \rightarrow \text{HCOOH} & -0.197 \text{ V} \\
\text{CO}_2 + 2 \text{ H}^+ + 2 \text{ e}^- \rightarrow \text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} & -0.117 \text{ V} \\
\text{CO}_2 + 4 \text{ H}^+ + 4 \text{ e}^- \rightarrow \text{HCHO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} & -0.067 \text{ V} \\
\text{CO}_2 + 6 \text{ H}^+ + 6 \text{ e}^- \rightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{OH} + \text{H}_2\text{O} & 0.033 \text{ V} \\
\text{CO}_2 + 8 \text{ H}^+ + 8\text{ e}^- \rightarrow \text{CH}_4 + 2 \text{ H}_2\text{O} & 0.173 \text{ V} \\
\text{2 CO}_2 + 12 \text{ H}^+ + 12 \text{ e}^- \rightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 + 4 \text{ H}_2\text{O} & -0.064 \text{ V} \\
\text{N}_2 + 2 \text{ H}_2\text{O} + 6 \text{ H}^+ + 6 \text{ e}^- \rightarrow 2 \text{NH}_4\text{OH} & 0.156 \text{ V} \\
2\text{H}^+ + 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2 & 0 \text{ V} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Table 1-1. Typical CO₂ and N₂ reduction reactions and their equilibrium potentials.¹⁶,¹⁷

1-4. Materials design for aqueous organic redox flow batteries

As shown in Figure 1-2, Active materials applied in redox flow batteries are very diverse such as redox active metal salt,¹⁸,¹⁹ nonmetal inorganic materials,²⁰ organometallic compounds,²¹-²³ organic molecules,²⁴-²⁷ and even polymers.²⁸ The satisfactory redox active molecules are required to show the following properties: high solubility in aqueous electrolyte, suitable redox potential, excellent chemically and electrochemically stability, and overall charges containing.

High solubility and suitable redox potential of the molecules enable a high energy density of the battery. For example, in order to compete with the VRFB (25 ~ 35 Wh/L), the active materials of a 1.2 V AORFB need to have a solubility of 1.6 M to 2.2 M at all
states of charge in the supporting electrolyte. For the AORFB with a cell voltage lower than 1V, the solubility of active materials needs to be at least 1.9 M to achieve an energy density of 25 Wh/L. In order to improve the solubility of active materials, a general idea is improving the interaction between the organic molecules and water molecules, i.e. improving the solvation of the redox active molecules. Strategies have been reported as introducing hydrophilic groups and adding additives to strengthen hydrogen bonding, which both demonstrated substantial solubility boost of various materials.\textsuperscript{21-23,30} However, high concentrated electrolyte always displays very high viscosity which dramatically decreases the electrolyte conductivity and results in poor rate performance, low energy efficiency, and increased external energy consumption from pump operation. This viscosity issue brings in another challenge for the active material design. Therefore, active materials displaying multiple-electron redox property is especially desired for improving the energy density without dramatically increasing materials’ concentration.

The stability and charges bearing features are directly relevant to the lifetime of the battery. Specifically, chemical decomposition irreversibly induced charging/discharging capacity decay with the increase of cycle number due to the loss of redox active materials. In aqueous systems, proton and hydroxide involved HER, ORE, and nucleophilic attack contributes most to the side reactions. Combined with a deep understanding of the chemical decomposition mechanism, the molecular design could be conducted to avoid these disadvantageous side reactions. The charge-neutral species generated during electrochemical reaction would cross through the ion exchange membrane and lead to cross contamination, which could also irreversibly capacity decay, low coulombic efficiency and loss of the state of charge. Taking 4-OH-TEMPO/MV
system\textsuperscript{24} as an example, the charge-neutral 4-OH-TEMPO free radical showed crossover through the anion exchange membrane during the charging/discharging process and caused fast capacity decay (Figure 1-4, left). For the 4-sulfonate-TEMPO/Zn RFB,\textsuperscript{29} although the cathode TEMPO derivative is anion charged, it oxidized oxoammonium product is overall charge-neutral and could also cross through the Nafion-based cation exchange membrane (Figure 1-4, middle). Increasing charges of the TEMPO and maintaining the overall charges at all SOC is an effective strategy to overcome the crossover issue (Figure 1-4 right).\textsuperscript{30}

1-5. Catalysts for electrocatalytic CO\textsubscript{2} and N\textsubscript{2} reduction

In the past few years, electrocatalytic CO\textsubscript{2} and N\textsubscript{2} reduction have been under intensive study. Many efficient catalysts were reported for CO\textsubscript{2} reduction with impressive FE and current density, such as noble metals,\textsuperscript{31-33} non-precious metals,\textsuperscript{33} metal oxides,\textsuperscript{34,35} single-atom catalysts\textsuperscript{13,14} and so on. In addition to the inorganic heterogeneous catalysts, some molecular catalyst, such as metal porphyrins and metal phthalocyanines were also applied in both homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis for CO\textsubscript{2} reduction.\textsuperscript{37-39} In these reactions, CO was reported as the main product for most of the heterogeneous catalysis where H\textsubscript{2} is the main side product. Some materials (such as Bi, Sn, Pb) could catalyze the CO\textsubscript{2} reduction to formate or formic acid.\textsuperscript{40} Copper is the only inorganic
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\[\text{Figure 1-4. Redox reactions for 4-OH-TEMPO (left), 4-sulfonate-TEMPO (middle), and 4-trimentylammonium-TEMPO (right).}\]
catalyst that can catalyze the direct CO$_2$ reduction to C-C coupling leaded carbon hydrates (C$_2$H$_4$, C$_2$H$_5$OH, C$_3$H$_7$OH, etc.) as the main products, although the selectivity is always difficult to be controlled.$^{41}$ By enhancing the hydrophobicity of the surface of the Cu catalyst, a high FE for C$_2$H$_4$ was obtained more than 50%.$^{41}$ Nitrogenase is famous for its capability to catalyzed N$_2$ reduction to ammonia at ambient conditions. Interestingly, it was found that nitrogenase could also catalyze CO$_2$ reduction to various products besides N$_2$ fixation.$^{42}$ The Mo- and V-nitrogenase has also been shown to reduce CO$_2$ to CH$_4$ and C$_2$ and C$_3$ hydrocarbons. In vivo studies with the Fe-nitrogenase indicate that this enzyme shows the highest CO$_2$ reduction to CH$_4$ of the three nitrogenases.$^{43}$ However, the homogeneous in vivo studies required ATP as the energy source. Applying nitrogenase as an electrocatalyst could bypass the use of ATP and improve the reaction selectivity.

Due to these potential benefits, electrocatalytic N$_2$ fixation has been under intensive exploration over the last few years and has become a hot topic in catalysis. A number of heterogeneous electrocatalysts have been reported with a various claimed performance for NRR, including noble metals,$^{17,44,45}$ metal oxides,$^{46}$ metal sulfides,$^{47}$ metal nitrides,$^{48,49}$ and metal-free catalysts$^{50,51}$. In this 6 proton-coupled 6 electron transfer process, the rate determine step for NRR remains unclear although lots of DFT calculations have been conducted. Most of the catalyst design is aiming at improving the nitrogen adsorption on the surface the catalyst. The average performance of the NRR was demonstrated with the FE of < 20% and the yield of ammonia < 50 $\mu$g mg$_{\text{catalyst}}^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$. With such a low reaction rate, any forms of ammonia contamination could bring in an overestimation of the catalyst performance. Besides, strict control experiments are
essential to eliminate contaminations and catalyst decomposition, especially for those nitrogen contained catalysts.

1-6. Thesis scope

In this dissertation, I summarized my work on redox flow batteries and electrocatalysis for CO\textsubscript{2} and N\textsubscript{2} reduction.

In chapter I, a general introduction for redox flow battery mechanism, principals for active materials design, and catalysts for CO\textsubscript{2} and N\textsubscript{2} reduction was presented.

In chapter II, I introduced my research on stable and highly water soluble ferrocene derivatives for neutral AORFB application, which represents the first ferrocene based aqueous electrolyte. By introducing hydrophilic trimethylammonium group in the molecule, the solubility of resulted FeC\textsubscript{NCl} was up to 4 M in water while the ferrocene precursor is barely soluble in water.

In chapter III, systematic studies on the separator and supporting electrolyte effect on the FeC\textsubscript{NCl}/MV RFBs were summarized. A general strategy was put forward for improving the energy efficiency and power density of the neutral AORFBs.

In chapter IV, I presented my study on elucidating the radical cation decomposition mechanism for methyl viologen anolyte. UV-Vis spectroscopy and half-cell studies supported the proposed mechanism. Guided by the mechanism, we synthesized (NPr)\textsubscript{2}V which displayed performance improvement for the pH neutral AORFBs.

In chapter V, a cation exchange strategy was introduced to improve the solubility of Anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonate salt. The solubility improvement was attributed to the enhanced hydrogen bonding among anthraquinone, ammonium cation, and water.
molecules. The mechanism was proved by $^1$H NMR titration and 2D NMR (COSY). A 0.75 M AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$/NH$_4$I was demonstrated with no capacity decay after 300 charging/discharging cycles.

In chapter VI, FeFe-protein and MoFe-protein from nitrogenase were immobilized on the surface of the glassy carbon electron. The obtained bioelectrodes showed good catalytic activity for CO$_2$ reduction to formate with an overpotential of only 72 mV. This bio-electrochemical approach for CO$_2$ reduction bypassed the use of ATP in homogeneous catalysis.

In chapter VII, I presented a careful evaluation of the catalytic activity of Mo$_2$N for N$_2$ reduction to ammonia. $^{15}$N$_2$ isotope labeling and time-dependent experiments were conducted. The results revealed that ammonium was produced from the chemical decomposition of the nitride catalyst instead of electrocatalytic reduction of N$_2$ feeding gas.

1-7. References


CHAPTER II

(FERROCENYLMETHYL)TRIMETHYLAMMONIUM CHLORIDE AS A STABLE AND HIGHLY SOLUBLE CATHODE MATERIAL FOR AQUEOUS ORGANIC REDOX FLOW BATTERIES

2-1. Abstract

Redox flow batteries (RFBs) are a viable technology to store renewable energy in the form of electricity that can be supplied to electricity grids safely and reliably. To address the material based challenges (such as low abundance and high cost of active materials, expensive separators and electrolyte crossover) from traditional inorganic RFBs, we demonstrated a pH neutral aqueous organic redox flow battery (AORFB) technology utilizing a newly designed cathode electrolyte containing highly water-soluble ferrocene molecules. Specifically, water-soluble (ferrocenylmethyl)trimethylammonium chloride (FcNCl, 4.0 M in H2O, 107.2 Ah/L) and \( N^1 \)-ferrocenylmethyl-\( N^1 \), \( N^2 \), \( N^2 \), \( N^2 \)-pentamethylpropane-1,2-diammonium dibromide, (FcN2Br2, 3.1 M in H2O, 83.1 Ah/L) were synthesized through structural decoration of hydrophobic ferrocene with synergetic hydrophilic functionalities including ammonium cation groups and halide anions. When paired with methyl viologen (MV) as an anolyte, the resulted FcNCl/MV and FcN2Br2/MV AORFBs displayed excellent performance in noncorrosive pH neutral NaCl supporting electrolytes. Notably, the FcNCl/MV AORFB

exhibited unprecedented long cycling performance, 700 cycles at 60 mA/cm² with 99.99% capacity retention per cycle. To further improve the batteries’ energy efficiency and power density to meet fast charge/discharge responses in the application of large scale electrochemical energy storage. We conducted a systematic study on the effects of ion exchange membranes and supporting electrolytes on the resistance and electrochemical performance of the FcNCl/MV AORFB. With an optimized combination of the membrane and the supporting electrolyte, unprecedented energy efficiency and power density were achieved at 85% at 40 mA/cm² or 79% at 60 mA/cm² and 122.7 mW/cm² for the neutral AORFB (0.5 M active materials). The present results emphasize the importance of minimizing battery resistance, and also further advance the promise of neutral AORFBs for sustainable and green energy storage of renewable energy.

2-2. Introduction

The increasing worldwide energy demand necessitates large scale and efficient utilization of renewable energy, such as solar, wind, and hydroelectric power. Simultaneously, the utilization of renewable energy can address environmental challenges instigated by the production and burning of fossil fuels. However, the intermittence and fluctuating nature of these renewable energy resources have to be mitigated using effective energy storage solutions. Redox flow batteries (RFBs) have been recognized as a viable technology for large-scale energy storage (up to MW/MWh) by government agencies, industrial partners, and research institutions. Compared to static rechargeable batteries (e.g. lead acid batteries and Li ion batteries), several technical merits enable RFBs to be well-suited for the integration of renewable energy and balancing electricity grids: high power input and output, decoupled energy and
power, safety features, and scalability (up to MW/MWh). Traditional inorganic RFBs, including vanadium RFBs and Zn-Br$_2$ RFBs, have evolved as relatively established technologies. However, their extensive applications for large scale energy storage suffer from several major techno-economical drawbacks, expensive and resource-limited active materials (vanadium RFBs), corrosive and hazardous electrolytes in both RFBs, low current performance (Zn-Br$_2$ RFBs due to Zn dendrite formation), electrolyte crossover, and expensive system costs, such as the Nafion membrane used in both RFBs. Thus, there is an urgent call to develop low cost and safe RFB technologies to meet burgeoning energy storage demands.

To address the challenges encountered by existing inorganic RFBs, we and others have proposed aqueous organic RFBs (AORFBs) employing sustainable and abundant redox-active organic molecules as a new generation of RFBs for green energy storage.\textsuperscript{7-14} In addition to the general features of RFBs discussed above, AORFBs have several outstanding advantages for large scale energy storage: 1) using organic redox-active materials consisting of earth-abundant elements is a sustainable practice, and they are also synthetically tunable to gain high oxidation/reduction redox potentials and high solubility, thus high energy density RFBs; 2) utilization of non-flammable aqueous electrolytes offers safety benefits; 3) aqueous electrolytes consisting water and simple inorganic supporting electrolytes such as NaCl, KOH, are inexpensive; 4) high-conductivity aqueous electrolytes and well-developed selective ion conductive membranes for aqueous electrolytes allow high power operation while achieving high energy efficiency. Specifically, we have been focusing on developing neutral aqueous organic RFBs for safe and low cost large-scale and residential energy storage using
sustainable, non-corrosive and non-flammable aqueous redox-active electrolytes and low cost ion exchange membranes.\textsuperscript{12} Several groups including us have made significant progress in the emerging AORBF technology in the last few years, such as high power acid/alkaline AORBFs,\textsuperscript{7-11,14} and high voltage and low cost pH neutral AORFBs.\textsuperscript{12,13,15} Meanwhile, progress has also been made in developing non-aqueous organic RFBs (NAORFBs).\textsuperscript{16-23}

However, in spite of the rapid advances, most of the reported AORFBs and NAORFBs only displayed limited cycling performance (typically not more than 100 cycles), which is primarily attributed to the electrochemical and chemical instability of electrolyte materials. In addition, most of the reported AORFBs still have lower energy densities than the state of the art vanadium RFBs (41.8 Wh/L), which is limited by either catholyte or anolyte. We believe that these limitations can be mitigated by designing robust and high capacity redox active electrolyte materials.

Herein we introduce a stable cycling AORFB technology named ferrocene/MV AORFBs (Figure 1). This redox flow battery technology is constructed on newly designed catholyte containing a highly water-soluble redox-active ferrocene compound, (ferrocenylmethyl)trimethylammonium chloride (\textbf{FcNCl}, 107.2 Ah/L) or \textit{N}\textsuperscript{1}-ferrocenylmethyl-\textit{N}\textsuperscript{1}, \textit{N}\textsuperscript{2}, \textit{N}\textsuperscript{2}, \textit{N}\textsuperscript{2}-pentamethylpropane-1,2-diammonium dibromide, (\textbf{FcN\textsubscript{2}Br\textsubscript{2}}, 83.1 Ah/L), along with methyl viologen (MV) anolyte, a neutral NaCl supporting electrolyte, and a low cost anion exchange membrane. This is the first application of ferrocene compounds in AORFBs. These ferrocene/MV AORFBs are characterized by high theoretical energy density (up to 52.4 Wh/L), and excellent cycling performance from 40 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2} to 100 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2}. Particularly, the FcNCl/MV AORFB
exhibited unprecedented cycling performance (700 cycles at 60 mA/cm² with 99.99% capacity retention per cycle. The presented results highlight the great promise of AORFBs for energy storage applications. Thereafter, we systematically studied the roles of electrolytes and separators played on the energy efficiency and power output of the FcNCl/MV AORFB. By utilizing more conductive supporting electrolyte and membrane, the batteries’ energy efficiency and power density were boosted to 79% at 60 mA/cm² and 122.7 mW/cm², respectively.

2-3. Materials and methods

Materials

(Ferrocenylmethyl)dimethylamine was purchased from TCI chemicals. Methyl chloride (1 M in t-butylether) and (3-bromopropyl)trimethylammonium bromide were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Methyl viologen was purchased from Acros Organics. All the chemicals were stored in an Argon glove box and used directly. All the solvents (CH₃CN, DMSO, diethyl ether) were purchased from Fisher chemicals. Deionized water was obtained from a MilliporeSigma Milli-DI Water Purification System and purged overnight using N₂ before use. All experimental operations were conducted under N₂ atmosphere. Selemion™ ion exchange membranes were purchased from ASAHI GLASS CO., LTD, Japan. All ion exchange membranes were soaked in 0.5 M NaCl solution overnight before use.

Characterization

NMR studies were conducted using a Bruker 500 MHz NMR spectrometer. UV-Vis data were collected using an Ocean Optics spectrometer. Elemental analysis was
Materials synthesis

Synthesis of FeNCl: A 250 mL Schlenk flask was degassed with N\textsubscript{2} and maintained under N\textsubscript{2}. (ferrocenyldimethyl)methylamine (20 g, 82.3 mmol) and methyl chloride (1 M in t-butylether, 82.3 mL for 82.3 mmol, used 90 mL) were combined in 50 mL CH\textsubscript{3}CN in the 250 mL flask. The reaction mixture was stirred at R.T. overnight. The red-orange precipitate was formed and collected by filtration. 100 mL of ether was added to the supernatant solution to precipitate a second crop of the product. The combined product was washed twice with 40 mL of ether and dried under vacuum. The product is hygroscopic and stored in a dry desiccator. The yield was ca. 95% (23.0 g). \textsuperscript{1}H NMR (D\textsubscript{2}O, 300 MHz): \(\delta\) (in p.p.m.), 2.91 (s, 9 H), 4.24 (s, 5 H), 4.35 (s, 2H), 4.39 (s, 2H), 4.47 (d, 2H). Anal. calcd for C\textsubscript{14}H\textsubscript{20}NClFe·0.5 H\textsubscript{2}O: C 55.53, H 6.94, N 4.63; found C 55.26, H 7.05, N 4.61.

Synthesis of FeN\textsubscript{2}Br\textsubscript{2}: FeN\textsubscript{2}Br\textsubscript{2} was synthesized from (ferrocenylmethyl)dimethylamine (3.4 g, 14 mmol) and (3-bromopropyl)trimethylammonium bromide (3.8 g, 14.5 mmol) in 10 mL DMSO in a procedure similar as FeNCl. The yield was 90.1 % (6.2 g). \textsuperscript{1}H NMR (D\textsubscript{2}O) \(\delta\) (in p.p.m.), 2.25 (m, 2 H), 2.94 (s, 6 H), 3.12 (s, 9 H), 3.19 (t, 2 H), 3.31 (t, 2 H), 4.26 (s, 5 H), 4.42 (d, 2 H), 4.46 (s, 2 H), 4.48 (s, 2H).

Solubility tests

The solubility of FeNCl, FeN\textsubscript{2}Br\textsubscript{2}, FeN, and MV was measured in water by preparing a 1.0 mL super-saturated solution in a 5.0 mL graduated cylinder. Similar
solubility tests in water were conducted for ferrocenecarboxylic acid, 1-1'-ferrocenedicarboxylic acid, ferrocenecarboxylic acid, and 1,1'-ferrocenedimethanol.

**Electrochemical cyclic voltammetry studies**

All electrochemical cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments were carried out in 0.5 M NaCl electrolyte solutions. Cyclic voltammetry experiments were performed with a Gamry 1000E potentiostat. All potentials were referenced to NHE according to the known MV$^{2+/1+}$ redox couple (-0.45 V vs NHE). The working electrode (1 mm PEEK-encased glassy carbon, Cypress Systems EE040) was polished using Al$_2$O$_3$ (BAS CF-1050, dried at 150 °C under vacuum) suspended in deionized H$_2$O, then rinsed with deionized H$_2$O and dried with airflow. The reference electrode consisted of a silver wire coated with a layer of AgCl and suspended in a solution of 0.5 M NaCl electrolyte. A glassy carbon rod (Structure Probe, Inc.) was used as the counter electrode. Before each measurement, the electrolyte was purged by nitrogen gas for 5 minutes.

**Electrochemical linear sweeping voltammetry studies:**

All linear sweeping voltammetry (LSV) studies were conducted using a Gamry 1000E potentiostat in a three-electrode configuration, a glassy carbon disk working electrode (5 mm Teflon encased glassy carbon disk, Pine Research Instrumentation) along with a glassy carbon counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl reference electrode as used in CV studies. All potentials were referenced to NHE according to the known MV$^{2+/1+}$ redox couple (-0.45 V vs NHE). Before data collection, the disk electrode was prepared using the procedure described in the CV studies. The electrode was then rotated from 300 to 2400 rpm with increments of 300 rpm, which was controlled by a Pine MSR rotator.
system. LSV scans were recorded at a rate of 5 mV/s from 0.3 V to 0.8 V vs NHE. At each rotation rate, the LSV was recorded three times to ensure repeatability.

**Flow cell tests**

The flow cells for the FcNCl/MV AORFB and the FcN₂Br₂/MV AORFB were constructed with two carbon electrolyte chambers, two graphite felt electrodes (SGL Carbon Group, Germany) and a piece of anion exchange membrane (AMV, 120 μm thickness, pore size < 10 Å, Selémion, Japan) sandwiched between graphite felts, and two copper current collectors. Each carbon chamber was connected with an electrolyte reservoir using a piece of Viton tubing. The electrolyte reservoir is home designed and is a 10 mL glass tube (2 cm inner diameter). The active area of the cell was 10 cm². A Masterflex® L/S® peristaltic pump (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL) was used to press the Viton tubing to circulate the electrolytes through the electrodes at a flow rate of 60 mL/min. In each reservoir, the balanced flow cell employed 11-13 mL of the NaCl electrolytes containing 0.5 or 0.7 M active materials. Both reservoirs were purged with nitrogen to remove O₂ and then sealed before cell cycling. The flow cell was galvanostatically charged/discharged at R.T. on a battery tester (Land Instruments) in the voltage range of 1.5 – 0.1 V at current densities ranging from 40 to 100 mA/cm². The polarization curve and electrochemical impedance spectra were recorded using a Gamry 1000E potentiostat. The discharged and charged states of FcNCl and MV were measured using UV-Vis spectroscopy. Post cell studies of the FcNCl/MV AORFB using ¹H NMR and CV were conducted for both electrolytes at the end of the cell tests.

2-4. Results and discussion

**Molecular design of FcNCl and FcN₂Br₂**
Because of their reversible Fe$^{3+/2+}$ redox couple and thermal stability, the 1973 Nobel Prize-winning organometallic complex, ferrocene, and its derivatives have been utilized in a wide array of applications in chemistry and materials science since their discovery in the 1950s.\textsuperscript{24-26} In addition, the synthesis of ferrocene derivatives has been well developed, involving low-cost starting materials based on earth-abundant elements: C, H, N, O, and Fe. Thus, they are sustainable and can be low cost in large-scale production. However, most of the known ferrocene compounds are aliphatic or hydrophobic, i.e. only soluble in organic solvents. Thus, ferrocene compounds have been only applied as the cathode in a couple of semi-flow\textsuperscript{21} or static liquid\textsuperscript{27} Li/ferrocene non-aqueous batteries. We rationalized that ferrocene compounds functionalized with hydrophilic groups could be water-soluble and demonstrate superior performance in aqueous RFBs. Obviously, we first screened commercially available ferrocene compounds functionalized with hydrophilic functional groups (ferrocenecarboxylic acid, 1-1'-ferrocenedicarboxilic acid, ferrocenecarboxylic acid, and 1,1'-ferrocenedimethanol). However, these ferrocene derivatives are only slightly soluble in water, $< 100$ mM, therefore, not suitable for applications in aqueous RFBs. We found that (ferrocenylmethyl)trialkylammonium iodides exhibited solubility in aqueous solutions,\textsuperscript{28,29} although (ferrocenylmethyl)dimethylethlammonium bis(trifluoro-methane) sulfonimide (TFSI, a hydrophobic anion) applied in the nonaqueous Li/ferrocene RFB was reported nearly insoluble in water.\textsuperscript{21} To apply the (ferrocenylmethyl)trialkylammonium redox-active moiety for ARFBs using selective Cl$^-$ anion transfer mechanism, we are particularly interested in the (ferrocenylmethyl)trialkylammonium chloride redox-active species. In addition, compared to I$^-$ (+ 0.55 V vs. NHE), Cl$^-$ counter ion has a much higher oxidation
potential (+1.40 V vs. NHE) and will not interfere with the Fe$^{3+/2+}$ redox couple of (ferroc-enylmethyl)trialkylammonium moiety. Following the synthesis of (ferrocenylmethyl)tri-alkylammonium iodides, we prepared (ferrocenylmethyl)trimethylammonium chloride (FcNCl) through direct alkylation of (ferrocenylmethyl)dimethylamine (FcN) with CH$_3$Cl. Simply mixing of (ferrocenylmethyl)dimethylamine with CH$_3$Cl in CH$_3$CN at room temperature (R.T.) resulted in the formation of red-orange FeNCl precipitates with a 95% isolated yield (Scheme 2-1). The one-step N-alkylation reaction is quite straightforward and was demonstrated at 20 g scale. FeNCl was fully characterized by $^1$H NMR, UV-VIS, and elementary analysis to establish its identity and purity. FeNCl is surprisingly highly soluble in H$_2$O with solubility ca. 4.0 M, corresponding to a capacity 107.2 Ah/L, a desired characteristic for RFB applications. Even in 2.0 M NaCl, the solubility of FeNCl was recorded at 3.0 M (80.4 Ah/L). The high-water solubility of FeNCl stimulated us to synthesize $N^1$-ferrocenylmethyl-$N^1$, $N^1$, $N^2$, $N^2$, $N^2$-pentamethylpropane-1,2-diammonium dibromide, FcN$_2$Br$_2$ (Scheme 1), featured with two pendant ammonium groups. FcN$_2$Br$_2$ exhibits a solubility of 3.1 M (83.1 Ah/L) in water, and 2.0 M (53.6 Ah/L) in 2.0 M NaCl.

Scheme 2-1. The synthesis of FeNCl and FcN$_2$Br$_2$
In contrast, pristine ferrocene (Cp$_2$Fe) and the precursor, (ferrocenylmethyl)dimethylamine, are insoluble or barely soluble in water. In addition, as stated above, (ferrocenylmethyl)dimethylethylammonium TFSI is also insoluble in water. It is believed that such high solubility of FcNCl and FcN$_2$Br$_2$ is credited to the synergetic effects of their hydrophilic pendant ammonium functionality and halide counter ion.

**CV studies of FcNCl and FcN$_2$Br$_2$**

Cyclic voltammetry studies revealed a reversible Fe$^{3+/2+}$ redox couple at 0.61 V vs NHE for both FcNCl and FcN$_2$Br$_2$ (Figure 2-1), indicating that the two ammonium substituents have nearly identical electronic influences on the ferrocene moiety. The pendent electron-withdrawing ammonium group of both compounds positively shifts the Fe$^{3+/2+}$ redox potential by 210 mV compared to the FcN precursor (+ 0.40 V vs NHE).

![Figure 2-1. Cyclic voltammograms of FcNCl (red trace), FcN$_2$Br$_2$ (purple trace), FcN (black trace), and MV (blue trace). The dashed curve is the cyclic voltammogram of 0.5 M NaCl, labeled with the onset potentials for hydrogen evolution reaction (HER, -1.00 V) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER, 1.50 V).](image-url)
Considering the high capacities of these functionalized ferrocene compounds, their oxidation potentials are positive enough for AORFB applications. Profited from the large overpotential of hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and oxygen evolution reaction on the carbon electrode, all redox reaction happened within the water’s electrochemical window (Figure 2-1, dash trace), indicating OER and HER side reactions are not thermodynamically accessible within the cycling voltage window of the FcNCl/MV.
AORFB. Scan rate dependence studies of FeNCl and FeN₂Br₂ (Figure 2-2) demonstrated linear relationships between the peak oxidation/reduction current and the square root of the scan rate, indicating that their reversible oxidation/reduction processes are both diffusion controlled.

**RDE studies of FeNCl and FeN₂Br₂**

To further understand the electrochemical kinetics of FeNCl and FeN₂Br₂, they were studied by linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) using a glassy carbon rotation disc electrode. The limiting currents (i.e. the mass transport-limited current intensity) were taken at 0.7 V vs NHE for FeNCl and plotted over the square root of the rotation rate (rad/s). The data were fitted to yield a straight Levich plot, with the slope defined by the Levich equation (Equation 2-1), where \( n = 1 \) for one-electron process, Faraday’s constant \( F = 96485 \text{ C/mol} \), electrode area \( A = 0.785 \text{ cm}^2 \), FeNCl concentration \( C_0 = 1.0 \text{ mM} \), D is diffusion coefficient, kinematic viscosity \( \nu = 0.009 \text{ cm}^2/\text{s} \) for 0.5 M NaCl solution. A plot of overpotential versus \( \log_{10}(i_k) \) was constructed for the LSV data collected at 2400 rpm for FeNCl where \( i_k \) is the kinetic current for the oxidation of FeNCl. The x-intercept of the fitted Tafel plot gives the log of the exchange current \( i_0 \), which equals to \( FAC_0k_0 \) (Equation 2-2), and gives electron transfer rate constant \( k_0 \). The similar tests were performed for FeN₂Br₂.

\[
\text{Levich plot slope} = 0.62nFAC_0D^\frac{2}{3}v^{-\frac{1}{6}} \quad \text{(Equation 2-1)}
\]

\[
i_0 = FAC_0k_0 \quad \text{(Equation 2-2)}
\]
Figure 2-3. (A) Linear sweep voltammograms of FcNCl (1.0 mM in 0.5 M NaCl); (B) Levich plots of the limiting current vs the square root of rotation rates for FcNCl; (C) The plot of overpotential over the logarithm of kinetic current and the corresponding fitted Tafel plot at 2400 rpm for FcNCl; (D) Linear sweep voltammograms of FcN2Br2 (1.0 mM in 0.5 M NaCl); (E) Levich plots of the limiting current vs the square root of...
rotation rates for FeN₂Br₂; (F) The plot of overpotential over the logarithm of kinetic current and the corresponding fitted Tafel plot at 2400 rpm for FeN₂Br₂.

The results are presented in Figure 2-3. The rotation speed was increased from 300 rpm to 2400 rpm to gain different mass-transport limited current with a scan rate at 5 mV/s. The diffusion coefficient of FeNCl was calculated to be $3.74 \times 10^{-6}$ cm$^2$/s from the slope of the Levich plot using Levich equation (Equation 1-1). Subsequently, a plot of oxidation overpotential over the logarithm of the kinetic current (Figure 2-3, A-C) at 2400 rpm was constructed to determine the rate constant for the charge transfer process for the oxidation of FeNCl. The Tafel equation (Equation 1-2) is applicable over 45 mV overpotential and the fitted Tafel plot (shown as the blue dotted line in Figure 3C) yielded a rate constant of $3.66 \times 10^{-5}$ cm/s for FeNCl. These same analyses (Figure 2-3, D-F) yielded a diffusion constant of $3.64 \times 10^{-6}$ cm$^2$/s and an electron transfer rate constant of $4.60 \times 10^{-6}$ cm/s for FeN₂Br₂. The large electron transfer rate and diffusion constant can contribute to reducing polarization overpotential due to the charge transfer and mass transport resistances. The electron-transfer rate and diffusion constants of FeNCl and FeN₂Br₂ are greater than most of inorganic species$^{30}$ and as good as reported redox active organic molecules applied in ARFBs.$^{9,11,14}$ Thus, the fast electrochemical kinetic results further indicate that FeNCl and FeN₂Br₂ are suitable candidates for AORFBs.

Flow cell performance

Paired with methyl viologen (MV, -0.45 V vs NHE, 3.5 M solubility in water), an established anolyte material for AORFBs, the resulting FeNCl/MV and FeN₂Br₂/MV AORFB can deliver 1.05 V cell voltage (Figure 2-1). Together with their high charge capacities in 2.0 M NaCl, FeNCl/MV and FeN₂Br₂/MV AORFBs possess theoretical
energy densities of 45.5 Wh/L and 35.8 Wh/L, respectively (calculated using Equation 3 given in the experimental section). The energy density of the FcNCl/MV AORFB is the highest known to-date for AORFBs and higher than state of the art vanadium ARFBs (41.8 Wh/L) and relatively less than Zn-Br$_2$ RFBs (ca. 65 Wh/L)$^{3,31,32}$.

Electrolyte conductivity directly affects batteries’ overall resistance, thus plays an important role in RFBs’ rate performance, energy efficiency and power output. Therefore, before the RFB testing, we systematically examined electrolyte conductivity with various concentrations of active materials and supporting electrolyte (NaCl). As shown in Figure 2-4, conductivity of both catholyte and anolyte continuous changed with the increase of active materials and supporting electrolyte. Overall, the higher concentration of supporting electrolyte contributed to higher electrolyte conductivity. 2 M NaCl supporting electrolyte could provide the highest conductivity of catholyte and anolyte up to 160 ms/cm and 173 ms/cm, respectively. At each NaCl concentration, with active materials’ concentration increase electrolyte conductivity increased at the beginning and then decreased. This is resulted from both ion concentration increase and electrolyte viscosity increase. As indicated by the conductivity measurements, 0.5 M concentration of the electrolytes in 2.0 M NaCl could give optimal energy efficiency in terms of overall electrolyte conductivity (135 ms/cm$^2$ for FcNCl and 175 ms/cm$^2$ for MV). Thus, the flow cell study was conducted at 0.5 M for both active materials in 2.0 M NaCl electrolyte (corresponding to 7.0 Wh/L energy density) at 20 °C. At the same condition, FcNCl and FcN$_2$Br$_2$ showed a similar conductivity.
Figure 2-4. Conductivity measurements of (A) FeClN and (B) MV (C) FeN\textsubscript{2}Br\textsubscript{2} from 0.05 M to 1.0 M in NaCl solution at different concentrations, 1.0 M (orange diamond trace), 1.5 M (blue circle trace), and 2.0 M (red triangle trace) at R.T.
The FcNCl/MV AORFB cell design is outlined in Figure 2-5. Because of the cation nature of the redox-active moieties of \textbf{FcNCl} and \textbf{MV}, a piece of anion exchange membrane (AEM, Selemin, Japan) was employed, that is ca. 1/5 the cost of typical Nafion membrane. It is expected that the AEM incorporated with pendant ammonium cation functionality only permits selective \( \text{Cl}^- \) transport while suppressing the crossover of the active catholyte and anolyte materials.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2-5.png}
\caption{A schematic representation of the FcNCl/MV AORFB and illustrations of discharged and charged states of \textbf{FcNCl} and \textbf{MV}, and cell reactions.}
\end{figure}
The current rate performance was investigated from 40 mA/cm$^2$ to 100 mA/cm$^2$ with an increment of 20 mA/cm$^2$. For each current density, 6 charge and discharge cycles were tested with cutoff voltages at 1.5 V for the charging process and 0.1 V for the discharge process. Upon charging, both electrolyte solutions underwent immediate color changes, from red-orange to deep green for FeNCl, and from colorless to deep purple for MV (see Figure 2-5). The observed color changes were consistent with the UV-Vis spectrum of FeNCl and MV in their charged and discharged states (Figure 2-6). FeNCl, in its discharged state, exhibits absorbance at 440 nm, and its charged state, FeNCl$_2$, shows major absorption at 630 nm. The discharged state (MV$^{2+}$) of MV has no absorption in the visible region while its charged state (MV$^+$) exhibits strong waves at 400 nm and 600 nm.

**Figure 2-6.** UV-Vis spectra of FeNCl compound (top) in different states (orange trace for fully charged state and blue trace for fully discharged trace); UV-Vis spectra of MV compound (bottom) in different states (orange trace for fully charged state and blue trace for fully discharged trace); Conditions: for MV 0.1 mM in 2 M NaCl aqueous solution; for FeNCl 1.0 mM in 2.0 M NaCl aqueous solution; All the samples were prepared under nitrogen atmosphere.
Figure 2-7. Capacity vs cycling numbers from 40 to 100 mA/cm² for the FcNCl/MV AORFB (A) and the FcN₂Br₂/MV AORFB (B). Representative charge and discharge profiles of the FcNCl/MV AORFB (C) and the FcN₂Br₂/MV AORFB (D) from 40 to 100 mA/cm². Plots of averaged coulombic efficiency (blue triangle), energy efficiency (orange circle), and voltage efficiency (green cross) versus current density of the FcNCl/MV AORFB (E) and the FcN₂Br₂/MV AORFB (F). Conditions: catholyte, 0.5 M
$\text{FcNCl}$ (or $\text{FcN}_2\text{Br}_2$) in 2.0 M NaCl aqueous solution; anolyte, 0.5 M MV in 2.0 M NaCl aqueous solution; AMV anion exchange membrane.

Representative charge/discharges profiles are displayed in Figure 5A. With the increase of the current density, the cell capacity keeps decreasing, mainly due to increased overpotential and reduced charge/discharge time at higher current densities. At 40 mA/cm$^2$, averaged charge and discharge voltage occurred at 1.12 V and 0.82 V. At 100 mA/cm$^2$, the averaged cell voltages for charge and discharge were observed at 1.32 V and 0.61 V. The trend of coulombic efficiency and energy efficiency are outlined in Figure 2-7. Coulombic efficiency stayed above 99% for all current densities while energy efficiency decreased from 72% for 40 mA/cm$^2$ to 43% for 100 mA/cm$^2$ due to increased ohmic energy loss. Stable capacity retention was observed for continuous 24 cycles at four current densities. The current rate performance of the neutral FcNCl/MV AORFB is comparable with acidic vanadium RFBs and outperforms Zn-halide RFBs. To further validate the cycling performance of the FcNCl/MV ARFB at 0.5 M, the long time cycling was examined at 60 mA/cm$^2$ (Figure 2-8A), which showed a high energy efficiency, 61%. The 0.5 M cell tested at 60 mA/cm$^2$ delivered rather stable capacity retention. After 700 cycles tested in 12 days, capacity still remained above 90.3%. The charge/discharge voltage profiles over time are provided in the supporting information (Figure 2-8C). On average, the capacity retention was ca. 99.99% for a single charge/discharge cycle. The robust cycling performance is credited to the excellent electrochemical and thermal stability of both active materials. For the same long cycling cell, the polarization curve was recorded at a full charge state using a small current density, 10 mA/cm$^2$. The resulting power density curve revealed a peak power density
Figure 2-8. (A) Extended 700 cycle testing data of the 0.5 M FcNCl/MV AORFB at 60 mA/cm$^2$: capacity and coulombic efficiency vs cycling numbers (for clarity, data points with an increment of 10 cycles were used for plotting); inset: representative charge and discharge profiles of selected cycles. (B) Extended 500 cycle testing data of the 0.7 M FcNCl/MV AORFB at 60 mA/cm$^2$. (C) The representative charge/discharge voltage profiles overtime of the 0.5 M FcNCl/MV AORFB at 60 mA/cm$^2$ current density.
output at 85 mW/cm² (Figure 2-9, red trace). The averaged energy efficiency stayed ca. 60% with small fluctuations over 700 cycles (Figure 2-10A). To demonstrate higher energy density performance, a flow cell was tested at 0.7 M (9.9 Wh/L energy density) with stable capacity retention at 81% after 500 cycles in 11 days (Figure 2-8B). The 0.7 M cell even delivered increased energy efficiency at 65% at 60 mA/cm² (Figure 2-10B) which is due to the decreased high-frequency area specific resistance Rhf from the EIS measurements (Figure 2-10C and D). Correspondingly, an increased peak power density was measured at 125 mW/cm² (Figure 2-9, blue trace), which is in the same order of peak power density outputs observed for acidic and alkaline AORFBs. The outstanding current and power performance highlights the practical potential of the FcNCl/MV AORFB to provide quick response to energy demands in the coupled electricity grid.

*Figure 2-9.* Polarization and power density curves of the FcNCl/MV AORFB at 0.5 M (red traces) and 0.7 M (blue traces) after full charge using 10 mA/cm².
Figure 2-10. Plot of energy efficiency vs cycling numbers for the (A) 0.5 M FcNCl/MV AORFB and (B) 0.7 M FcNCl/MV AORFB at 60 mA/cm²; Nyquist plot of the FcNCl/MV AORFB at (C) 0.5 M and (D) 0.7 M before cycling. Conditions: catholyte, 0.7 M FcNCl in 2.0 M NaCl aqueous solution; anolyte, 0.7 M MV in 2.0 M NaCl aqueous solution; AMV anion exchange membrane.

Post-cell analysis for the 0.5 M cell after 700 cycles was conducted using cyclic voltammetry and ^1^H NMR (Figure 2-11 and 2-12). Both CV and ^1^H NMR studies indicated there was no chemical degradation for both catholyte and anolyte. Also, the post-analysis studies indicated there was no crossover between catholyte and anolyte as no FcNCl was detected in the ^1^H NMR spectrum and CV of MV, and vice versa, highlighting the excellent compatibility of both catholyte and anolyte with the AEM membrane. Identical results were obtained for the 0.7 M cell.
Figure 2-11. Comparison of the $^1$H NMR spectra of the FcNCl electrolyte (0.5 M in 2.0 NaCl solution) After (top) and before (middle) cycling at the same concentration (diluted to 10 mM in D$_2$O) under the same conditions. $^1$H NMR spectrum of the MV electrolyte after cycling. The proton resonances of the $^1$H NMR spectrum of FcNCl after cycling are slightly broadened with a small shift and it is attributed to the presence of a tiny amount of paramagnetic charged FcNCl ($\text{Fe}^{3+}$ oxidation state).
Figure 2-12. Post-cell CV studies for FcNCl and MV from anode and cathode after 700 cycles indicating no electrolyte crossover; concentration: 4 mM analyte in 0.5 M NaCl aqueous solution; glassy carbon working electrode; glassy carbon counter electrode; Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Each CV only shows redox waves belonged to each individual compound. No redox wave of FcNCl was observed in the CV of MV, and vice versa.

**Temperature dependent performance of FcNCl/MV AORFB**

Due to the different regions and weather that the RFBs might be applied to, it is crucial to examine the batteries’ performance at various temperatures. For AORFBs, it is more important to study the batteries’ performance at elevated temperatures because of the limited temperature window and nonflammable advantage of the aqueous system. We examined the 0.5 M FcNCl/MV AORFB’s performance at 4 different temperatures (10 °C, 20°C, 40°C, 50°C). The battery was cycled at each temperature for 5 cycles, when the charging/discharging capacity, energy efficiency and power density data were collected (shown in Figure 2-13). With the increased temperature, all the mentioned battery performance parameters showed improvement. Energy efficiency increased from 40 % at 10 °C to 62 % at 50 °C. Power density also showed the same trend of boost. Notably, at 50 °C the battery could reach a capacity utilization up to 99 %, and even at 10 °C the
battery still delivered more than 67% of the theoretical capacity. All these performance improvements could be attributed to the accelerated mass diffusion and charge transfer at elevated temperatures due to decreased electrolyte viscosity and faster redox reactions.

Figure 2-14 provides a comparison of energy density (theoretical and demonstrated) and demonstrated cycles (labeled with cycling stability) of the FcNCl/MV
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**Figure 2-13.** Temperature dependent studies of FcNCl/MV AORFBs. (A) Capacity vs. cycle number, (B) energy efficiency vs. cycle number, (C) power density of 0.5 M FcNCl/MV AORFB. Conditions: catholyte, 12 mL 0.5 M FcNCl in 1.5 M NaCl aqueous solution; anolyte, 12 mL 0.5 M MV in 1.5 M NaCl aqueous solution; AMV anion exchange membrane; charging/discharging current density, 60 mA/cm².
Figure 2-14. A bar chart comparison of theoretical energy density, demonstrated energy density, and tested cycles labeled with capacity retention per cycle of the FcNCl/MV AORFB and reported representative AORFBs. Chemical abbreviations: 2,6-AQDS, anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonic acid; DHAQ, 2,6-dihydroxyanthraquinone; alloxazine, alloxazine 7/8-carboxylic acid; TEMPTMA, N,N,N,2,2,6,6-heptamethylpiperidinyloxy-4-ammonium chloride.

AORFB and representative AORFBs reported to date.\textsuperscript{11-14,33} It is worth noting that the redox potentials of both active materials, FcNCl (or FcN\textsubscript{2}Br\textsubscript{2}) and MV, are bracketed within the water splitting voltage window (Figure 2, 1.5 V vs NHE for O\textsubscript{2} evolution reaction, [OER], and -1.0 V vs NHE for H\textsubscript{2} evolution reaction, [HER]), indicating that the OER and HER side reactions are not accessible within the cycling voltage window of the FcNCl/MV AORFB. Because of large overpotential of the OER and the HER on the carbon electrode, the observed water splitting window, 2.5 V, is much wider than the standard thermodynamic free energy for water splitting, 1.23 V. The 2.5 V water splitting window allows developing high voltage AORFBs. Voltage modulation can be achieved by synthetic tuning of redox potentials of organic materials, and is expected to further
enhance energy density of AORFB. Regarding FeNCl and FeN₂Br₂, the second
cyclopentadienide ligand can be also modified by an electron-withdrawing group to
further increase the oxidation potential of the Fe³⁺/²⁺ couple. The synthesis of new water-
soluble ferrocene molecules is an ongoing effort in our research group.

2-5. Conclusion

In summary, we have developed a new AORFB technology employing sustainable
and tunable active electrolyte materials based on earth-abundant elements: C, H, N, and
Fe. The synthesis of the new FeNCl and FeN₂Br₂ cathode materials is convenient and
scalable using commercial precursors and their performance can be further improved
through structural modification. Together with inexpensive, non-corrosive and non-
flammable NaCl supporting electrolyte and low cost AEM membrane, the present high
energy density and long cycling AORFB technology is economically attractive and
environmentally friendly. In a broad sense, this work highlights the great potential of
rationally designed redox-active organic molecules to construct low cost, safe and high
performance AORFBs by overcoming technical constraints of traditional inorganic
ARFBs, such as resource limits, corrosive electrolytes, and expensive membrane.
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3-1. Abstract

Neutral aqueous organic redox flow batteries (AORFBs) have stood out as a promising RFB technology for sustainable and safe energy storage. It is critical to improving their energy efficiency and power density to meet fast charge/discharge responses in the application of large scale electrochemical energy storage. Herein we show a systematic study on the effects of ion exchange membranes and supporting electrolytes on the resistance and electrochemical performance of a neutral AORFB, the FcNCl/MV AORFB, where FcNCl is (ferrocenylmethyl)trimethylammonium chloride and MV is methyl viologen dichloride. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopic studies revealed that the membrane and the supporting electrolyte are the primary and secondary components accountable for the resistance and charge/discharge overpotential of the neutral AORFB. With an optimized combination of the membrane and the supporting electrolyte, unprecedented energy efficiency and power density were achieved at 85% at 40 mA/cm² or 79% at 60 mA/cm² and 122.7 mW/cm² for the neutral AORFB. The present results emphasize the importance of minimizing battery resistance, and also further advance the promise of neutral AORFBs for sustainable and green energy storage of renewable energy.

3-2. Introduction

In the advent of a transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy, redox flow batteries (RFBs) have aroused increasing attention for massive storage of renewable solar and wind energy.\textsuperscript{1,2} Compared to static rechargeable batteries, several technical merits highlight RFBs as a more suitable choice to mitigate the intermittency of renewable energy and store it as reliable electricity. The technical merits of RFBs include decoupled energy and power, high current and high power performance, scalability, commercially available ion exchange membranes, and non-flammable and low cost aqueous supporting electrolytes. In order to achieve economical and environmentally benign electrochemical energy storage using RFBs, there has been a transition from redox inorganic materials to sustainable and tunable redox organic molecules as active materials in RFBs.\textsuperscript{3,4} Both aqueous organic redox flow batteries (AORFBs) and non-aqueous redox flow batteries (NAORFBs) have emerged as promising alternatives to traditional aqueous inorganic RFBs (AIRFBs).\textsuperscript{5-26} In addition to the sustainability and tunability of organic active materials, AORFBs preserve the aforementioned technical strengths of traditional AIRFBs and hold a great promise for technical implementation.\textsuperscript{15} Acidic, alkaline, and neutral AORFBs using a variety of redox active organic molecules/polymers have been rapidly developed in recent years.\textsuperscript{5, 7-10, 12-15, 21, 24, 27, 28} Particularly, we have contributed to the development of neutral AORFBs employing water-soluble viologen (anolyte), TEMPO (catholyte), and ferrocene (catholyte) molecules.\textsuperscript{8, 15, 29, 30} Thus far, neutral AORFBs employing viologen anolytes and ammonium functionalized ferrocene catholytes have demonstrated a rather stable flow battery performance up to 700 cycles.\textsuperscript{15, 21} However, neutral AORFBs are relatively less energy efficient and less powerful than acidic and alkaline AORFBs and AIRFBs.\textsuperscript{10, 12, 24}
For large scale energy storage, energy efficient and high power RFBs are desired to provide fast charge/discharge responses.\textsuperscript{1,2} Thus, it is critical to improving energy efficiency and power performance of neutral AORFBs. In chapter II, a highly stable neutral FcNCl/MV AORFB was introduced with 99.99\% capacity retention per cycle for 700 cycles, 60\% energy efficiency at 60 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2}, where FcNCl is (ferrocenylmethyl)trimethylammonium chloride and MV is methyl viologen dichloride.\textsuperscript{15} Despite the high energy density that this neutral system could achieve, its power output capability is inferior to most of the acidic and alkaline based AORFBs. For example, the traditional all vanadium RFBs with acid as supporting electrolyte which could deliver energy efficiency (current density: 100 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2}) up to 80\%, which is twice of the FcNCl/MV battery at the same current density.\textsuperscript{31} The power density of VRFBs is also several times of the pH neutral FcNCl/MV RFB.\textsuperscript{32} This is mainly attributed to the lower conductivity of the neutral electrolyte. For practical large scale energy storage, energy efficient and high power RFBs are desired to provide fast charge/discharge responses. Thus, it is critical to improve energy efficiency and power performance of neutral AORFBs. Herein, through the case studies of the neutral FcNCl/MV AORFB, for the first time, we demonstrate a strategy of optimizing two fundamental material components, ion exchange membrane and supporting electrolyte, to reduce the battery resistance and boost the energy efficiency and power performance of neutral AORFBs. With an optimal membrane and an optimal supporting electrolyte, the 0.5 M neutral FcNCl/MV AORFB achieved unprecedented energy efficiency of 85\% at 40 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2} (or 79\% at 60 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2}, 67.1 \% at 100 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2}) which is very close to the commercialized all VRFBs. An optimized power density was demonstrated as high as 122.7 mW/cm\textsuperscript{2} for a
0.7 M battery. It is anticipated that the optimization approach can be extended to other AORFBs.

3-3. Materials and methods

Materials

FeNCl was synthesized as introduced in Chapter II. Methyl viologen was purchased from Acros Organics. All the solvents (CH$_3$CN, DMF, CH$_2$Cl$_2$, diethyl ether) were purchase from fisher chemicals. Deionized water was obtained from a MilliporeSigma Milli-DI Water Purification System and purged overnight using N$_2$ before use. All experimental operations were conducted under a N$_2$ atmosphere. Selemon™ ion exchange membranes were purchased from ASAHI GLASS CO., LTD, Japan. The ion exchange membranes were soaked in 0.5 M NaCl aqueous solution overnight before use.

Characterization

NMR studies were conducted using a Bruker 500 MHz NMR spectrometer. Elemental analysis was done at Atlantic Microlab. The conductivity of the electrolyte solutions was measured using a Mettler Toledo conductivity meter at R.T.

Electrochemical cyclic voltammetry studies

All electrochemical cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments were carried out in 0.5 M NaCl electrolyte solutions. Cyclic voltammetry experiments were performed with a Gamry 1000E potentiostat. All potentials were referenced to NHE according to the known MV$^{2+/1+}$ redox couple (-0.45 V vs NHE)$^{33}$. The working electrode (1 mm PEEK-encased glassy carbon, Cypress Systems EE040) was polished using Al$_2$O$_3$ (BAS CF-1050, dried at 150 °C under vacuum) suspended in deionized H$_2$O, then rinsed with
deionized H$_2$O and dried with air flow. The reference electrode consisted of a silver wire coated with a layer of AgCl and suspended in a solution of 0.5 M NaCl electrolyte. A glassy carbon rod (Structure Probe, Inc.) was used as the counter electrode. Before each measurement, the electrolyte was purged by nitrogen gas for 5 minutes.

**Electrochemical linear sweeping voltammetry studies**

All linear sweeping voltammetry (LSV) studies were conducted using a Gamry 1000E potentiostat in a three-electrode configuration, a glassy carbon disk working electrode (5 mm Teflon encased glassy carbon disk, Pine Research Instrumentation) along with a glassy carbon counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl reference electrode as used in CV studies. All potentials were referenced to NHE according to the known MV$^{2+/1+}$ redox couple (-0.45 V vs NHE). Before data collection, the disk electrode was prepared using the procedure described in the CV studies. The electrode was then rotated from 300 to 2400 rpm with increments of 300 rpm, which was controlled by a Pine MSR rotator system. LSV scans were recorded at a rate of 5 mV/s from 0.3 V to 0.8 V vs NHE. At each rotation rate, the LSVs were recorded three times to ensure repeatability. The diffusion coefficients were calculated by Levich equation (Equation 2-1). The Electron transfer rate constants were calculated by Koutechý-Levich equation as follows:

$$\frac{i}{i_l} = \frac{i}{i_k} + \frac{1}{0.62 n F A D^{2/3} \nu^{1/6} C^{1/2} \omega^{-1/2}}$$

(Equation 3-1)

**Electrochemical impedance measurements**

EIS data were collected using a Gamry 5000E potentiostat. For the ion exchange membrane resistance measurements, several dummy cells were assembled with and without ion exchange membranes. Then, EIS experiments were conducted. The
membrane resistance was calculated by Equation 3-2. Full cell EIS tests were done as introduced in Chapter II.

\[ R_{\text{membrane}} = R_{\text{hf, with membrane}} - R_{\text{hf, without membrane}} \quad (\text{Equation 3-2}) \]

**Flow cell tests**

The FeNCl/MV AORFBs were constructed with two carbon electrolyte chambers, two graphite felt electrodes (SGL Carbon Group, Germany) and a piece of anion exchange membrane (Selemion™, Japan) sandwiched between graphite felts, and two copper current collectors. Each carbon chamber was connected with an electrolyte reservoir using a piece of Viton tubing. The electrolyte reservoir is home designed and is a 10 mL glass tube (2 cm inner diameter). The active area of the cell was 10 cm². A Masterflex® L/S® peristaltic pump (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL) was used to press the Viton tubing to circulate the electrolytes through the electrodes at a flow rate of 60 mL/min. In each reservoir, the balanced flow cell employed 12 mL of the NaCl electrolytes containing 0.5 M active materials. Both reservoirs were purged with nitrogen to remove O₂ and then sealed before cell cycling. The flow cell was galvanostatically charged/discharged at R.T. on a battery tester (Land Instruments) in the voltage range of 1.5 – 0.1 V at current densities ranging from 40 to 100 mA/cm². The polarization curves were collected using a Gamry 5000E potentiostat.

**3-4. Results and discussion**

**Membrane resistance measurements**

The ion exchange membrane and the supporting electrolyte are two fundamental materials in charge of charge transfer inside a redox flow battery, and thus have significant impacts on energy efficiency and power density of redox flow batteries. To
understand how the anion exchange membrane and the supporting electrolyte affect the battery performance of the FcNCl/MV AORFB, we have investigated these two factors systematically. It is expected that the optimization of the conductivities of the membrane and the supporting electrolyte can reduce the battery resistance and boost the energy efficiency and power density of the AORFB. We first studied how the anion exchange membrane and NaCl electrolyte affect the battery resistance through electrochemical impedance spectroscopic (EIS) studies. The membrane resistance was determined in a dummy cell using 2.0 M NaCl supporting electrolyte without the FcNCl and MV active materials. The Nyquist plot of the first dummy cell with the AMV membrane (Figure 3-1A, gray trace) revealed a high-frequency area resistance ($R_{hf}$) of 3.48 Ω•cm$^2$. The second dummy cell without the membrane gave an $R_{hf}$ value of 0.68 Ω•cm$^2$ that represents the resistance of 2.0 M NaCl supporting electrolyte. The membrane resistance was calculated as 2.80 Ω•cm$^2$, the difference of 3.5 Ω•cm$^2$ and 0.7 Ω•cm$^2$. The Nyquist plot (Figure 3-1B, grey trace) of the 0.5 M FcNCl/MV AORFB/AMV/NaCl using 2.0 M NaCl supporting electrolyte was recorded to get an $R_{hf}$ as 3.99 Ω•cm$^2$ that consists of the resistances of the AMV membrane (thickness, 110 um) and the NaCl supporting electrolyte. The observed difference between the $R_{hf}$ values of the 0.5 M FcNCl/MV AORFB and the dummy cell is attributed to the influence of the dissolved active materials. It is clear that the AMV membrane is the primary component of the resistance of the battery. Inspired by the above results, we envisaged that using a more conductive membrane would lower the battery resistance significantly to enhance its electrochemical performance including energy efficiency and power density. Thus, we conducted a similar EIS study with another thinner Selemion anion exchange membrane (Selemion
DSV membrane, thickness 90 µm). The resistance ($R_{hf}$) of the thinner DSV membrane was measured as 1.13 Ω•cm$^2$ (Figure 2A, orange trace), more than 60% smaller than that of the AMV membrane (1.67 Ω•cm$^2$).

**Battery performance test with NaCl supporting electrolyte with various anion exchange membranes**

In order to study how the membrane resistance affects the electrochemical performance of the FcNCl/MV AORFB, we did a comparative study of these two membranes in a 0.5 M FcNCl/MV AORFB. The electrochemical performance of 0.5 M FcNCl/MV AORFBs using the AMV and DSV membranes (called AORFB/AMV/NaCl and AORFB/DSV/NaCl, respectively) was collected at various current densities from 40 to 100 mA/cm$^2$ with an increment of 20 mA/cm$^2$ (Figure 2-14). For each current density, 7 charge and discharge cycles were tested with cutoff voltages at 1.5 V for the charging process and 0.1 V for the discharge process. Both AORFB/DSV/NaCl and
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*Figure 3-1.* (A) Nyquist plots of a dummy RFB cell using 2.0 M NaCl without an anion exchange membrane (black trace) and with the DSV (orange trace), AMV (gray trace), and ASV (blue trace) membranes (B) Nyquist plots of AORFB/DSV/NaCl (orange trace), AORFB/AMV/NaCl (gray trace), and AORFB/ASV/NaCl (blue trace); 0.5 M active materials in 2.0 M NaCl.
AORFB/AMV/NaCl batteries displayed good capacity retention (13.4 Ah/L theoretical capacity) from 40 mA/cm² (> 11.6 Ah/L or 89% capacity utilization) to 100 mA/cm² (> 11.1 Ah/L or 84% capacity utilization).

Figure 3-2. (A) Capacity vs. cycle number from 40 to 100 mA/cm² of the 0.5 M FcNCl/MV AORFBs with different membranes (see legends) using 2.0 M NaCl supporting electrolyte. (B) Energy efficiency vs. cycle number from 40 to 100 mA/cm² of the FcNCl/MV AORFBs with different membranes using 2.0 M NaCl supporting electrolyte. (C) Representative voltage profile vs capacity of the FcNCl/MV AORFBs recorded at 60 mA/cm² with various membranes. (D) Polarization and power density curves of the FcNCl/MV AORFBs with different membranes using 2.0 M NaCl supporting electrolyte. Conditions: 0.5 M active materials in 2.0 M supporting electrolyte.
AORFB/DSV/NaCl showed a slightly higher capacity utilization out of 13.4 Ah/L theoretical capacity than AORFB/AMV/NaCl, e.g. at 60 mA/cm², 11.9 Ah/L for the DSV membrane (Figure 3-2A, orange trace) and 11.6 Ah/L for the AMV membrane (Figure 3-2A, gray trace). As shown in Figure 3-2B, AORFB/DSV/NaCl (orange trace) is clearly more energy efficient than AORFB/AMV/NaCl (gray trace) at 4 four tested current densities. For example, at 60 mA/cm², AORFB/DSV/NaCl delivered an energy efficiency of 76%, 16% higher than that of AORFB/AMV/NaCl, 60% energy efficiency. Representative charge/discharge voltage profiles versus capacity at 60 mA/cm² were given in Figure 3-2C (gray and orange traces). In line with the observed energy efficiencies, for AORFB/DSV/NaCl, the averaged charge/discharge voltage tested at 60 mA/cm² appeared at 0.97/0.86 V while observed at 1.05/0.84 V for the AMV membrane. The smaller charge/discharge overpotential observed for AORFB/DSV/NaCl is benefitted from its lower membrane resistance. As the Coulombic efficiencies of both batteries are nearly 100%, the voltage efficiency (ca. 76%) of AORFB/DSV/NaCl is higher than that of AORFB/DSV/NaCl, ca. 60%. Polarization curves were collected for both batteries to compare their power density. AORFB/DSV/NaCl was able to deliver a peak power density of 113.3 mW/cm² at ca. 200 mA/cm² (Figure 3-2D, orange trace). AORFB/AMV/NaCl delivered a peak power density of 65.7 mW/cm² at 114 mA/cm² (Figure 3-2D, gray trace), much smaller than that of the former battery.

The present data established a number of benefits using a more conductive or less resistant anion exchange membrane including improved capacity utilization, energy efficiency, and power density. To further confirm the effects of membrane on the battery performance, we continued to study a thicker membrane (Selemion ASV membrane,
thickness 120 um). The resistance ($R_{hf}$) of the ASV membrane was measured as 4.86 $\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ (Figure 3-1A, blue trace). The properties of these membranes are summarized in Table 3-1. Indeed, as seen in Figure 3-2, AORFB/ASV/NaCl exhibited lower capacity utilization, lower energy efficiency, and a lower power density than the former two batteries using the DSV and AMV membranes. At 60 mA/cm$^2$, AORFB/ASV/NaCl delivered energy efficiency of 44% and capacity utilization of 9.7 Ah/L, only 72.4% out of the theoretical capacity, 13.4 Ah/L. The rate performance of AORFB/ASV/NaCl was much poorer than the other two batteries. At 100 mA/cm$^2$, the battery barely could be cycled with very low capacity utilization. The peak power density was measured as only 48.6 mW/cm$^2$. To gain an in-depth understanding of the battery performance, EIS tests were conducted with the two batteries using the DSV and ASV membranes under the fully discharged state to give their battery resistance ($R_{hf}$) as 1.70 and 6.81 $\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$, respectively (Figure 3-1B, orange trace and blue trace). Consistent with AORFB/AMV/NaCl, the major resistant component of AORFB/DSV/NaCl and AORFB/ASV/NaCl is attributed to their membrane resistance, 1.11 and 4.86 $\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ respectively. All three batteries showed a small charge transfer resistance (< 1.00 $\Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$), which is benefited from the fast charge transfer of the active materials, FcNCl and MV. It is clear that in the order of DSV, AMV and, ASV, the battery resistance increased as the membrane resistance enlarges. Similarly, the observed charge/discharge overpotential (Figure 3-2C) for these AORFBs also increased with the increase of the membrane resistance.

**Conductivity measurements of NaCl and KCl based electrolyte**
Compared to the membrane resistance, the resistance of the supporting electrolyte (0.68 $\Omega\cdot$cm$^2$) is much smaller. However, it could not be neglected. Different cations and anions display very different ionic equivalent conductivity and mobility in water. Specifically, the proton has an ionic equivalent conductivity and mobility of 350 S/(cm$\cdot$eq) and 0.362 cm$^2$/(V$\cdot$S), which are both several times higher than those of Na$^+$.\textsuperscript{34}

In the electrolyte of a RFB, electron transfer and counter ion diffusion happen simultaneously redox reactions, where ions (anions or cations) exchange through the membrane is much slower than electron transfer, thus plays the role of the rate determining step of the reactions. Therefore, the higher ionic equivalent conductivity and mobility are in favor of the lower electrolyte resistance and faster redox reaction, which provides the reason why acidic and alkaline AORFBs normally could be more efficient and powerful than neutral AORFBs. According to this theory, power and efficiency could also be improved for neutral AORFBs, such as the FcNCl/MV battery, if a more conductive supporting electrolyte is used. We found that at the same concentrations, the conductivity of KCl aqueous solution could be 36\% higher than NaCl aqueous solution (e.g. 187.0 mS/cm for 2.0 M KCl vs 138.1 mS/cm for 2.0 M NaCl). The same as NaCl, KCl is inexpensive, safe and environmentally benign, and thus is also a good choice of supporting electrolytes for neutral AORFBs. For both anolyte and catholyte, NaCl and KCl supporting electrolytes provided almost identical tendency of conductivity (as shown in Figure 3-3). At 0.5 M active materials in 2.0 M NaCl solution, optimal conductivity can be obtained for the FcNCl/MV AORFB, 135.6 1 mS/cm for FcNCl and 175.2 mS/cm for MV giving an averaged conductivity of 155.2 mS/cm. Similarly, at 0.5 M active materials in 2.0 M KCl solution, the averaged conductivity of FcNCl and MV is optimal,
168.1 mS/cm for FcNCl and 207.1 mS/cm for MV giving an averaged conductivity of 187.6 mS/cm. FcNCl and MV in KCl supporting electrolytes were on average 25% more conductive than in NaCl supporting electrolytes. In addition, it should be noticed that the supporting electrolytes could greatly improve the conductivity of the FcNCl catholyte and also enhance the conductivity of the MV anolyte (Figure 3-3), which is clearly beneficial to the battery conductivity. The FcNCl anolyte without a supporting electrolyte

![Figure 3-3](image_url)

*Figure 3-3. Conductivity measurement of FcNCl (A) and MV (B) from 0 to 1.0 M in 2.0 M KCl or 2.0 M NaCl solutions at room temperature. (C) Conductivity dependence vs concentration of FcNCl and MV solutions without supporting electrolyte.*
Table 3-1. A summary of the thickness of the DSV, AMV, and ASV membranes and their resistances ($R_{hf}$) in the NaCl and KCl supporting electrolytes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membranes</th>
<th>Thickness (μm)</th>
<th>Area resistance ($R_{hf}$, Ω•cm$^2$) In 2.0 M NaCl</th>
<th>Area resistance ($R_{hf}$, Ω•cm$^2$) In 2.0 M KCl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSV</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMV</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASV</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>4.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

only exhibited an optimal conductivity up to 47.7 mS/cm around 1.8 M while the MV anolyte by itself gave an optimal conductivity of 145 mS/cm around 2.0 M but still much lower than that in the presence of supporting electrolyte (Figure 3-3B and C).

**Electrochemical studies of active materials in NaCl and KCl supporting electrolyte**

Electrochemical studies were conducted to examine how the supporting electrolyte affects the electrochemical behaviors of the active materials, FcNCl and MV. Cyclic voltammetry studies revealed that both FcNCl (0.6 V vs NHE) and MV (-0.45 V vs. NHE) have almost identical redox potentials and current in NaCl and KCl supporting electrolytes (Figure 3-4), indicating that the different cation barely affected the redox activity and reversibility of both FcNCl and MV.

To understand whether the supporting electrolyte affects the electrochemical kinetics of the active materials, linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) tests were conducted using a glassy carbon rotation disc electrode from 300 rpm to 2400 rpm at a scan rate of 5 mV/s (Figure 3-5A and E). The diffusion coefficients of FcNCl and MV in 0.5 m KCl were calculated as $3.40 \times 10^{-6}$ and $4.42 \times 10^{-6}$ cm$^2$/s from the slope of their Levich plots (Figure 3-5B and F) using Levich equation (Equation 1-1). For the overpotential from 10
Figure 3-4. Cyclic voltammograms of FcNCl (0.6 V, red trace) and MV (-0.45 V, blue trace) in 0.5 M KCl. The dashed curves are the cyclic voltammograms of FcNCl and MV in 0.5 M NaCl. Conditions: 4 mM FcNCl or MV in 0.5 M KCl or NaCl supporting electrolyte; working electrode, glassy carbon electrode; reference electrode, Ag/AgCl electrode; counter electrode, carbon rod; scan rate, 100 mV/s.

To 100 mV for the reduction of MV and the oxidation of FcNCl, the corresponding Koutechý-Levich plots (Figure 3-5C and G) were constructed to yield a kinetic current that is independent of mass transport according to the Koutechý-Levich equation (Equation 3-1). Different from Chapter II, here we applied Koutechý-Levich method to overcome the diffusion limitation of the RDE tests due to the limited rotating speed, thus obtained a more accurate evaluation of the electron transfer rate constants for FcNCl and MV. Then for each compound, a Tafel plot was developed using the overpotential over the logarithm of the derived ideal kinetic current (Figure 3-5D and H). The exchange currents were yielded by extrapolating the corresponding Tafel plot to the x-axis, $4.79 \times 10^{-5}$ mA/cm$^2$ for FcNCl and $5.84 \times 10^{-5}$ mA/cm$^2$ for MV, respectively.
Through Koutechý-Levich analysis (Equation 3-1), the electron transfer rate constant of FcNCI and MV in KCl was calculated as $2.48 \times 10^{-3}$ cm/s for FcNCI and $3.08 \times 10^{-3}$ cm/s for MV, respectively. As summarized in Table 3-2, both FcNCI and MV in the KCl supporting electrolyte exhibited a fast electron transfer rate constant than in the NaCl supporting electrolyte. The enhanced electron transfer rate constants can reduce the charge transfer resistances of both compounds at the electrode surface, and thus improve energy efficiency and power performance in a redox flow battery.

Table 3-2. A comparison of the diffusion (D) and electron transfer rate constants ($k^0$) of FcNCI and MV in 0.5 M NaCl and KCl supporting electrolytes. a. Diffusion constants of FcNCI and MV were cited from ref. 16 and 9, respectively. Electron transfer rate constants ($k^0$) of FcNCI and MV were recalculated using the data from ref. 16 and 9 using the Koutechý-Levich treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compounds</th>
<th>In 0.5 M NaCl$^a$</th>
<th>In 0.5 M KCl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D (cm$^2$/s)</td>
<td>$k^0$ (cm/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FcNCI</td>
<td>$3.74 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$7.99 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV</td>
<td>$2.57 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$5.18 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Battery performance test with KCl supporting electrolyte with various anion exchange membranes

Subsequently, three FcNCl/MV AORFBs in 2.0 M KCl, AORFB/DSV/KCl, AORFB/AMV/NaCl, and AORFB/ASV/KCl, were assembled with three membranes to study their battery performance. Their battery data were presented in Figure 3-6.
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**Figure 3-6.** (A) Capacity vs. cycle number from 40 to 100 mA/cm² of the FcNCl/MV AORFBs with different membranes (see legends) using 2.0 M KCl supporting electrolyte. (B) Energy efficiency vs. cycle number from 40 to 100 mA/cm² of the FcNCl/MV AORFBs with different membranes using 2.0 M KCl supporting electrolyte. (C) Representative voltage profiles vs capacity of the FcNCl/MV AORFBs recorded at 60 mA/cm² with different membranes. (D) Polarization and power density curves of the
FcNCl/MV AORFBs with different membranes using 2.0 M KCl supporting electrolyte. Conditions: 0.5 M active materials in 2.0 M supporting electrolyte.

Each of three AORFB/KCl batteries exhibited improved battery performance regarding energy efficiency, capacity utilization, charge/discharge overpotential, and power density compared to the corresponding AORFB in NaCl. A comprehensive comparison of electrochemical performance regarding energy efficiency and capacity utilization at 60 mA/cm², and power densities of these AORFBs in KCl and NaCl were given in Table 3-3 below. Taking AORFB/DSV/KCl for example, the battery delivered higher energy efficiency (79%, Figure 5A orange trace) and capacity utilization (12.2 Ah/L out of theoretical 13.4 Ah/L, 89.5%, Figure 5B orange trace) at 60 mA/cm², and power density (122.7 mW/cm², Figure 5D orange trace) than those of AORFB/DSV/NaCl, specifically, 76% energy efficiency, 11.9 (88.1% Ah/L) capacity utilization, and 113.3 mW/cm². At 40 mA/cm², AORFB/DSV/KCl even achieved 85% energy efficiency (Figure 5B orange trace and Table 3-3). Within the series, like the AORFBs using NaCl, an AORFB/KCl using a thinner membrane delivered higher energy efficiency, higher capacity utilization, and a higher power density.

In a dummy cell, the resistance of 2.0 M KCl was recorded as 0.51 Ω•cm² (Figure 3-7A, black dot trace) versus 0.68 Ω•cm² for 2.0 M NaCl, which is consistent with their relative conductivities. In 2.0 M KCl, the Rhf values of the DSV, AMV, and ASV membranes were measured as 1.07, 2.75, and 4.54 Ω•cm², slightly lower than those in 2.0 M NaCl. Consistent with the higher conductivities of the FcNCl catholyte and the MV anolyte in 2.0 M KCl, each of AORFB/DSV/KCl, AORFB/AMV/KCl, and AORFB/ASV/KCl showed a reduced Rhf resistance, 1.60, 3.46, and 5.87 Ω•cm², respectively (Figure 3-7B and Table 3-3) than that of the corresponding battery using
Table 3-3. A comprehensive comparison of battery resistance ($R_{hf}$), energy efficiency (EE) and capacity utilization at 60 mA/cm$^2$, power density, and capacity retention per cycle (200 cycles) of the FcNCl/MV AORFBs using various anion exchange membranes and supporting electrolytes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AORFBs</th>
<th>$R_{hf}$ (Ω•cm$^2$)</th>
<th>EE (%)</th>
<th>Capacity utilization (Ah/L)</th>
<th>Power density (mW/cm$^2$)</th>
<th>Capacity retention per cycle (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSV/NaCl</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>11.9 (88.1%)</td>
<td>113.3</td>
<td>99.964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMV/NaCl</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>11.6 (86.5%)</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>99.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASV/NaCl</td>
<td>6.81</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>9.7 (72.4%)</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>99.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSV/KCl</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>12.2 (89.5%)</td>
<td>122.7</td>
<td>99.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMV/KCl</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>12.5 (92.3%)</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>99.971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASV/KCl</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>10.7 (76.9%)</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>99.961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NaCl supporting electrolyte. Again, the membrane resistance is the major component for these batteries using KCl supporting electrolyte. Clearly, the improved battery performance of the AORFBs/KCl than the AORFBs/NaCl is attributed to the higher electrolyte conductivities or lower electrolyte resistances in KCl than in NaCl.

Cycling performance of the FcNCl/MV AORFBs at 0.5 M for six combinations of supporting electrolytes and anion exchange membranes was further validated by long cycling tests (200 cycles) at 60 mA/cm$^2$ (Figure 3-8A and B). All these batteries demonstrated coulombic efficiency above 99.9% and capacity retention above 99.95% per cycle (Table 3-3) through all cycles. Interestingly, the battery with ASV membrane in NaCl supporting electrolyte showed the best cycling stability (99.993% capacity retention per cycle) compared to the AMV (99.988% capacity retention per cycle) and DSV
Figure 3-7. (A) Nyquist plots of a dummy RFB cell using 2.0 M KCl without an anion exchange membrane (black trace) and with the DSV (orange trace), AMV (gray trace), and ASV (blue trace) membranes. (B) Nyquist plots of AORFB/DSV/KCl (orange trace), AORFB/AMV/KCl (gray trace), and AORFB/ASV/KCl (blue trace); 0.5 M active materials in 2.0 M KCl.

Figure 3-8. Discharge capacity vs. Cycle number at 60 mA/cm$^2$ of FeNCl/MV RFBs with various membranes and supporting electrolytes: (A) NaCl as supporting electrolyte, and (B) KCl as supporting electrolyte. Membranes (99.964% capacity retention per cycle). A similar trend regarding capacity retention was observed in KCl supporting electrolyte (see Table 3-3). Energy efficiencies
for 200 cycles of these batteries were shown in Figure 3-9. With more conductive electrolyte KCl, batteries’ rate performance and was also improved remarkably (shown in Figure 3-10 and Table 3-4). In terms of overall electrochemical performance (rate capability, energy efficiency, coulombic efficiency, power density, cell voltage, and cycling stability), these FcNCl/MV batteries with various combinations of supporting electrolyte and membranes are among the best performing AORFBs reported to date.\(^5\),\(^7\)\(^-\)\(^10\),\(^12\)-\(^15\),\(^21\),\(^27\)

Particularly, the energy efficiency and power densities of the FcNCl/MV AORFBs using DSV are in the ballpark of acidic/alkaline AORFBs.\(^10\),\(^12\),\(^28\) In terms of energy efficiency and power density, it is recommended to use a more ion conductive membrane thus a lower resistance for AORFB applications.

*Figure 3-9. Plots of energy efficiency vs cycling numbers at 60 mA/cm\(^2\) for the 0.5 M FcNCl/MV AORFBs using DSV, AMV, and ASV membranes using (A) 2.0 M NaCl and (B) 2.0 M KCl supporting electrolyte.*
Figure 3-10. Representative voltage profile vs capacity of the FeCl/Cl MV AORFBs recorded at 40, 80, and 100 mA/cm² with various membranes using NaCl or KCl supporting electrolyte: (A) 40 mA/cm², NaCl; (B) 80 mA/cm², NaCl; (C) 100 mA/cm², NaCl; (D) 40 mA/cm², KCl; (E) 80 mA/cm², KCl; (F) 100 mA/cm², KCl.
Table 3-4. Energy efficiency (EE) and capacity utilization at 40, 80, and 100 mA/cm² for 0.5 M (13.4 Ah/L theoretical capacity) FcNCl/MV AORFBs using various anion ion exchange membranes and supporting electrolytes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AORFBs</th>
<th>40 mA/cm²</th>
<th></th>
<th>80 mA/cm²</th>
<th></th>
<th>100 mA/cm²</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EE (%)</td>
<td>Capacity utilization (Ah/L)</td>
<td>EE (%)</td>
<td>Capacity utilization (Ah/L)</td>
<td>EE (%)</td>
<td>Capacity utilization (Ah/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSV/NaCl</td>
<td>82.7</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>11.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMV/NaCl</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>11.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASV/NaCl</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSV/KCl</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMV/KCl</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASV/KCl</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3-5. Conclusion

EIS studies revealed the battery resistance of the FCNCl/MV AORFB is primarily dominated by the anion exchange membrane. The thinnest DSV membrane with the lowest area resistance presented the best current dependent performance, energy efficiency, capacity utilization, and power density. KCl supporting electrolyte showed a higher conductivity than NaCl and resulted in the further improvement of the battery performance. In addition, the supporting electrolyte affects electrochemical kinetics including the diffusion constant and the electron transfer rate constant of the active materials. Our study emphasizes that battery resistance is an important factor that determines the charge/discharge overpotential, energy efficiency, and power density performance of the FCNCl/MV AORFB. The present strategy of optimizing membrane and supporting electrolyte yielded unprecedented energy efficiency and power density for neutral AORFBs and can be applied to other organic redox flow batteries. The results
further advance the potential of neutral AORFBs for sustainable and green energy storage of renewable energy.
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CHAPTER IV. IMPROVING THE CAPACITY AND STABILITY OF THE VIOLOGEN BASED REDOX FLOW BATTERIES $^d$

4-1. Abstract

In this chapter, a viologen derivative 1,1'-bis[3-(trimethylammonio)propyl]-4,4'-bipyridinium tetrachloride ((NPr)$_2$V), bearing two pendant ammonium groups, was firstly designed and proved to be more stable than MV at the one-electron reduced state by UV-Vis spectra. Paired with 4-trimethylammonium-TEMPO chloride (N$_{\text{Me}}$-TEMPO) as catholyte, a high voltage (1.38 V) total organic aqueous redox flow battery was demonstrated. The high radical stability of [(NPr)$_2$V]$^{\bullet+}$ enabled the flow battery achieving 97.48 % capacity retention for 500 cycles and a power density of 128.2 mW/cm$^2$. UV-Vis was also applied to monitor the radical stability in aqueous solution. Then, we proposed a possible radical cation degradation mechanism which was further proved by gas chromatography. In order to avoid the dimer induced radical cation decomposition, we proposed to utilize MV into the nonaqueous system. By a straightforward anion exchange from Cl$^-$ to bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonamide (TFSI$^-$), the synthesized MV(TFSI)$_2$ showed two reversible redox processes in the organic solvent, indicating the feasibility of utilizing both electrons to double the batteries capacity. Paired with a ferrocene derivative (Ferrocenylmethyl)trimethylammonium

---

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonfyl)imide, \textbf{FcNTFSI}, as catholyte, the \textbf{MVTFS/FcNTFSI} nonaqueous organic redox flow battery (NOARFB) can take advantage of either one electron or two-electron storage of the methyl viologen moiety and provide theoretical energy density of 24.9 Wh/L.

\textbf{4-2. Introduction}

Recently, aqueous organic redox flow batteries (AORFBs) have experienced rapid research development under acidic,\textsuperscript{1,2} pH neutral,\textsuperscript{3-12} and alkaline conditions,\textsuperscript{13,14} employing redox active molecules including viologen, ferrocene, quinone, (2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxyl (TEMPO) and pyrazine derivatives. In addition to reserving general technical merits of RFBs, redox active organic materials confer two major technical and economic advantages over redox active inorganic salts,\textsuperscript{16-18} including synthetic tunability to achieve high battery performance (such as high solubility, optimal redox potentials, and membrane compatibility), and no resource limitation using earth-abundant elements such as H, C, O, and N. In addition, redox active molecules for nonaqueous redox flow batteries (NAORFBs) have also been under enthusiastic exploration.\textsuperscript{18,22-30} Viologen molecules are highly attractive anolyte materials due to its high solubility in water, low cost, synthetic tunability, fast electrochemical kinetics, and excellent chemical stability under pH neutral conditions.\textsuperscript{3-8,10-12}

Thus far, viologen based neutral AORFBs has demonstrated the most robust cycling performance,\textsuperscript{5-8,12} representing the state of the art organic redox flow batteries. In 2015, we reported a 1.2 V methyl viologen(MV)/4-HO-TEMPO total organic redox flow battery using Cl\textsuperscript{-} charge transfer mechanism.\textsuperscript{4} In 2016, Schubert et al. advanced the anion exchange MV/TEMPO AORFB using 4-trimethylammonium-TEMPO chloride (NMe-
TEMPO) as catholyte which is more stable and less crossover than 4-HO-TEMPO.\textsuperscript{6}

Herein, a 1.38 V highly stable viologen/TEMPO AORFB using 1,1’-bis[3-(trimethylammonio)propyl]-4,4’-bipyridinium tetrachloride, ((NPr)\textsubscript{2}V) as anolyte and 4-trimethylammonium-TEMPO chloride (NMe-TEMPO) as catholyte was reported with outstanding cycling stability, 97.48\% total capacity retention or 99.995\% capacity retention per cycle for 500 cycles at 60 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2} and a high power density of 128.2 mW/cm\textsuperscript{2} at pH neutral conditions, representing the most stable total organic aqueous redox flow battery known to date. (NPr)\textsubscript{2}V was recently reported as anolyte in two viologen/ferrocene AORFBs studies by us\textsuperscript{8} and Aziz\textsuperscript{7} et al. Both studies revealed that (NPr)\textsubscript{2}V with its positively charged ammonium pendant arms manifested an improved cycling stability than MV and 1-(trimethylammonio)propyl]-1’-methyl-4,4’-bipyridinium tribromide, ((NPr)(Me)V).\textsuperscript{7,8} It is believed that the charged state, [(NPr)\textsubscript{2}V]\textsuperscript{+} is more stable than [MV]\textsuperscript{+} by avoiding a dimerization degradation process. We envisioned that (NPr)\textsubscript{2}V could also further improve the electrochemical performance of previously reported high voltage viologen/TEMPO AORFBs. To validate the hypothesis, we conducted side by side half-cell study the two viologen radical cations as well as full RFB tests using (NPr)\textsubscript{2}V and MV as anolyte and N\textsuperscript{Me}-TEMPO as catholyte.

In order to avoid the dimerization process, two strategies were applied:

1. Developing viologen derivatives with longer and more sterically hindered pendant ammonium side groups to make the dimerization thermodynamically unfavorable. 2. Applying the viologen in a nonaqueous electrolyte where the radical cation dimer could not be generated. For strategy 1, we found (trimethylammonio)butyl groups contributed most to avoiding the dimer formation. Full RFB testing further proved its superior...
stability in aqueous neutral electrolyte. For strategy 2, we introduced methyl viologen bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonamide, \textbf{MVTFSI}, as the anode material for a NORFB application. It is notable that \textbf{MVTFSI} was found to display two reversible redox events in a nonaqueous supporting electrolyte. Paired with (Ferrocenylmethyl)trimethyl-ammonium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide, \textbf{FcNTFSI}, as catholyte, the \textbf{MVTFSI/FcNTFSI} NOARFB could take advantage of two-electron storage of the methyl viologen moiety and provide a theoretical energy density of 24.9 Wh/L. The demonstrated NOARFBs displayed excellent cycling performance, including up to a 63.3\% energy efficiency at 40 mA/cm$^2$, and more than 88\% total capacity retention after 100 cycles.

\textbf{4-3. Materials and methods}

\textbf{Materials}

2,2,6,6-Tetramethyloxy-4-aminopiperidine was purchased form Ark Pharm fine chemicals. Methyl iodide, 4,4′-bipyridine, (3-bromopropyl)trimethylammonium bromide, chloroaceti acid, and Amberlite\textsuperscript{®} IRA-900 chloride form anion exchange resin were received from Sigma Aldrich. (Ferrocenylmethyl)dimethylamine and Lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) were purchased from TCI chemicals. All the chemicals were used as received without further treatment. Deionized water was obtained from a MilliporeSigma Milli-DI Water Purification System and purged overnight using N$_2$ before use. All experimental operations were conducted under a N$_2$ atmosphere. Selonium\textsuperscript{TM} ion exchange membranes were purchased from ASAHI GLASS CO., LTD, Japan. The ion exchange membranes were soaked in 0.5 M NaCl aqueous solution overnight before use. Microporous separators were obtained from Daramic\textsuperscript{®}, US
Synthesis of active materials

Synthesis of $\text{N}^\text{Me}$-TEMPO, $(\text{NPr})_2\text{V}$, MV: All these materials were synthesized according to literature.

Synthesis of $\text{FcNTFSI}$: (Ferrocenylmethyl)dimethylamine (7.29 g, 30 mmol) was dissolved in 50 mL diethyl ether. To this solution, methyl iodide (5.7 g, 40 mmol) was added dropwise at room temperature. Then the mixture was stirred for 2 hours. The orange precipitate was filtered and washed twice with 20 mL diethyl ether. After the yellow powder was dried under vacuum, it was dissolved in 200 mL deionized water. 10 mL LiTFSI (8.61 g, 30 mmol) aqueous solution was added and stirred for half an hour. The generated orange precipitate was filtered and washed with 200 mL deionized water. Dried under vacuum at 70 °C, the product was collected as an orange powder (15.3 g, 94.8%). $^1\text{H}$-NMR (500 MHz, Acetone-$d_6$): $\delta$ (in p.p.m.), 3.21 (s, 9H), 4.27 (s, 5H), 4.44 (s, 2H), 4.62 (s, 2H), 4.68 (d, 2H). Anal. calcd for $\text{C}_{16}\text{H}_{20}\text{N}_2\text{O}_4\text{F}_6\text{S}_2$: C 36.07, H 3.82, N 5.35; found C 35.61, H 4.05, N 5.26.

![Chemical reaction](image)

Synthesis of $\text{MVTFSI}$: Methyl viologen dichloride ($\text{MVCl}_2$) was synthesis according to reported procedure. $\text{MVCl}_2$ (10 g, 38.8 mmol) was dissolved in 100 mL deionized water. 10 mL LiTFSI (12 g, 4 mmol) aqueous solution was added and stirred for half an hour. The generated white precipitate was filtered and washed with 200 mL deionized water.
deionized water. Dried under vacuum at 70 °C, the product was collected as a white fine powder (28.6 g, 98.9%). 1H-NMR (500 MHz, Acetone-d6): δ (in p.p.m.) 4.76 (s, 6H), 8.86 (d, 4H), 9.41 (d, 4H). (Figure S2) Anal. calcd for C16H14N4O8F12S4: C 25.74, H 1.89, N 7.50; found C 25.37, H 1.75, N 7.26.

Synthesis of (NPr)2V: (NPr)2V was synthesis according to reported procedure.8

Synthesis of [(NPr)2V]** and [MV]**: Both radicals were prepared in the same manner (described for [(NPr)2V]** following). In an Argon or N2 glovebox (<0.5 ppm O2), (NPr)2V (9.8 mg, 0.03 mmol) was dissolved in 3.0 mL degassed DI water in a 10 mL vial, and then Zn powder (4.0 mg, 0.06 mmol) was added into the solution. The reaction solution was monitored by UV-Vis to determine the completion of the reaction. After filtering the excess Zn powder, the obtained 10 mM solution was used for other studies.

All the 1H NMR spectra were shown in appendix section.

Radical tests by UV-Vis

For monitoring the stability, in the Argon-filled glovebox, a 0.1 mM radical solution ([(NPr)2V]** or [MV]**) in 2.0 M NaCl solution was prepared. The solution was added into quartz cuvettes sealed with a Teflon septum. UV-vis spectra were collected every 48 hours to monitor the degradation of the radicals by an Ocean Optical UV-vis spectrometer.

EPR test

Two EPR samples were prepared using the following procedure: All steps were performed in a N2 glovebox (<0.5 ppm O2). DI H2O used during the sample preparation was degassed to remove O2 prior to the experiments. 22.8 mg MV or (NPr)2V was
dissolved in 0.887 ml DI H$_2$O, then 3.1 mg fine Zn powder was mixed with the anolyte solution. After mixing, 0.2 ml of the solution was transferred and further diluted with an additional 0.2 ml of DI H$_2$O to reach the final volume of 0.4 ml. This final solution was transferred into an EPR tube and frozen in liquid nitrogen. X-band EPR spectra were measured on a Bruker Elexsys E-500 spectrometer equipped with an Oxford ESP-910 cryostat. The detailed measurement conditions are temperature 17 K, microwave power 2 μW, modulation amplitude 0.05 mT, modulation frequency 100 kHz, microwave frequency 9.64 GHz. The EPR spectra simulation was performed by SpinCount program. Each spectrum can be fitted with an isotropic g ($g_x = g_y = g_z$) value. g strain ($\sigma_g$, the distribution of g values) was used to account for the broadness of the linewidth.

**Other methods**

Material characterization, electrochemical CV and LSV studies, and flow cell tests were conducted using similar methods as introduced as in Chapter II and III.

**4-4. Results and discussion**

**Viologen/N$^{Me}$-TEMPO AORFBs**

According to the CV of (NPr)$_2$V (-0.38 V vs NHE), MV (-0.45 V vs NHE), and N$^{Me}$-TEMPO (1.0 V vs NHE) in the NaCl supporting electrolyte (Figure 4-1), the (NPr)$_2$V/N$^{Me}$-TEMPO and MV/N$^{Me}$-TEMPO have an open circuit cell potential of 1.38 and 1.45 V, respectively. To be consistent with our previous studies, 0.5 M viologen compound in 2.0 M NaCl and 0.5 M N$^{Me}$-TEMPO in 2.0 M NaCl aqueous solutions were employed as catholyte and anolyte in flow battery studies. A 0.5 M (NPr)$_2$V/N$^{Me}$-TEMPO AORFB was first examined in a flow battery using a piece of Sellemion AMV anion exchange membrane in an Argon filled glovebox (< 1.0 ppm O$_2$) (Figure 4-2).
Figure 4-1. Cyclic voltammograms of (NPr)$_2$V (red trace), MV (blue trace), and NMe-TEMPO (orange trace) in 0.5 M NaCl aqueous solution. Conditions: 4 mM active materials in 0.5 M NaCl; working electrode, glassy carbon electrode; reference electrode, Ag/AgCl electrode; counter electrode, carbon rod; scan rate, 100 mV/s.

Figure 4-2. (A) Schematic representation of viologen/TEMPO anion exchange AORFBs and illustrations of discharged and charged states of viologen anolyte and TEMPO catholyte and cell reactions. (B) Overview of viologen/TEMPO AORFBs reported to date.
The charging and discharging cutting-off voltages were set to 1.7 V and 0.3 V, respectively. To explore the current rate performance, the (NPr)$_2$V/N$^{Me}$-TEMPO AORFB was first cycled at different current densities from 20 mA/cm$^2$ to 80 mA/cm$^2$ with an increment of 20 mA/cm$^2$ as shown in Figure 4-3A. At each current density, Coulombic efficiency was maintained above 99%. The observed energy efficiency (Figure 4-3B, orange plot) decreased when a larger current density was applied due to the increased cell overpotential, which is in line with the trend of voltage efficiency change (Figure 4-3B, gray plot). The battery delivered an energy efficiency of 57.1 % at 60 mA/cm$^2$ which is comparable with the reported neutral viologen AORFBs. To explore the long term cycling stability, then the (NPr)$_2$V/N$^{Me}$-TEMPO AORFB was tested for extended 500 cycles at 60 mA/cm$^2$. The flow battery delivered excellent cycling stability by retaining 97.48 % total capacity after 500 cycles, corresponding to 99.995 % capacity retention per cycle (Figure 4-3C), representing the most stable total organic redox flow battery known to date. In addition, the (NPr)$_2$V/N$^{Me}$-TEMPO AORFB was also proved to be very powerful, which is benefited from its high cell voltage. A polarization test at 100% state of charge revealed a peak power density of 128.2 mW/cm$^2$ at pH neutral conditions (Figure 4-3D). Under the same testing conditions, a 0.5 M MV/N$^{Me}$-TEMPO AORFB was also comprehensively studied for its rate performance, cycling stability, and power performance (Figure 4-4).
Figure 4-3. Battery performance of 0.5 M (NPr)$_2$V/NMe-TEMPO AORFB. (A) Rate performance at different charging/discharging current density. (B) Average coulombic efficiency (CE), voltage efficiency (VE), and energy efficiency (EE) at different charging/discharging current density. (C) Capacity and CE versus cycle number for 500 cycles. Insert is the representative charge/discharge profile. The battery was cycled at 60 mA/cm$^2$. (D) Polarization and power density curves of the AORFB at 100% SOC.

Compared to the (NPr)$_2$V/NMe-TEMPO AORFB, the MV/NMe-TEMPO AORFB demonstrated a slightly better rate and power performance, specifically, exhibiting an energy efficiency of 61.3 % at 60 mA/cm$^2$ and a peak power density of 134.0 mW/cm$^2$ at 100% SOC. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (Figure 4-5) revealed a high frequency area specific resistance (R_{hf}) of 4.33 Ω•cm$^2$ for the MV/NMe-TEMPO AORFB which is slightly smaller than that of the (NPr)$_2$V/NMe-TEMPO battery AORFB (4.48 Ω•cm$^2$) (Fig. 4-5). The different ohmic resistances of two AORFBs are mainly attributed
to the lower ionic conductivity of the (NPr)$_2$V anolyte (152.2 mS/cm) than the MV anolyte (175.2 mS/cm). However, the long term cycling stability of the MV/N$^{\text{Me}}$-TEMPO AORFB is apparently inferior to that of the (NPr)$_2$V/N$^{\text{Me}}$-TEMPO AORFB (97.48 % total capacity or 99.995 % capacity retention per cycle). After 500 cycles at 60 mA/cm$^2$, the MV/N$^{\text{Me}}$-TEMPO AORFB retained 91.21 % total capacity which is equivalent to 99.982 % capacity retention per cycle (Fig. 4-4).

*Figure 4-4.* Battery performance of 0.5 M MV/N$^{\text{Me}}$-TEMPO AORFB. (A) Rate performance at different charging/discharging current density. (B) Averaged Coulombic efficiency (CE), voltage efficiency (VE) and energy efficiency (EE) at different charging/discharging current density. (C) Capacity and CE versus cycle number for 500 cycles. Inserted is the representative voltage versus capacity profile. The battery is cycled at 60 mA/cm$^2$. (D) Polarization curve and power density of the 0.5 M MV/N$^{\text{Me}}$-TEMPO AORFB.
As mentioned above, we believe that the more stable charged state, \((\text{NPr})_2\text{V}^{+}\), than \([\text{MV}]^{+}\) contributes the observed improved cycling stability of the \((\text{NPr})_2\text{V}/\text{NMe}\)-TEMPO AORFB. To confirm the hypothesis, we isolated \((\text{NPr})_2\text{V}^{+}\) and \([\text{MV}]^{+}\) and compared their stability in aqueous solution by UV-Vis spectroscopy. To mitigate oxygen induced degradation of viologen radicals, all operations were conducted in an Argon glovebox (< 1.0 ppm \(\text{O}_2\)). \((\text{NPr})_2\text{V}^{+}\) and \([\text{MV}]^{+}\) were prepared by the chemical reduction of \((\text{NPr})_2\text{V}\) and MV using zinc powder. The radical nature of deep purple \((\text{NPr})_2\text{V}^{+}\) and \([\text{MV}]^{+}\) was confirmed by EPR spectroscopy (Figure 4-6). Isotropic EPR signals, indicative of an \(S = \frac{1}{2}\) spin state, were observed at \(g = 2.003\) and 2.004 for \([\text{MV}]^{+}\) and \((\text{NPr})_2\text{V}^{+}\), respectively.

The radical stability of \((\text{NPr})_2\text{V}^{+}\) and \([\text{MV}]^{+}\) (0.1 mM in 2.0 M \(\text{NaCl}\)) was monitored by UV-vis absorption spectroscopy every 2 hours (Figure 4-7). Main absorption peaks were observed at 608 nm for \([\text{MV}]^{+}\) and 605 nm for
Figure 4-6. EPR spectra (black) of [MV]$^{**}$ (top) and [(NPr)$_2$V]$^{**}$ (bottom) and the corresponding spectral simulations (red). The simulation parameters are indicated in the figure.

[(NPr)$_2$V]$^{**}$, which indicates that the introduction of pendant ammonium groups only slightly affects the electronic structure of the pyridinium moiety. This is also in line with the small difference between the reduction potential between (NPr)$_2$V and MV (Figure 4-
1). Over 48 hour continuous measurements, the absorption of [MV]$^{\bullet\bullet}$ showed slow decay. For [(NPr)$_2$V]$^{\bullet\bullet}$, almost no absorption decrease was observed. These results are not only consistent with the above battery results and also provide direct experimental evidence for the better radical stability of [(NPr)$_2$V]$^{\bullet\bullet}$ than [MV]$^{\bullet\bullet}$ in aqueous NaCl supporting electrolyte.

It was previously proposed that viologen radicals can undergo a dimerization degradation process (see [MV]$^{\bullet\bullet}$ in Figure. 4-8). Compared to [MV]$^{\bullet\bullet}$, the observed exceptional stability of [(NPr)$_2$V]$^{\bullet\bullet}$ is interpreted as the mitigated dimerization due to the increased charge repulsion by two additional positively charged propyl ammonium pendant arms, which are lack for [MV]$^{\bullet\bullet}$. In the case of the dimerization of two [MV]$^{\bullet\bullet}$, it was possible that the subsequent step is a disproportion reaction to generate one equivalent [MV]$^{2+}$ and one equivalent [MV]$^{0}$, respectively. Neutral [MV]$^{0}$ is insoluble and can precipitate out.

![Figure 4-7](image)

*Figure 4-7. UV-vis spectra of (A) [MV]$^{\bullet\bullet}$ and (B) [(NPr)$_2$V]$^{\bullet\bullet}$ in 2 M NaCl aqueous solution over 48 hours.*
In terms of thermodynamics, [MV]$^{0}$ may reduce protons to form H$_2$ even at pH neutral conditions ([MV]$^{+/0}$ at -0.72 V vs NHE and H$^+/H_2$ at -0.45 V vs NHE).

**[(NPr)$_2$V]$^{+}$ and [MV]$^{+}$ radical cation stability study by half-cell tests**

Half-cell study is a concept to utilize the two different oxidation states of the same redox active materials as anode and cathode material as shown in Figure 4-9. When the resulted 0 V flow cell is cycled, the capacity retention could be used to separately study the material’s electrochemical stability without any influence from other redox active materials. In our experiments, 0.5 M viologen radical cation in 2 M NaCl electrolyte was prepared as catholyte. 0.5 M viologen dication in 2 M NaCl electrolyte was prepared as anolyte. The pH value of the electrolyte was adjusting to 7 by 10 M NaOH solution. Thereafter, a flow battery was assembled following the general procedure mentioned in previous chapters. To cycling the simulated battery, the cutting-off voltages were set as
0.4 V for the charging process and -0.4 V for the discharging process. The charging/discharging current density was set as 60 mA/cm². As shown in Figure 4-9, after 200 cycles, the (NPr)$_2$V/(NPr)$_2$V$^{2+}$ half-cell RFB showed no capacity decay, much more stable than the MV/MV$^{2+}$ half-cell RFB (4.56% capacity decay after 200 cycles). The results further proved the better stability of [(NPr)$_2$V]$^{2+}$ than [MV]$^{2+}$.

![Figure 4-9](image.png)

*Figure 4-9. Half-cell studies of [(NPr)$_2$V]$^{2+}$ and [MV]$^{2+}$ radical cation stability. (A) Capacity vs. cycle number of MV/MV$^{2+}$ half-cell RFB in 200 cycles (Insert: voltage vs. capacity of MV/[MV$^{2+}$] half-cell RFB of the selected cycles); (B) Capacity vs. cycle*
number of \((\text{NPr})_2\text{V}/[(\text{NPr})_2\text{V}]^{1+}\) half-cell RFB in 200 cycles (Insert: voltage vs. capacity of \((\text{NPr})_2\text{V}/[(\text{NPr})_2\text{V}]^{1+}\) half-cell RFB of the selected cycles). Conditions: 0.5 M active materials in 2 M NaCl, pH value was adjusting to 7 by 10 M NaOH solution.

**MVTFSI/FeNTFSI NORFB for avoiding radical dimer and achieving double electron utilization and**

It was reported that the viologen radical cation dimers could be only observed in aqueous solutions.\(^{32}\) The dimer formation in the nonaqueous solvent is less common and thermodynamically favorable. Moreover, the proton involved side reactions can be avoided in the organic solvent, especially in the aprotic solvent. Therefore, we believed MV could be more stable in NORFB as proton and dimer caused MV\(^{1+}\) decomposition would no longer take place. Moreover, we hypothesized that the insolubility of the nonpolar two-electron reduced species, MV\(^{0}\), in aqueous solutions could be totally upturned in nonaqueous solutions, and thus can achieve the two-electron utilization of MV in NAORFBs. Following our previous studies on FcNCl/MV AORFBs, ion exchange reactions were first conducted to replace Cl\(^-\) of FcNCl and MVCl\(_2\) with TFSI\(^-\) to enable FeNTFSI and MVTFSI soluble in organic solvents. The obtained FeNTFSI and MVTFSI exhibited solubility in CH\(_3\)CN as 1.2 M and 0.98 M, respectively.

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments were conducted to determine the redox potential and reversibility of both active materials a nonaqueous supporting electrolyte. As expected, in 1.0 M LiTFSI in CH\(_3\)CN, MVTFSI displays two reversible redox events (Figure 4-10A) corresponding to redox pair MV\(^{2+}/\text{MV}^{++}\) (-0.79 V vs. Fc\(^{+/0}\)) and [MV]\(^{++}/\text{[MV]}^{0}\) (-1.20 V vs. Fc\(^{+/0}\)). Owing to the excellent redox reversibility of the ferrocene moiety and the electron withdrawing effect of ammonium function groups, FeNTFSI shows a well-defined reversible wave with \(E_{1/2}\) of +0.27 vs. Fc\(^{+/0}\). Then,
repeated CV scanning was run for 200 cycles. The almost overlapped traces reveal very good electrochemical stability for both compounds under CV conditions (Figure 4-11B).

Figure 4-10. (A) Cyclic voltammogram of a mixture of 1.0 mM FcNTFSI and 1.0 mM MVTFSI. (B) Repeated cyclic voltammetry curves of a 1.0 mM FcNTFSI and 1.0 MVTFSI mixture. Conditions: Glassy carbon as the working electrode, Ag/AgNO₃ as reference electrode, glassy carbon rod as the counter electrode, 1.0 M LiTFSI in CH₃CN as supporting electrolyte.

**RDE and Nicholson’s analysis for MVTFSI and FcNTFSI**

To further understand the electrochemical kinetics of both compounds, linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) studies were carried out using a glassy carbon rotating
electrode. As shown in Figure 4-11, rotating speed was increased from 300 rpm to 2400 rpm to obtain different mass transport limiting current ($i_L$). Two successive plateaus were observed for the two reductions of MVTFSI. It is noteworthy that limiting the current of the second reduction ($i_{L,2nd}$) of MVTFSI should be calculated by using the observed net limiting current of the second plateau to subtract the limiting current of the 1st reduction ($i_{L,1st}$). From the slope of Levich plots of FeNTFSI and MVTFSI (Figure 4-11), the diffusion coefficients were calculated to be 7.12×10⁻⁶ cm²/s for FeNTFSI, and 7.54×10⁻⁶ cm²/s, and 5.59×10⁻⁶ cm²/s the 1st reduction of MVTFSI and the 2nd reduction of MVTFSI, respectively.

As shown in Figure 4-12, CV experiments were conducted at different scan rates from 5 mV/s to 5 V/s. The linear relationship between peak current and the square root of the scan rate ($\nu^{1/2}$) revealed all the redox processes are diffusion controlled (Figure 4-13). Then Nicholson's analysis of scan rate dependent cyclic CV data was applied to determine electron transfer rate constants ($k^0$). Compared to Koutechy-Levich analysis, the Nicholson's method is more accurate for fast electron transfer rate constant estimation. The $\Psi$ values can be calculated by an established fitting equation (Equation 4-1) where peak potential separation ($\Delta E_p$) is the only variable parameter. Then $k^0$ can be calculated by the slope of the linear relationship between $\Psi$ value and reciprocal of the square root of scan rate ($\nu^{1/2}$) in the range from 5 to 500 mV/s according to Equation 4-2.

$$\Psi = \frac{-0.6288 + 0.0021n\Delta E_p}{1 - 0.017n\Delta E_p} \quad \text{(Equation 4-1)}$$

$$\Psi = k^0 \left( \frac{\pi DnF}{RT} \right)^{1/2} \nu^{-1/2} \quad \text{(Equation 4-2)}$$
$k^0$ is the electron transfer rate constant, $\Delta E_p$ is the peak potential separation calculated by $(E_{\text{oxidation}}-E_{\text{reduction}})$ at different scan rates. For the second redox process of MV (MV$^{+}$/MV$^0$), all the $\Delta E_p$ at different scan rates was found to be 75 mV. Therefore, 75 mV was directly applied to calculate the $\Psi$ value and. The electron transfer rate constants were estimated to be 0.32 cm/s for FcNTFSI, and 0.15 cm/s and 1.0 cm/s the 1$^{\text{st}}$ electron of MVTFSI and the 2$^{\text{nd}}$ electron of MVTFSI, respectively.

**Figure 4-11.** (A) Linear sweep voltammograms of 1.0 mM FcNTFSI (positive side) and 1.0 mM MVTFSI (negative side) on a rotating glassy carbon electrode in 1.0 M LiTFSI/CH$_3$CN supporting electrolyte; (B) Levich plots of the limiting current vs the square root of rotation rates for FcNTFSI; (C) Levich plots of the limiting current vs the square root of rotation rates for MVTFSI.
Figure 4-12. Nicholson's analysis for the evaluation of $k_0$ of FcNTFSI and MVTFSI. (A) CV of FcNTFSI at various scan rates (5, 10, 20, 40, 70, 100, 150, 200, 300, 500, 700, 1000, 1500, 2000, 5000 mV/s). (B) The plot of $\psi$ versus $\Delta E_p$ of the reduction peak and oxidation peak of FcNTFSI. (C) The linear relationship between $\psi$ and $\nu^{1/2}$ of FcNTFSI. (D) CV of MVTFSI at various scan rate (5, 10, 20, 40, 70, 100, 150, 200, 300, 500, 700, 1000, 1500, 2000, 5000 mV/s). (E) The plot of $\psi$ versus $\Delta E_p$ of the reduction peak and
oxidation peak of the 1st redox wave of MVTFSI. (F) The linear relationship between $\Psi$ and $\sqrt{v}$ of the 1st reduction/oxidation of MVTFSI.

Table 4-1. Electrochemical data of FeCN, MV$^{2+}$ and MV$^{\bullet+}$ in 1.0 M LiTFSI CH$_3$CN solution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active species</th>
<th>FeCN</th>
<th>MV$^{2+}$</th>
<th>MV$^{\bullet+}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_{1/2}$ (V vs. Fe$^{+/0}$)</td>
<td>+0.27</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (cm$^2$/s)</td>
<td>7.12x10$^{-6}$</td>
<td>7.54x10$^{-6}$</td>
<td>5.59x10$^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k^0$ (cm/s)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4-13. The plot of $i_c$ and $i_o$ over the square root of scan rates for FcNTFSI (A) and MVTFSI (B). Conditions: 1.0 mM FcNTFSI, and 1.0 mM MVTFSI mixture. Glassy carbon as the working electrode, Ag/AgNO$_3$ as the reference electrode, glassy carbon as the counter electrode, 1.0 M LiTFSI in CH$_3$CN as supporting electrolyte.

One electron utilized MVTFSI/FcNTFSI NORFB

It has been commonly observed that active materials crossover in NAORFBs can cause battery self-discharge and active species imbalance between anode and cathode due to the lack of selective ion exchange membranes in nonaqueous solutions, hence leading to undesired capacity decay.$^{31}$ To minimize the crossover, using mixed anolyte and catholyte can help to minimize diffusion controlled transportation through a non-ion selective porous separator. In our battery tests, a Daramic 175 porous membrane was
used. The separator has a high ionic conductivity but low ion selectivity due to its large pore size. 1.0 M LiTFSI in CH$_3$CN solution was used as supporting electrolyte due to its high ionic conductivity up to 34 s/cm that is in favor of high current density operation and high energy efficiency. First, we examined the battery performance only utilizing the first electron storage of MVTFSI. 0.1 M FeNTFSI and 0.1 M MVTFSI were dissolved in 1.0 M LITFSI CH$_3$CN solution and used as both anolyte and catholyte for the 1.05 V MVTFSI/FeNTFSI symmetric NAORFB. Before charging the battery, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was applied to test the resistance of the flow cell. A high-frequency area specific resistance was measured to be 3.33 Ω cm$^2$ as shown in Figure 4-14, which is comparable to our previous FcNCl/MV aqueous redox flow batteries. Whereafter, the charging cutting-off voltage was set to 1.5 V to avoid the 2$^{nd}$ reduction of MVTFSI. The discharging cutting-off voltage was set to 0.1 V. The MVTFSI/FeNTFSI NAORFB was cycled at different current densities from 10 mA/cm$^2$ to 40 mA/cm$^2$ with an increment of 10 mA/cm$^2$ as shown in Figure 4-15A. The battery showed a good rate performance. At 30 mA/cm$^2$, it still can utilize 78.4 % of the theoretic capacity (2.10 Ah/L out of 2.68 Ah/L). Due to the active material crossover, when the battery was run at a current density as low as 10 mA/cm$^2$, the charge capacity even outstepped the theoretic capacity. With the increase of the current density, coulombic efficiency increased for 82.8 % at 10 mA/cm$^2$ to 95.2 % at 40 mA/cm$^2$ (Figure 4-15B, blue trace). This can be explained by the fact that the crossover of active materials was slowed down when the battery was run at higher current densities. The observed energy efficiency (Figure 4-15B, gray trace) decreased when a larger current density was applied due to the increased cell overpotential, which is in line with the trend of voltage efficiency change (Figure 4-
16B, orange trace). The battery displayed outstanding energy efficiencies as high as 63.3 % at 40 mA/cm\(^2\). Agreeing with the EIS result, this value is comparable with neutral viologen AORFBs. For the purpose of achieving high capacity utilization and high energy efficiency, 30 mA/cm\(^2\) was applied to extended 100 cycle studies. At this current density, the battery delivered an energy density of 2.20 Wh/L. The battery also showed excellent cycling stability regarding both capacity retention and Coulombic efficiency. Within 100 cycles the battery retained 91.8 % total capacity, corresponding to 99.92 % capacity retention per cycle (Figure 4-15C). Impressive energy efficiency was achieved and kept stable above 73 % (Figure 4-17). Compared to the corresponding FcNCI/MV AORFB, the present MVTFSI/FcNTFSI NAORFB demonstrated inferior capacity retention and capacity utilization, which is ascribed to the lower chemical stability and crossover of the active materials.

*Figure 4-14.* Nyquist plots of the 1 electron utilized FcNTFSI/MVTFSI non-aqueous RFB with mixed electrolyte.
**Figure. 4-15.** Battery performance of one electron utilized FcNTFSI/MVTFSI NAORFB with a mixed electrolyte (0.1 M FcNTFSI and 0.1 M MVTFSI). (A) Voltage versus capacity profile at different charging/discharging current density. (B) Averaged Coulombic efficiency, voltage efficiency, and energy efficiency at different charging/discharging current density. (C) Capacity versus cycle number for 100 cycles. The battery is cycled at 30 mA/cm². (D) Representative voltage versus capacity profiles.

**Two electron utilized MVTFSI/FcNTFSI NORFB**

Subsequently, we demonstrated the two-electron utilization of MVTFSI to enable the 1.5 V MVTFSI/FcNTFSI NAORFB by using a mixed electrolyte of 0.2 M FcNTFSI and 0.1 M MVTFSI. The cutting-off voltage was set to 1.85 V for charging to achieve the second reduction of MVTFSI. The discharging voltage was kept at 0.1 V.
Figure 4-16. Performance of 2 electron utilized FeNTFSI/MVTFSI NAORFB with mixed electrolyte (0.2 M FeNTFSI and 0.1 M MVTFSI). (A) Voltage versus capacity profile at different charging/discharging current density. (B) Averaged Coulombic efficiency, voltage efficiency, and energy efficiency at different charging/discharging current density. (C) Capacity versus cycle number for 100 cycles. The battery is cycled at 30 mA/cm². (D) Representative voltage versus capacity profiles.

As shown in Figure 4-17A, two well-defined charging/discharging plateaus were obtained corresponding to the two redox reactions, $\text{MV}^{2+}/\text{MV}^{•+}$ and $\text{MV}^{•+}/\text{MV}^{0}$, respectively. The MVTFSI/FeNTFSI NAORFB was first tested at different current densities from 10 mA/cm² to 40 mA/cm². Compared to 1 electron utilized battery, the 2 electrons utilized battery displayed doubled capacity and better rate performance at various current densities. With the increase of current density, discharged capacity just
Figure 4-17. (A) Energy efficiency vs. cycle number of the FeNTFSI (0.1 M)/MVTFSI (0.1 M) NAORFB. (A) Energy efficiency vs. cycle number of the FeNTFSI (0.2 M)/MVTFSI (0.1 M) NAORFB. Current density: 30 mA/cm².

showed a slightly decrease from 4.38 Ah/L at 10 mA/cm² to 4.10 Ah/L at 40 mA/cm². The same trends for efficiency changes were shown as the 1 electron utilized battery (Figure 4-16B). Then the battery was cycled at 30 mA/cm². At this current density, energy density was achieved as high as 5.66 Wh/L which is more than 2.5 times the 1 electron utilized battery (2.20 Wh/L), which thanks to the doubled capacity and the increased voltage of 1.5 V (Figure 4-11). The two-electron utilized flow battery exhibited a stable energy efficiency of 71.4 % in 100 cycles which is comparable with the one-electron utilized battery (Figure 4-17). Stable capacity retention (88.3%) was also achieved for these two-electron utilized batteries as shown in Figure 4-16C and 4-16D. The possible reason for the observed capacity decay could be due to the electrolyte imbalance caused by crossover during battery cycling as well as a small amount of chemical degradation. In order to minimize the crossover of active materials, we need to develop more advanced ion selective separators or design redox active macromolecules which are difficult to cross the separator.
4-5. Conclusion

In conclusion, a highly stable high voltage \((\text{NPr})_2V/N^\text{Me}\)-TEMPO AORFB was developed, and the flow battery demonstrated capacity retention of 99.995\% per cycle and power density of 128 mW/cm\(^2\), representing the most stable total organic redox flow battery known to date. An overview of aqueous organic RFBs to date was shown in Appendix Table 1. UV-Vis spectroscopic and half-cell studies confirmed that the outstanding cycling stability of the \((\text{NPr})_2V/N^\text{Me}\)-TEMPO AORFB is attributed to the exceptional radical stability of \((\text{NPr})_2V^+\). In order to avoid radical dimerization and proton involved side reactions, stable FcNTFSI/MVTFSI NAORFBs were also demonstrated. By simply changing the counter anion, we also solved the solubility problem of the insoluble MV\(^0\) redox state observed in aqueous solutions. Thereby, two-electron utilization of methyl viologen was achieved in the FcNTFSI/MVTFSI NAORFBs which contributed to the energy density increase of more than 2.5 times. The present study not only the importance of the molecular engineering strategy to improve active materials’ stability and solubility but also advances the state of the art of RFBs for sustainable and green energy storage of renewable energy.

4-6. Reference


CHAPTER V

AMMONIUM FUNCTIONALIZED ANTHRAQUINONE AS AN ANODE MATERIAL FOR NEUTRAL AORFBS

5-1. Abstract

9,10-anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonic acid (AQDSH₂) as a benchmark anolyte material has been frequently applied in acidic aqueous organic redox flow batteries (AORFBs). However, the chemical stability issue of AQDSH₂ at acidic conditions and the corrosion nature of strong acid supporting electrolyte bring a big roadblock for its practical application. A feasible strategy to overcome these issues is migrating to pH neutral conditions and employing the soluble salts of AQDSH₂. Herein, we report the 9,10-anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonic diammonium salt (AQDS(NH₄)₂) as the anode material for pH neutral AORFBs with a solubility of 1.9 M in water, which is more than 3 times of the sodium salt. Paired with NH₄I catholyte, the resulting neutral AORFB could deliver a theoretic energy density of up to 40 Wh/L. A 0.75 M battery (an energy density of 12.5 Wh/L) displayed outstanding stable cycling stability for 300 cycles. The present AQDS(NH₄)₂ flow battery chemistry opens a new pass way to apply anthraquinone in developing low cost and benign pH neutral flow batteries for scalable energy storage.

5-2. Introduction

Nowadays, the utilization of renewable energy resources such as solar and wind

---

energy has been realized to be a sustainable and environmentally benign strategy to alleviate the world’s severe dependency on traditional fossil fuels, and thus enables the environmental recovery and sustainable development of the economy. In order to manage the intermittent and fluctuating nature of solar and wind energy, cost-effective technologies for energy conversion and storage are in urgent need. Among the numerous energy storage technologies, redox flow batteries (RFBs) have been recognized as a promising technology to overcome the intermittency of renewable energy and supply reliable continuing electricity to electricity grids with a scale up to MW/MWh. The unique cell design of RFBs empowers a number of attractive technical merits for large-scale energy storage in comparison to traditional static rechargeable batteries, such as excellent scalability, unique energy/power decoupled capability, high current operation, high power output and so on. As one of the most advanced RFB technologies, the vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB) has received the most commercializing attempts. Nevertheless, its wide adoption is still limited by the high active material cost, low earth abundance for vanadium and strong acidic hazardous electrolyte. To overcome these technical challenges, we and other groups have developed aqueous organic RFBs (AORFBs) and nonaqueous organic RFBs (NAORFBs) employing more sustainable and abundant redox active organic molecules, such as viologen, metallocene, Pyridium, quinone, (2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxyl (TEMPO) and pyrazine derivatives. Among the various redox active molecules, viologen and anthraquinone (AQ) have been extensively studied as anolytes in AORFBs.

Among the various redox active molecules, viologen and anthraquinone (AQ) have been extensively studied as anolytes in AORFBs. So far viologen based pH neutral
AORFBs have demonstrated most stable cycling performance as the pH neutral condition suppresses side reactions for active species caused by protons and hydroxides at acidic and alkaline conditions. However, AQ molecules have been primarily studied in acidic or alkaline AORFBs and subject to chemical degradation at either acidic or alkaline conditions. First, side reactions under acidic conditions (such as bromination and acid catalyzed reactions) lead to capacity decay.\(^{28}\) Second, the redox potential of AQ molecules such as AQDSH\(_2\) positively shifts to +0.21 V vs. SHE in acidic electrolytes, dramatically limiting the open circuit voltage for the whole battery. Third but not the last, acidic supporting electrolytes and bromine based catholyte are highly corrosive and hazardous. Other anthraquinone derivatives have also been studied in alkaline AORFBs but still suffer chemical degradation,\(^{22,29}\) a major cause for capacity decay, low solubility and high cost. Deteriorative impacts of acidic or alkaline conditions are also applied to catholyte molecules. For example, K\(_4\)Fe(CN)\(_6\) as the most common cathode material in alkaline AORFBs is not chemically stable at alkaline conditions as recently examined in a half-cell flow battery study.\(^{31}\)

Thus, we have become promoted to investigate AQ molecules at pH neutral conditions to address these technical issues observed in AQ based acidic and alkaline AORFBs and achieve improved cycling performance. 9,10-anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonic acid (AQDSH\(_2\)) represents one of the most inexpensive AQ anolyte candidates and was first applied in strongly acidic AORFBs. Intuitively, the sodium salt of sulfonated anthraquinone derivatives of AQDSH\(_2\) is the first class of candidates to be investigated. 9,10-anthraquinone-2-sulfonic acid sodium salt (AQSNa) and 9,10-anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonic acid disodium salt (AQDSNa\(_2\)) maintain many merits of the acid compound.
(e.g. extraordinary stability, fast redox kinetics, and widespread commercial availability). However, we found both AQSNa and AQDSNa$_2$ have much lower solubility in water at pH 7 (less than 30 mM for AQDSNa and 0.58 M for AQDSNa$_2$ in water) which limits the capacity and energy density of these AQ molecule based pH neutral AORFBs. Only a very few studies have been reported in improving their solubility for neutral AORFBs application. On example is employing ethylene glycol as additives to increase the solubility of AQDSNa$_2$. Recently, an ethylene oxide functionalized AQ demonstrated high solubility at pH neutral conditions but is not chemically stable.$^{33}$ Herein, we report the synthesis, spectroscopic, and electrochemical studies of a highly soluble ammonium cation functionalized AQ molecule, AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ (1.9 M in H$_2$O, and 1.3 M in 1.0 M NH$_4$I). An AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$/NH$_4$I pH neutral AORFB with an energy density of 12.5 Wh/L delivered very stable cycling performance in a pH neutral AORFB for 300 cycles and outstanding energy efficiency of 72.3% at 60 mA/cm$^2$.

5-3. Materials and methods

Materials

Anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonic acid disodium salt was purchased from TCI chemicals. All the chemicals were stored in an Argon glove box and used directly. Ammonium hydroxide (30 % solution) was purchased from Fisher chemicals. Deionized water was obtained from a MilliporeSigma Milli-DI Water Purification System and purged overnight using N$_2$ before use. All experimental operations were conducted under N$_2$ atmosphere. Nafion™ 115 membranes were purchased from FuelCellStore, TX. The Nafion membranes were boiled in 1 M H$_2$SO$_4$ solution for 2 hours, 30 % H$_2$O$_2$ solution
for 2 hours, and then immersed in 0.5 M NH₄I aqueous solution overnight. The membranes are rinsed with DI water before use.

**Characterization**

NMR studies were conducted using a Bruker 500 MHz NMR spectrometer. UV-Vis data were collected using an Ocean Optics spectrometer. Elemental analysis was done at Atlantic Microlab. The conductivity of the electrolyte solutions was measured using a Mettler Toledo conductivity meter at R.T.

**Materials synthesis**

Synthesis of AQDS(NH₄)₂: 9,10-Anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonic acid disodium salt (20.0 g, 48.5 mmol) was dissolved in 100 mL deionized water and flushed over a cation exchange column with Amberlite cation exchange resin (IR-120 hydrogen form). The obtained 9,10-Anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonic acid solution was cooled down by an ice bath. Then 10 mL 30% ammonium hydroxide was added to convert the acid to ammonium salt. After the water was removed by a rotary evaporator, the wet solid residue was dried in a vacuum oven at 70 °C overnight. The final product was collected as dark brown solid (19.1 g, 98.5 %). ¹H-NMR (500 MHz, D₂O): δ=8.29 (d, 2H), 8.02 (dd, 2H), 7.94 (d, 2H). Anal. Calcd for C₁₄H₁₄O₈N₂S₂: C, 41.76; H, 3.48; N, 6.96. Found C, 42.03; H, 3.51; N, 6.28.

Synthesis of AQDSNH₄: 9,10-Anthraquinone-2-disulfonic acid sodium salt (3.0 g, 9.7 mmol) and 30 mL Amberlite cation exchange resin (IR-120 hydrogen form) were add in 50 mL deionized water. The mixture was stirred overnight when all anthraquinone was dissolved. Then the mixture was filtered and the filtrate was flushed over a cation exchange column with Amberlite cation exchange resin (IR-120 hydrogen form) again.
The following steps are the same as AQDS(NH₄)₂ synthesis. The product was obtained as light yellow powder with a yield of 98 %. ¹H-NMR (500 MHz, D₂O):  δ=8.23 (s, 1H), 8.04 (m, 2H), 7.87 (m, 2H), 7.65 (m, 2H). Anal. Calcd for C₁₄H₁₁O₅NS: C, 55.08; H, 3.63; N, 4.59. Found C, 55.31; H, 3.94; N, 4.57.

Solubility tests

The solubility of AQDS(NH₄)₂ and AQDSNa₂ was measured in water and 1 M NH₄I by a UV-vis spectrometer. 1 mL super-saturated solution in a 5 mL graduated cylinder was prepared. The up layer clear solution was diluted by 1000 times. Then the UV-Vis spectrum was collected. Solubility data were calculated by using a prepared standard curve.

Other methods

Electrochemical studies and flow cell tests were conducted using similar methods as introduced in Chapter IV.

5-4. Results and discussion

The solubility of AQDS(NH₄)₂ and AQSNH₄

Our group reported a molecular engineering study of ferricyanide and ferrocyanide catholyte for pH neutral AORFB applications using a straightforward strategy of cation modulation. The newly designed neutral (NH₄)₃Fe(CN)₆ and (NH₄)₄Fe(CN)₆ catholyte manifest much higher solubility than their sodium and potassium salt and retain comparable chemical stability. Inspired by the ammonium cation effect to improve the solubility of ferricyanide and ferrocyanide compounds, we adopted the same strategy to AQSNa and AQDSNa₂ salts. By replacing the counter cation Na⁺ with NH₄⁺, a solubility increase and chemical stability maintainability were
anticipated. The desired anthraquinone sulfonic acid ammonium salts, $\text{AQSNH}_4$ and $\text{AQDS(NH}_4\text{)}_2$, were synthesized by a straightforward two-step route with high yields (Figure 5-1). The synthesis of $\text{AQDS(NH}_4\text{)}_2$ was demonstrated a scale of 20 g with an excellent yield. UV-Vis measurements were conducted to determine the solubility of $\text{AQSNH}_4$ and $\text{AQDS(NH}_4\text{)}_2$. In agreement with our expectation, both ammonia salts showed much higher solubility compared to their sodium form (Figure 5-1). $\text{AQSNH}_4$ can be dissolved in water up to 0.15 M while the AQSNa is barely soluble (less than 30 mM). Surprisingly, $\text{AQDS(NH}_4\text{)}_2$ displayed a remarkable solubility of 1.9 M in water which is more than 3 times of that of $\text{AQDSNa}_2$ (0.58 M in water). Even in 1.0 M $\text{NH}_4\text{I}$ supporting electrolyte, the solubility still can reach 1.3 M. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the most water-soluble anthraquinone derivatives at the pH neutral condition.

**Figure 5-1.** A comparison of the solubility of AQSNa (yellow), $\text{AQSNH}_4$, and AQSNa$_2$, and $\text{AQDS(NH}_4\text{)}_2$. (Inserted scheme: Synthesis of $\text{AQDS(NH}_4\text{)}_2$)
NMR studied for AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ and AQSNH$_4$

We hypothesized that the boosted solubility was attributed to two reasons. On the one hand, the hydrophilic property of ammonium cation facilitates the dissolving of the salt in water as reported in our previous work.$^{12}$ On the other hand, hydrogen bonds formed among NH$_4^+$ cation and AQDS anion is believed to enhance the solvation of AQDS anions in water, thus improving its solubility. In order to obtain the evidence for these hydrogen-bonding interactions, Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) titration studies of AQDSNa$_2$ were performed with the addition of NH$_4$Cl as the ammonium source (Figure 5-2A). The pH value of each NMR sample was adjusted to 7.0 to avoid the possible chemical shift drift due to pH change. As a result of the NH$_4$Cl titration, a marked upfield shift of the $^1$H-NMR signals of AQDS$^{2-}$ moiety was observed. Protons, H$_a$ and H$_c$, experienced relative large chemical shift while the proton H$_b$, far from the carbonyl oxygen atoms, displayed the smallest signal shift (-0.0102 ppm/equiv. NH$_4$Cl). The observations indicate the hydrogen bonding interactions between the carbonyl oxygen atom and NH$_4^+$ cations (Figure 5-2D). This is in line with the $^{13}$C NMR signal upfield shift of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ compared to AQDSNa$_2$ (see Figure 5-3). Specifically, the $^{13}$C resonances of carbon atoms at positions 9 and 10 showed upfield shift while other carbons barely had any changes. In the 2D NMR (COSY) spectrum (Figure 5-2C), the strong interaction between the proton of ammonium and the protons of AQDS was also observed and highlighted by the blue dash rectangles in Figure 5-2C, providing another strong evidence for the formation of hydrogen-bonds. In addition, a control experiment was conducted by titrating sodium 2,4-dimethylbenzenesulfonate with NH$_4$Cl (Figure 5-5). In this case, no chemical shift was observed with the NH$_4^+$ concentration increase, further proving that the hydrogen bonds form on the carbonyl oxygen atoms other than
Figure 5-2. (A) $^1$H NMR titration of 50 mM AQDSNa$_2$ in D$_2$O with various equivalents of NH$_4$Cl from 1 to 20. Ammonium hydroxide solution was used to adjust the pH value to 7.0. (B) Relationship between $^1$H-NMR chemical shift and the equivalent of ammonium. (C) 2D NMR (COSY) spectrum of 0.1 M AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ in D$_2$O, pH was adjusted to 3 to guarantee the observation of ammonium cation in the spectrum. (D) Schematic hydrogen bonding interactions proposed for AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$.

A similar trend was also observed for AQSNa by the same NH$_4$Cl titration (Figure 5-4). The synthesized AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ was proved to be not only highly soluble in water but also chemically stable even at an elevated temperature and pH neutral conditions. During two weeks, the treatment of an NMR sample of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ in D$_2$O at 80 °C, $^1$H NMR studies indicated no chemical decomposition (Figure 5-6), the desired chemical characteristic for flow battery applications.
Figure 5-3. $^{13}$C NMR of AQDSNa$_2$ and AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ in D$_2$O.

Figure 5-4. $^1$H NMR titration of 5 mM AQSNa in D$_2$O with 10 and 20 equivalents of NH$_4$Cl.
Figure 5-5. $^1$H NMR titration of 5 mM sodium 2,4-dimethylbenzenesulfonate in D$_2$O with 10 and 20 equivalents of NH$_4$Cl.

Figure 5-6. $^1$H NMR tests of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ in D$_2$O at 80 °C for 2 weeks.
Electrochemical studies for AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$

The ensuing studies were directed on the electrochemical behaviors of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$. Cyclic voltammetry studies revealed a pair of reversible redox peaks at -0.20 V vs NHE in 0.5 M NH$_4$I electrolyte at pH 7 (Figure 5-7A), which is ca. 410 mV more negative than that of AQDSH$_2$ at acidic conditions. The thermodynamic potentials of proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) redox reactions of anthraquinone molecules are well known to be pH dependent, especially in the near neutral region (pH 3-9).\(^{20}\) The general electrochemical reaction of AQDS$^{2-}$ is shown in Equation 1, where two electrons were transferred while various numbers ($0 \leq n \leq 2$) of protons might be coupled at different pH values. The Pourbaix diagram of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ (Figure 5-7B) was generated by measuring its redox potential at different pH values. To our surprise, the redox potential of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ kept nearly unchanged from pH 4 to 7, revealing the two-electron processes without being coupled by protons in this pH region. This phenomenon is attributed to the H-bonding interactions between ammonium cations and the carbonyl oxygen atoms of the AQDS anion. From pH 7 to 10, the redox potential linearly shifted to being more negative with a slope of -30 mV/pH ((Figure 5-7B). By using the Nernst equation, we can establish a relationship between the redox potential and the number of protons and electrons involved in the electrochemical reactions. Equation 2 showed the derivation of the Nernst equation for the reaction displayed in Equation 1, where $z = 2$ in this case (two-electron process).

\[
AQDS^{2-} + 2 e^- + n H^+ \rightarrow (AQDSH_n)^{2n-4} \quad \text{(Equation 1)}
\]

\[
E = E_0 - \frac{RT}{zF} \ln \frac{1}{[H^+]} = E_0 - 0.059n \frac{z}{pH} \quad \text{(Equation 2)}
\]
Figure 5-7. (A) Cyclic voltammograms of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ at various pH conditions. (B) Pourbaix diagram of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ in 0.5 M NH$_4$I solution. Conditions: 4.0 mM analyte in 0.5 M NH$_4$I electrolyte; scan rate: 100 mV/s; working electrode, glassy carbon electrode; counter electrode, glassy carbon; reference electrode, Ag/AgCl. The pH value was adjusted using ammonium hydroxide solution. FcNCl (-0.60 V vs. NHE at pH 7) was used to calibrate the redox potential.

According to Equation 2 where n was calculated as (30 mV × 2)/0.059 V = 1.02, the redox chemistry of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ in the region of pH 7 - 10 was assigned as a single proton-coupled 2 electron process. Meanwhile, peak to peak separation decreased with the increase of pH value as shown in Figure 5-7A, indicating gradually improved redox kinetics. Electrochemical kinetics studies of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ were conducted by rotating disk electrode measurements and Nicolson’s analysis which have been introduced in the previous chapters. The Levich study and Nicolson measurements revealed the fast electrochemical kinetics of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ at pH 7 with a diffusion coefficient and an electron transfer rate constant of 4.55 × 10$^{-6}$ cm$^2$/s and 0.077 cm/s, respectively. Besides, scan rate dependent studies of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ (Figure 5-8D) also demonstrated that its reversible reduction/oxidation reactions are both diffusion controlled processes.
Figure 5-8. RDE test: (A) Linear sweep voltammograms of AQDS(NH4)2 on a glassy carbon rotating disk electrode; (B) Levich plot of the limiting current vs the square root of rotation rates for AQDS(NH4)2; Conditions: 1.0 mM analyte in 0.5 M NH4I electrolyte; scan rate: 5 mV/s; rotation rates from 300 to 2400 rpm; working electrode, glassy carbon rotating disk electrode; counter electrode, glassy carbon; reference electrode, Ag/AgCl. Scan rate study and Nicholson's analysis of AQDS(NH4)2: (C) CV of AQDS(NH4)2 at various scan rates (5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, 1000, 2000,
5000 mV/s). (D) The plot of $i_c$ and $i_a$ over the square root of scan rates for AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ (blue trace for oxidative reaction, orange trace for reductive reaction); (E) Plot of $\Psi$ versus $2\Delta E_p$ of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$. (F) The linear relationship between $\Psi$ and $\nu^{1/2}$ of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$.

AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$/NH$_4$I neutral AORFB demonstration

For the full AORFB demonstration, NH$_4$I was selected as the cathode material due to its ammonium cation, excellent stability, and high solubility (ca. 10 M in water). The resulted AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$/NH$_4$I combination predicts a theoretical cell voltage of 0.865 V (Figure 5-10A). Considering the high solubility of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ and the two electron redox process, the AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$/NH$_4$I AORFB could deliver a theoretical energy density as high as 44 Wh/L for the full battery (30 Wh/L when 1 M NH$_4$I supporting electrolyte is used). We first examined 1 M AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$/NH$_4$I AORFB which could reach an energy density of more than 18.5 Wh/L, very close to the commercialized all vanadium RFBs (25~35 Wh/L). However, during the charging process, it was noticed that the reduced state of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ was not as soluble as AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$. The hydroquinone precipitate formed and caused the failure of charging and discharging which could be realized in the charging/discharging profile of the 1 M battery with unsmooth charging/discharging curves (Figure 5-9). The solubility of the two-electron reduced AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ was revealed as 0.8 M in 0.5 M NH$_4$I aqueous solution.

After optimizing the condition, we systematically evaluated the cycling performance of the AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$/NH$_4$I AORFB at 0.75 M (1.5 M e$^-$, a charge capacity of 40.2 Ah/L and an energy density of 12.5 Wh/L). The cell design is outlined in Figure 5-10B, where a piece of Nafion 115 membrane was employed as the separator to allow the exchange of ammonium cation and avoid the crossover of anionic redox active species including AQDS$^{2-}$, I$^-$, and I$_3^-$. 0.5 M NH$_4$I was added into anode as supporting electrolyte
Figure 5-9. Profile of voltage versus time of the 1 M AQDS(NH\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{2}/NH\textsubscript{4}I neutral AORFB. Conditions: catholyte, 3 M NH\textsubscript{4}I solution (18 mL); anolyte, 1 M AQDS(NH\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{2} in 1 M NH\textsubscript{4}I; current density 40 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2}.

to improve electrolyte conductivity. Up to 5 equivalent NH\textsubscript{4}I (compared to AQDS(NH\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{2}) was used in the cathode side to ensure the reliable evaluation of the limiting AQDS(NH\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{2} anolyte side while enabling the fully I\textsubscript{2} complexing to generate soluble I\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{-}. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) revealed a high-frequency area specific resistance (R\textsubscript{hf}) of the battery as low as 1.44 Ω • cm\textsuperscript{2} (Figure 5-11).

The current rate performance was investigated from 40 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2} to 100 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2} with an increment of 20 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2}. For each current density, 5 charge and discharge cycles were tested with cutoff voltages at 1.2 V for the charging process and 0.2 V for the discharging process. In our AQDS(NH\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{2}/NH\textsubscript{4}I AORFB cycling experiments, we noticed the low coulombic efficiency (CE) and capacity retention during first several cycles.
Figure 5-10. (A) Cyclic voltammogram of 4 mM AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ (in 0.5 M NH$_4$I) and NH$_4$I (in 0.5 M NH$_4$Cl), respectively (pH=7). (B) Schematic representation of the AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$/NH$_4$I neutral AORFB and cell reactions.
(Figure 5-12A) which is owing to the intermolecular dimerization between AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ and its reduced species (AQDS(NH$_4$)$_4$). It was reported that AQDSH$_2$ and its reduced species could form a dimer compound which cannot be utilized in the discharging process, thus hindering the full utilization of the active materials.$^{34}$ To support the hypothesis, in a mixed electrolyte of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ and (AQDS(NH$_4$)$_4$, there was an additional oxidation observed at 0.2 V, assigned to the oxidation of the AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$/AQDS(NH$_4$)$_4$ dimer (Figure 5-12B), whose exact structure remains to be elucidated. In the future, it is possible to avoid dimerization using additives or structural modifications.

![Figure 5-11. EIS test of the 0.75 M AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$/I$_2$ RFB before and after cycling at 0 SOC.](image-url)
Figure 5-12. (A) Capacity decay of the 0.75 M $\text{AQDS(NH}_4\text{)}_2$/NH$_4$I AORFB in the first 10 cycles due to active material dimerization. After that, the capacity kept stable. (B) Charging/discharging profile for the mixed electrolyte of $\text{AQDS(NH}_4\text{)}_2$ and $\text{AQDS(NH}_4\text{)}_4$. During discharging, the second plateau showed up at 0.2 V, standing for the oxidation of the formed dimer compound in the charging process.

As a result, the battery was firstly cycled at a current density of 40 mA/cm$^2$ until the CE reached 99 % to avoid the inaccuracy of the rate performance evaluation due to the dimer formation. Thereafter, the current rate dependent cycling was conducted. Overall, $\text{AQDS(NH}_4\text{)}_2$/NH$_4$I AORFB exhibited an excellent rate performance. As shown in Figure 5-13A, 5 stable cycles were demonstrated at each current density without capacity decay. At 40 mA/cm$^2$, the battery presented a capacity utilization of 76.4 % (30.7 Ah/L out of 40.2 Ah/L), which decreased to 72.3 % when the current density was increased to 60 mA/cm$^2$ (Figure 5-13B) due to increased charging/discharging overpotential. Benefitted from low cell resistance, the battery exhibits an impressive energy efficiency of up to 81.7 % at 40 mA/cm$^2$ and 70.6 % at 60 mA/cm$^2$ (Figure 5-13C), standing for the most energy efficient neutral AORFBs to date. In addition, a high power density of 91.5 mW/cm$^2$ was recorded at 100 % SOC (Figure 5-13D), which could
Figure 5-13. Battery performance of the 0.75 M AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$/NH$_4$I neutral AORFB. (A) Capacity vs. the cycle number from 40 to 100 mA/cm$^2$ of the battery. 5 cycles’ test was conducted for each current density; (B) Voltage versus capacity profile at different charging/discharging current density (Red dash line stands for the theoretical value); (C) Averaged coulombic efficiency, voltage efficiency, and energy efficiency at different
charging/discharging current density; (D) Power density of the battery at various state of charge; (E) Capacity versus cycle number for 300 cycles. The battery is cycled at 60 mA/cm\(^2\). Inset: selected representative voltage versus capacity profiles.

be further optimized by applying more conductive ion exchange membranes and supporting electrolytes. Long-term cycling was examined at 60 mA/cm\(^2\) to further validate the cycling stability of the AQDS(NH\(_4\))\(_2\)/NH\(_4\)I AORFB (Figure 5-13E), which was first cycled at 40 mA/cm\(^2\) for a few cycles to stabilize the dimerization process. The smooth charging/discharging curves indicated that no precipitate was generated (Figure 5-14A). The battery delivered rather stable capacity retention as no capacity decay was detected after 300 cycles (ca. 15 days) and represent the most stable AQ based AORFBs. Judging from the well-overlapped charging/discharging profile (Figure 5-12E and Figure 5-14A), the charging/discharging overpotential stay the same during the cycles from 10 to 300, which suggested no ohmic loss and good chemical compatibility with the membrane and other cell components. This is also in line with the almost identical \(R_{hf}\)

![Figure 5-14](image_url)

**Figure 5-14.** (A) Representative charging/discharging profile (voltage versus time) of the 0.75 M neutral AQDS(NH\(_4\))\(_2\)/I\(_2\) RFB. (B) Representative charging/discharging profile (voltage versus time) of the 0.75 M neutral AQDS(NH\(_4\))\(_2\)/I\(_2\) RFB.
from the EIS measurements before and after cycling (Figure 5-11). The energy efficiency
maintained about 70% during cycling (Figure 5-14B).

**Post analysis of AQDS(NH₄)₂/I₂ neutral AORFB.**

Post-cell analysis for the 0.75 M AQDS(NH₄)₂/NH₄I AORFB after 300 cycles were conducted using cyclic voltammetry, ¹H NMR (Figure 5-15 and 5-16). Both CV and ¹H NMR studies indicated there was no chemical degradation for AQDS(NH₄)₂. In stark contrast, even at the 0.1 M concentration, an AQDSNa₂/NaI AORFB could not be cycled because of the rapid precipitate formation of the charged state, AQDSNa₄, further highlighting the unique role of the NH₄⁺ cations for AQDS(NH₄)₂.

*Figure 5-15. Cyclic voltammetry post analysis of the anolyte of 0.75 M AQDS(NH₄)₂/I₂ RFB after cycling for 300 cycles.*
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Figure 5-16. $^1$H NMR post analysis of the anolyte of 0.75 M $\text{AQDS(NH}_4\text{)}_2$/I$_2$ RFB after cycling for 300 cycles.

As shown in Figure 5-17, representative AQ based AORFBs are compared in the aspects of demonstrated energy density and normalized stability (per month). It is clear that the demonstrated pH neutral $\text{AQDS(NH}_4\text{)}_2$/NH$_4$I AORFB displayed much improved performance compared to reported AQDS based AORFBs in terms of energy density and cycling stability. The acid or alkaline AQ based AORFBs suffer either low energy density or poor cycling stability, which attribute to the low solubility or poor chemical stability of active materials. As a result of the extraordinary chemical stability and solubility of $\text{AQDS(NH}_4\text{)}_2$ in the neutral supporting electrolyte, the pH neutral AORFB $\text{AQDS(NH}_4\text{)}_2$/NH$_4$I system demonstrated an energy density of and the capacity retention
of ca. 100% per month, representing one of the most energy dense and stable AORFBs reported to date. Recently, a water-miscible anthraquinone (PEGAQ) molecule with 2-(2-(2-hydroxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethoxy side chains was reported, which stands for one the most water soluble anthraquinone derivatives. The neutral PEGAQ/Fe(CN)$_2^-$ AORFB was demonstrated with an energy density as high as 25.2 Wh/L. However, the cycling capacity retention of the battery was only 85% per month due to the decomposition of PEGAQ.

Figure 5-17. Comparison of demonstrated energy densities and capacity retention per month of the selected AQ based AORFBs (Capacity retention lower than 80% per month was not displayed in the figure).
5-5. Conclusion

In summary, we have developed a new ammonium functionalized anthraquinone derivative (AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$) as the anolyte material for pH neutral AORFB application. The synthesis of the new AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ anolyte material is straightforward and convenient at ambient conditions, and scalable using common commercial precursors. In addition to its hydrophilic nature, the introduced ammonium cations form hydrogen bonds with AQDS$^{2-}$ anion to improve the solubility of the AQDS anion. Paired with highly soluble NH$_4$I cathode material, the demonstrated AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$/NH$_4$I battery stands for the most stable pH neutral, metal free anthraquinone AORFB with very high capacity and energy density. Taking account of the easy synthesis, low cost, high energy density, unbeatable stability and environmental advantage, AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ can regard a highly attractive anolyte molecule in AORFBs for large scale sustainable energy storage. Moreover, the present chemistry of AQDS(NH$_4$)$_2$ could open a new avenue to utilizing anthraquinone compounds in developing pH neutral, benign and stable cycling AORFBs to promise low cost and sustainable green energy storage.
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CHAPTER VI

HETEROGENEOUS ELECTROCATALYTIC CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCTION TO FORMATE ON A NITROGENASE MODIFIED BIOELECTRODE

6-1. Abstract

Nitrogenases catalyze all biological dinitrogen (N\textsubscript{2}) reduction to ammonia (NH\textsubscript{3}) and have been shown to reduce a number of non-physiological substrates, including carbon dioxide (CO\textsubscript{2}) to formate (HCOO\textsuperscript{-}) and methane (CH\textsubscript{4}). Three versions of nitrogenase are known (Mo-, V-, and Fe-nitrogenase), with each showing different reactivity towards the array of substrates. Normally, electrons for substrate reduction are delivered by the Fe protein nitrogenase component, with energy coming from the hydrolysis of 2 ATP to 2 ADP + 2 Pi for each electron transferred. Recently, it has been demonstrated that energy and electrons can be delivered from an electrode to the catalytic nitrogenase MoFe-protein without the need for the Fe protein and ATP hydrolysis. Here, we demonstrate that both the MoFe- and FeFe-protein can be attached to an electrode in a polymer layer and electron transfer mediated by cobaltacene can drive CO\textsubscript{2} reduction to formate. It was found that the FeFe-protein diverts a greater percentage of electrons to CO\textsubscript{2} reduction versus proton reduction compared to the MoFe-protein. Quantification of electron flow and all products showed Faradaic efficiencies of CO\textsubscript{2} conversion to formate of 9% for MoFe protein and 32% for FeFe-protein, with the remaining electrons going to proton reduction to make H\textsubscript{2}.

6-2. Introduction

Nitrogenases are the enzymes that catalyze all biological N\textsubscript{2} reduction to NH\textsubscript{3}, being the major contributor of fixed N into the biogeochemical N cycle.\textsuperscript{1} There are three known types of nitrogenase, called the Mo-dependent, the V-dependent, and the Fe-dependent nitrogenase.\textsuperscript{2-6} Each nitrogenase is coded for by distinct genes, resulting in distinct catalytic systems.\textsuperscript{7,8} The basic architecture for the nitrogenase proteins is similar; an electron donating Fe protein that transfers one electron at a time from its 4Fe-4S cluster into the catalytic component protein (called MoFe, VFe, and FeFe protein) which house an electron mediator 8Fe-7S cluster called P cluster and the active site metal cluster called FeMo-co, FeV-co, and FeFe-co, respectively (Figure 6-1).\textsuperscript{2,4,5,9} The active site metal cofactor structures for FeMo-co and FeV-co are known and are very similar with an exchange of Mo for V.\textsuperscript{10-15} Further, the VFe-co contains a carbonate that replaces one of bridging sulfides.\textsuperscript{10} No X-ray crystal structure for the FeFe-co is available, but spectroscopic evidence indicates that it is similar to the other two cofactors with Fe substituting for V or Mo found in the other systems.\textsuperscript{16}

The catalytic cycle of nitrogenase involves the transient association of the Fe protein component with the catalytic component protein followed by the transfer of an electron from the Fe protein into the catalytic component with hydrolysis of two ATP molecules bound in the Fe protein to two ADP and two Pi.\textsuperscript{2,9,17,18} The oxidized and ADP containing Fe protein dissociates and the cycle must be repeated for each electron accumulated.\textsuperscript{18-20} Thus, the energy for electron accumulation at the active site for substrate reduction comes from hydrolysis of two ATP (\(\Delta G^\circ 61\) kJ/mol).\textsuperscript{9,21}
The reduction of substrates has been investigated for the Mo-dependent nitrogenase in considerable detail,\textsuperscript{2,9,17,18,22,23} while very little known about the mechanism of the V- and Fe-nitrogenases.\textsuperscript{3-5,24} For the Mo-nitrogenase, \( \text{N}_2 \) reduction requires 8 electrons and 8 protons, and thus the hydrolysis of 16 ATP (\( \Delta G^\circ = 488 \) kJ/mol). One \( \text{H}_2 \) is formed for each \( \text{N}_2 \) reduced as an essential part of the catalytic mechanism.\textsuperscript{9,17,25-29} In addition to reducing protons and \( \text{N}_2 \), Mo-nitrogenase has been shown to reduce a number of small molecules with double and triple bonds.\textsuperscript{2,30} Among the many molecules reduced by Mo-nitrogenase is carbon dioxide (\( \text{CO}_2 \)).\textsuperscript{31-36} There is considerable interest in reducing \( \text{CO}_2 \) as one way to mitigate the considerable \( \text{CO}_2 \) production from the burning of fossil fuels.\textsuperscript{37-41} Mo-nitrogenase was shown to reduce \( \text{CO}_2 \) by two electrons and two protons to \( \text{CO} \) and formic acid\textsuperscript{33} and by 8 electrons and 8 protons to methane\textsuperscript{32,34} (Equation 6-1 to 6-3).

\[
\text{CO}_2 + 2 \text{e}^- + 2 \text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad \text{Equation 6-1}
\]

\[
\text{CO}_2 + 2 \text{e}^- + 2 \text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{HCOOH} \quad \text{Equation 6-2}
\]

\[
\text{CO}_2 + 8 \text{e}^- + 8 \text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{CH}_4 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad \text{Equation 6-3}
\]

The V-nitrogenase has also been shown to reduce \( \text{CO}_2 \) to \( \text{CH}_4 \) and \( \text{C}_2 \) and \( \text{C}_3 \) hydrocarbons.\textsuperscript{35,36} In vivo studies with the Fe-nitrogenase indicate that this enzyme shows the highest \( \text{CO}_2 \) reduction to \( \text{CH}_4 \) of the three nitrogenases.\textsuperscript{42} This study demonstrated the reduction of \( \text{CO}_2 \) to \( \text{CH}_4 \) when driven by Fe protein and ATP for both purified Fe-nitrogenase component proteins and in whole cells.
As a way to bypass the energy requirement of ATP hydrolysis that is needed for electron delivery by the Fe protein to the catalytic component protein, an electrochemical method has been developed to allows the MoFe-protein to be isolated in a polymer layer on a glassy carbon electrode with cobaltacene mediated electrocatalysis. This method is a promising new approach to achieve small molecule reduction catalyzed by a nitrogenase component and as a way to probe the mechanism of nitrogenase catalysis. Using the MoFe-protein, it has been demonstrated that protons, nitrite, and azide can be reduced with the electrons and energy coming from the electrode. Here, we immobilize the MoFe- and FeFe-proteins on an electrode and show the catalytic reduction of CO$_2$ to formate, with the FeFe-protein showing the greatest Faradaic efficiency for CO$_2$ reduction.

6-3. Materials and methods

Materials
Poly(vinylamine) hydrochloride (PVA) was purchased from Polysciences, Inc (Warrington, PA). Ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether (EDGDE) was received from TCI (Portland, OR). Pyrene, cobaltocenium hexafluorophosphate and 4-(2-Hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (City, State). All chemicals were used as received without further purification. FeFe protein and MoFe protein were purified as described and were diluted to 20 mg/mL with deoxygenated HEPES buffer solution (50 mM, pH = 7.4). Deionized water and HEPES buffer solution were degassed by Argon before use. Glassy carbon electrodes were polished with 0.5 µm aluminum powder, sonicated in isopropanol and rinsed with deionized water before using.

**Bacterial growth and protein purification**

Fe-nitrogenase proteins were expressed in Azotobacter vinelandii strain DJ1255 cells grown at 30 °C in Burk N-free medium with Na2MoO4 omitted in a custom-built 100 L fermenter with stirring and aeration to an OD600 of 1.8-2.0 and then harvested. Mo-nitrogenase proteins were expressed in Azotobacter vinelandii strains DJ995 for MoFe protein and DJ884 for Fe protein and purified as previously described.\(^{45}\) Crude extracts were prepared and proteins purified according to previously described methods with minor modifications. Cell extracts of DJ1255 cells were prepared by using a French pressure cell operated at 1,500 lb/in\(^2\) in a degassed 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.0) with 2 mM sodium dithionite under Ar.\(^{46}\) Protein concentrations were determined by the Biuret assay using bovine serum albumin as a standard. Protein purity was confirmed by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) analysis using
Coomassie blue staining. The proteins were fully active based on proton reduction specific activities under Ar.

**ATP-driven CO$_2$ reduction by MoFe and FeFe protein**

CO$_2$ reduction assays were conducted in 9.4 mL serum vials containing an assay buffer consisting of an MgATP regeneration system (13.4 mM MgCl$_2$, 60 mM phosphocreatine, 10 mM ATP, 0.4 mg/mL creatine phosphokinase, and 1.2 mg/mL BSA) and 20 mM sodium dithionite in 100 mM HEPES buffer at pH 7.8. After solutions were made anaerobic, 0.45 atm CO$_2$ was added and the gas and liquid phases were allowed to equilibrate for approximately 10 minutes. FeFe or MoFe protein was then added, the vials vented to atmospheric pressure, and the reaction initiated by the addition of the appropriate Fe protein. Reactions were conducted at 30°C for 60 minutes and then quenched by the addition of 500 μL of 400 mM EDTA pH 8.0. H$_2$ was quantified according to published methods.$^{45}$ Formate was quantified by two methods: (1) a previously described colorimetric assay$^{47}$ with an internal formate standard was prepared by adding NaHCOO- to 500 μL of sample to a final concentration of 2 mM; (2) a modified 1H-NMR method with bis(cyclopentadienyl)cobalt(III) hexafluorophosphate as an internal standard. After the reaction 1 mL solution was transferred into a 10 mL flask. 60 μL 1 mM cobaltocenium solution (in 50 mM HEPES buffer, pH=7.4) was added. The solution was carefully dried by a rotary evaporator under vacuum. The residue was dissolved in D$_2$O for NMR experiments.

**Electrocatalytic CO$_2$ reduction by MoFe and FeFe protein.**

Bio-electrodes preparation: 15 μL of PVA solution (10 mg/mL in 250 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.4) and 1 μL of pyrene solution (1 mg/mL in dimethyl formamide)
were mixed to form a homogeneous suspension. Then 2 µL of EDGDE cross linker solution (10 % volume ratio in 250 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.4) was added followed by 20 µL protein solution (20 mg/mL in HEPES buffer). 8 µL of the suspension was dropped on the surface of a polished glassy carbon electrode and dried in an Ar filled glove box for 2 h at room temperature. All operations were conducted in an Ar filled glove box with oxygen concentration less than 1 ppm.

Electrochemical test: All electrochemical tests were performed on an Autolab potentiostat with a three electrode system. Glassy carbon electrode (or protein coated glassy carbon electrode, area 0.071 cm²), saturated calomel electrode and platinum wire were used as working electrode, reference electrode, and counter electrode, respectively. 50 mM HEPES buffer (pH=7.4) was used as supporting electrolyte. 0.4 mM cobaltocenium hexafluorophosphate was added. Normal pulse voltammetry was applied to determine the redox potential of electron mediator. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) spectra were collected in the potential range between -1.35 V to -0.8 V (vs. SCE) at a scan rate of 2 mV/s. Bulk electrolysis was conducted by a chronoamperometry (CA) method under a set potential of -1.26 V vs. SCE for 2 hours. All the operations were conducted at room temperature in an Ar filled glove box with oxygen concentration lower than 1 ppm.

**Products characterization and quantification**

Hydrogen was confirmed and quantified by GC. Formate was confirmed and quantified by ¹H-NMR using cobaltocenium as the internal reference.

**6-4. Results and discussion**

Fe protein-ATP driven CO₂ reduction by nitrogenases.
The purified MoFe protein and FeFe protein were assayed for the ability to reduce CO2 when provided with the appropriate Fe protein (NifH or AnfH) and ATP. Both proteins were found to reduce CO2 to formate and to reduce protons to H2. The FeFe-protein demonstrated a greater percentage of electrons directed to CO2 reduction to yield formate when compared to the MoFe protein, with 31.0 ± 0.29 % of electrons going to CO2 reduction in the FeFe-protein compared to 9 ± 1.4 % of electrons going to CO2 reduction in the MoFe-protein. For both systems, the remaining electron flow is used to reduce protons to produce H2. These findings are consistent with the in vivo studies that previously indicated FeFe-protein is a superior catalyst for CO2 reduction compared to the MoFe-protein.

Electrocatalytic CO2 reduction by nitrogenases

Unlike the Fe protein/ATP driven CO2 reduction described above, an electrocatalytic process does not require Fe protein or ATP. Electrons are provided from the electrode and are delivered through the mediator cobaltocenium to the MoFe protein or FeFe protein. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) studies were conducted to examine the electrochemical property of the mediator on a bare glassy carbon electrode. The normal CV trace of cobaltocenium showed a pair of irreversible reduction/oxidation peaks that result from insoluble cobaltocene deposition on the surface of the working electrode (Figure 6-2 dash trace). The half wave potential $E_{1/2}$ was estimated as -1.15 V (vs. SCE), which agrees with the reported result although the supporting electrolyte is different. This $E_{1/2}$, and an appropriately negative electrode potential, ensured that electrons are readily shuttled from the electrode to the active center of Mo nitrogenase. In order to validate that cobaltocenium alone has no catalytic capacity for CO2 reduction, sodium
bicarbonate was then added into the solution as a carbon dioxide source and the CV was run again. An almost identical CV was observed compared to the control without bicarbonate added, demonstrating that cobaltocenium shows no catalytic activity for the reduction of CO$_2$ under these conditions (Figure 6-2 solid trace).

In a previous electrocatalytic study of proton reduction by MoFe protein, the MoFe protein was immobilized on the electrode by mixing PVA, EDGDE and protein solutions together, followed by casting the mixture onto a glassy carbon electrode.$^{43,44}$ The crosslink reaction resulted in insoluble film or hydrogel on the surface of the glassy carbon electrode, thus allowed the immobilization of the protein on the electrode as shown in Figure 6-3. First, we followed the same protein immobilization protocol to prepare the electrode. Then we examined the catalytic activity of FeFe-protein from Fe-
nitrogenase for CO$_2$ reduction. Compared with the CV of Cc$^+$ on bare GC electrode, the reduction current of Cc$^+$/Cc on FeoFe-protein modified electrode increased from -0.44 μA to -2.06 μA and the oxidation peak disappeared, which was due to the electrocatalytic reduction of proton by the catalyst (FeFe-protein). With the adding of more and more NaHCO$_3$, the current kept increasing. When the concentration of NaHCO$_3$ reached 200 mM, a well-defined “S” shape catalytic cyclic voltammogram was obtained with a catalytic current of -3.96 μA (54 μA/cm$^2$) at the potential of -1.26 V vs. SCE (Figure 6-4 red trace). The obtained CV showed a mediated CO$_2$ reduction onset potential of -1.0 V vs. SCE (i.e. -0.759 V vs SHE), revealing an overpotential of only 72 mV when the thermodynamic potential for CO$_2$ reduction to formate was considered as -0.687 V vs. SHE at pH 8.3 (Equation 1-6 and Table 1-1).

Figure 6-3. Schematic of the crosslink reaction among PVA, EDGDE and nitrogenase protein.
Figure 6-4. Cyclic voltammetry evaluation of the catalytic performance of Cc$^+$ mediated FeFe-protein bio-electrode. The gray trace is the CV of Cc$^+$ on bare glassy carbon electrode. Others CVs were all obtained based on the same FeFe-protein immobilized electrode with the increased NaHCO$_3$ concentration. Conditions: working electrode, MoFe protein modified glassy carbon electrode; reference electrode, saturated calomel electrode (SCE); counter electrode, Platinum wire; supporting electrolyte, 50 mM HEPES buffer (pH=7.4); Cc+ concentration, 0.4 mM; scan rate, 5 mV/s.

However, the biofilm formed on the electrode under these conditions is unstable at times. With continuous CV scans for cycles, the film could drop off from the GC surface. In order to obtain a more stable adhesion of biofilm on the electrode, pyrene was added. Pyrene can form strong $\pi-\pi$ interaction with glassy carbon and with the polymer matrix (e.g., the carbon chain backbone from PVA) and the protein, thus facilitating binding of the polymer immobilized protein to the electrode.$^{49}$ The CV of FeFe-protein
Figure 6-5. A. Continuously CV scans of pyrene modified FeFe electrode. (The 4th, 5th, 6th curves are almost overlapped.) B. Cyclic voltammetry of cobaltocenium on bare glassy carbon electrode (solid line) and pyrene modified electrode.

immobilized with the addition of pyrene in the presence of cobaltocenium (0.4 mM) showed excellent current and stability. Pyrene addition did not change the Cc+/Cc redox potential in the CV compared to a bare glassy carbon electrode (Figure 6-5B) although the oxidation peak became boarder and current density became lower in the presence of pyrene. This phenomenon is likely due to the strong π-π interactions between pyrene and the glassy carbon electrode, and between pyrene and Cc+/Cc that might affect the charge and mass transfer processes.

Then, the bio-electrodes were prepared using either MoFe-protein or FeFe-protein with the addition of pyrene. These bioelectrodes were used to examine catalytic activity for proton and CO₂ reduction. As shown in Figure 6-6, the CV of cobaltocenium without protein only showed a reductive current density of 5.5 μA/cm². Reductive current densities were greatly enhanced by the addition of either MoFe- or FeFe- protein in the absence of CO₂. The loss of the oxidative peaks indicated the consumption of
cobaltocene by proteins and the catalytic reduction of protons to make H₂. The MoFe protein showed much higher catalytic current up to 350 μA/cm² (Figure 6-6A) for proton reduction than FeFe protein (only 150 μA/cm²) (Figure 6-6B). After 200 mM sodium bicarbonate was added, the catalytic current increased and anodically shifted for both proteins. MoFe protein displayed a higher catalytic current density than FeFe protein for overall catalysis (both proton and CO₂ reduction). However, the current density increased only 45.7% for MoFe protein, whereas 146.7% for FeFe protein. The greater increase in current for the FeFe protein was consistent with more active CO₂ reduction compared to the MoFe protein.
To validate that both proteins were actually reducing CO$_2$, bulk electrolysis experiments were conducted at a potential of -1.26 V vs. SCE in 10 mL sealed vials. At this potential, the initial catalytic current densities were 502 and 367 μA/cm$^2$ for MoFe- and FeFe-protein bioelectrodes, respectively. Over time, the current density decreased and stabilized at 170 μA/cm$^2$ for the MoFe protein electrode and 130 μA/cm$^2$ for the FeFe protein electrode (Figure 6-7). The change in current over the first 1000 s could be caused by a number of different factors given the complexity of this system, including diffusion of substrates (protons and CO$_2$) and the electron mediator (cobaltocenium).
through the polymer matrix, and conversion of sodium bicarbonate to CO$_2$ under the pH condition used in the experiments. At the steady state, the current density of the MoFe electrode was 31% higher than the FeFe protein, consistent with currents observed in the CVs. By integrating the current versus time curves in the electrolysis experiments, the charges of the reactions were found to be 0.07545 C for the MoFe protein electrode and 0.06262 C for the FeFe protein electrode, from which the overall amount of the two-electron reduction products, H$_2$ plus formate, was calculated by $n = C/(n_e^\ast F)$ as 391.0 nmol for MoFe-protein bioelectrode and 324.5 nmol for the FeFe-protein bioelectrode, where $n$ is the total amount of products, $C$ is the overall charge, and $n_e$ is the number of electrons assigned to either CO$_2$ or proton reduction reactions (both assigned as 2). $F$ is the Faraday constant.

![Graph of current density vs. time](image)

*Figure 6-7. Bulk bioelectrosynthetic reduction of 200 mM NaHCO$_3$ in stirred 50 mM HEPES buffer solution (with 200 mM NaCl and 0.4 mM cobaltocenium) by MoFe (blue trace) and FeFe protein (red trace) bioelectrodes.*
At the end of the electrolysis experiment (120 min), 200 μL was removed from the gas phase and analyzed by gas chromatography to quantify the H$_2$ produced. H$_2$ was found to be 409.8 nmol for the MoFe protein electrode and 171.0 nmol for the FeFe protein electrode. For each sample, the liquid phase was collected and dried by rotary evaporation under vacuum at 40° C. The remaining white solid was dissolved in D$_2$O and analyzed by 1H-NMR (Figures 6-9 and 6-10) with a T$_1$ relaxation time of 40 s to allow the full relaxation of all forms of protons. Formate was confirmed by the singlet peak at a chemical shift around 8.38 ppm. Cobaltocenium (0.4 mmol) also displayed a singlet peak with a chemical shift of 5.7. By integrating the NMR peaks, the formate was quantified to

![Figure 6-8](image)

*Figure 6-8.* Percentage of electrons going to different products when driven by Fe protein/ATP (left) or electrocatalysis (right) for the MoFe protein (MoFe) or FeFe protein (FeFe). H$_2$ is shown in blue, and formate is shown in yellow.
be 35.5 nmol and 101.6 nmol for the MoFe protein and the FeFe-protein electrocatalysis experiments, respectively. From these values, the Faradaic efficiencies for H\textsubscript{2} and formate production by electrocatalysis were determined. The electron distribution to different products for the MoFe- and FeFe-protein when driven by the Fe protein/ATP or by the electrode are shown in Figure 6-8. The FeFe protein showed the highest distribution of electrons to CO\textsubscript{2} reduction to make formate under both Fe protein/ATP and electrocatalysis, with approximately 31 ± 0.3 % and 32 ± 1.8 %, respectively. The MoFe protein showed lower electron flux distributed to CO\textsubscript{2} reduction for both Fe protein/ATP and electrocatalysis. The electrocatalytic reactions for MoFe protein showed 8.0 ± 1.6 % of electron flux going to formate formation with the rest of electron flux going to H\textsubscript{2}, whereas the Fe protein/ATP driven reactions showed 9.0 ± 1.4 % % of electrons used for formate formation. When both the FeFe protein and the MoFe protein were driven by Fe protein and ATP, a trace of CH\textsubscript{4} product was also observed during CO\textsubscript{2} reduction. However, this product was not observed during electrocatalysis. The similarity between the distribution of electrons to different products for the two proteins when driven by Fe protein or the electrode provides evidence that in both catalytic situations, the active agent is the intact protein.

6-5. Conclusion

MoFe protein and FeFe protein can be used for the electrocatalytic reduction of protons to yield H\textsubscript{2} and reduction of CO\textsubscript{2} to yield formate, with all of the energy coming from the electrode. In the future, it should be possible to connect the electrode to a photovoltaic cell, thus allowing light-driven CO\textsubscript{2} reduction coupled to water oxidation. In both Fe protein/ATP and electrocatalytic reactions, the FeFe-protein shows a significantly higher
Figure 6-9. $^1$H-NMR of the product of bioelectrocatalytic reduction of CO$_2$ by MoFe electrode.

Figure 6-10. $^1$H-NMR of the product of bioelectrocatalytic reduction of CO$_2$ by FeFe electrode.
distribution of electrons to CO$_2$ reduction compared to the MoFe protein. Further, the similarity in electron distribution between the Fe protein driven and electrode driven processes support the intact MoFe-protein and FeFe-protein as the catalyst. The present studies lay the foundation for work to investigate the mechanism of CO$_2$ reduction and the factors controlling electron distribution to different substrates in both of these nitrogenase proteins.
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EVALUATING THE HETEROGENEOUS ELECTROCATALYTIC REDUCTION OF
NITROGEN TO AMMONIA BY TETRAGONAL MOLYBDENUM NITRIDE

7-1. Abstract

Electrocatalytic nitrogen reduction reaction (ENRR) has been becoming a hot
topic toward energy efficient and environmentally benign approach for ammonia
synthesis. Efficient and stable catalysts are indubitably the central challenge.
Molybdenum nitride (Mo$_2$N) was considered as an efficient catalyst for ENRR from both
computational and experimental evaluation. However, these studies are lack of either
consideration for the chemical stability or more reliable control experiments. Therefore,
the activity of Mo$_2$N toward N$_2$ reduction is still not clear. Herein, we synthesized
tetragonal Mo$_2$N (or γ-Mo$_2$N) by a “glass-urea” route and conducted a careful
electrochemical test on it for NRR. Instead of catalyzing the electrochemical reduction of
N$_2$, it was found that tetragonal Mo$_2$N underwent decomposition and resulted in the
generation of ammonia, which was proved by $^{15}$N$_2$ isotope labeling experiments. In
addition, we observed that the Mo$_2$N chemical decomposition took place most quickly in
alkaline conditions, followed by acidic and neutral conditions. The present results call
urgent attention to carefully evaluate the catalytic nature of nitrogen reduction reaction
(NRR) by nitrogen-containing materials.

7-2. Introduction

---

$^g$ Adapted with permission from [Hu, Bo.; Hu, M.; Seefeldt L.; Liu, T. L. ACS Energy
Letters, 2019, 4, 1053]. Copyright 2019. ACS Publications. Reproduced by permission
The century-old Haber-Bosch process remains to be the only industrial process to achieve large scale ammonia production more than 150 million tons per year.\textsuperscript{1} Despite its wide application, the Haber-Bosch process is massively energy consuming (ca. 2\% of the world’s energy supply), heavily fossil fuel dependent (3\% - 5\% of the world’s natural gas production), and greenhouse gas emitting (more than 400 million tons).\textsuperscript{2,3} Above all, under the optimal operating temperature of the Haber-Bosch process, ammonia starts to decompose, which will affect the overall $\text{N}_2$ conversion efficiency. Therefore, milder, more energy efficient, and CO$_2$-free alternative methods are of great interest for both scientific research and industrial applications.\textsuperscript{2,3} Electrochemical synthesis of ammonia from nitrogen ($\text{N}_2$) in the presence of catalysts represents a highly attractive approach. Electrochemical devices for the nitrogen reduction reaction (NRR) could be easily integrated into renewable energy systems, thus obviates the utilization of fossil fuel and the emission of CO$_2$.\textsuperscript{2} Due to these potential benefits, electrocatalytic $\text{N}_2$ fixation has been under intensive exploration over last few years and has become a hot topic in catalysis. A number of heterogeneous electrocatalysts have been reported with various claimed performances for NRR, including noble metals,\textsuperscript{4-6} metal oxides,\textsuperscript{7} metal sulfides,\textsuperscript{8} metal nitrides,\textsuperscript{9,10} and metal-free catalysts\textsuperscript{11,12}. Homogeneous electrocatalytic NNR was also recently demonstrated.\textsuperscript{13} Metal nitrides have been studied both theoretically and experimentally indicating their potential capability of electrocatalytic $\text{N}_2$ reduction.\textsuperscript{9,10,14} However, the nitrogen contained nature and chemical stability problem of the nitride materials could bring in ambiguous results.\textsuperscript{15} Herein, we carefully examined the catalytic ability of tetragonal Mo$_2$N for NRR. It is revealed that Mo$_2$N could undergo fast chemical decomposition in aqueous electrolytes and showed no catalytic activity for NRR.
7-3. Materials and methods

Materials

\( \text{MoCl}_5 \) (99.9 \%) was purchased from Strem Chemicals. Urea (99 \%) was purchased from TCI Chemicals. Ethanol (200 proof) was received from Pharmco Chemicals. 5 \% Nafion solution was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Titanium foil (99 \%) was purchased from Giant Metals. \(^{15}\text{N}_2\) was purchased from Cambridge Isotopes. The doubly deionized water was obtained from a MilliporeSigma Milli-DI Water Purification System. Nafion\textsuperscript{TM} 212 membranes were purchased from FuelCellStore, TX.

The Nafion membranes were boiled in 1 M \( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4 \) solution for 2 hours, 30 \% \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) solution for 2 hours, and then rinsed by DI water. Titanium foil was polished by 400 grit sandpaper before use.

Catalyst synthesis

\( \text{Mo}_2\text{N} \) was synthesized by a “urea glass” method as reported. In an ice bath, 5 mL cold ethanol was added into 2.05 g \( \text{MoCl}_5 \) dropwise. After that, 0.45 g Urea was added. When the urea was totally dissolved, the formed dark brown solution was subjected to a heat treatment in a ceramic crucible in nitrogen atmosphere at 800 °C for 3 hours. The product was obtained as a slivery-black powder.

Material characterization

XRD data were collected on a Rigaku X-ray diffractometer equipped with Cu K\( \alpha \) radiation. SEM measurements were performed on an FEI Quanta FEG 650 field-emission scanning electron microscope with a maximum electron energy of 30 KeV. NMR experiments were conducted on a Bruker Avance III HD Ascend-500 spectrometer.
(proton at 500 MHz). UV-vis spectra were collected using an Ocean Optical UV-vis spectrometer.

**Electrode preparation**

A slurry was prepared by mixing 1 mg Mo$_2$N powder, 1 mL ethanol, and 20 µL Nafion solution followed by sonicating for 2 hours to obtain a homogeneous suspension. Ti electrodes were sonicated in ethanol for 30 min followed by acetone for another 30 min and then dried in air. The prepared slurry was dropped onto a Ti electrode (1*1cm$^2$) and dried for 3 hours in the air before use.

**Electrochemical measurements**

All electrochemical measurements were conducted on a Gamry 5000E potentiostat with a three-electrodes system, where Mo$_2$N coated Ti electrode, Ag/AgCl electrode, and glassy carbon rod were used as working electrode, reference electrode, and counter electrode, respectively. The potential was converted to reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) by the equation: $E_{(vs.\, RHE)} = E_{(vs. \, NHE)} + 0.059pH$. Electrolysis experiments were conducted with an H-type cell (6 mL electrolyte in each side) separated by a piece of Nafion 212 membrane. During the catalysis, N$_2$ gas was kept feeding into the electrolyte. For $^{15}$N$_2$ controlled experiments, the H-type cell was first well sealed and degassed under vacuum. 20 mL pre-purified $^{15}$N$_2$ gas was slowly injected into the cell every 15 min (80 mL in total).

$^{15}$N$_2$ purification

The $^{15}$N$_2$ gas was pre-purified as follows. 20 mL H$_2$SO$_4$ aqueous solution (50 mM) was added into a 200 mL glass vessel (well-sealed by a pharmaceutical septum sealed) with a stir bar. Then vacuum was applied to the solution by a shrink line for 2
hours to remove the dissolved gas. Thereafter, 200 mL $^{15}$N$_2$ gas was added into the well-sealed vessel by slowly bubbling the gas into the solution. The solution was stirred overnight to absorb the impurities from the $^{15}$N$_2$ gas.

**NH$_3$ assay**

The amount of produced ammonia was determined by the indophenol-blue method as reported.$^{16}$ Specifically, a 1 ml aliquot of the solution was removed from the H-type cell after electrolysis. To this solution was added 1 ml of a 1M NaOH solution containing 5% salicylic acid and 5% sodium citrate (by weight), followed by addition of 0.5 ml of 50 mM NaClO aqueous solution and 50 µL of an aqueous solution of 1% (by weight) Na[Fe(NO)(CN)$_5$] (sodium nitroferricyanide). After 2 hours, the absorption spectrum was measured. A standard curve was prepared by using NH$_4$Cl solution with a concentration of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 µg/mL in 0.1 M HCl$_{(aq)}$ (see figure 7-4). The left solution was concentrated by a rotary evaporator at 40 °C to 0.5 mL. Then the solution was added into an NMR tube for $^1$H NMR characterization with a sealed capillary tube filled with D$_2$O.

**Faradaic efficiency (FE) calculation**

FE was calculated by the following equation:

$$FE = \frac{3 \times C_{NH_3} \times V}{(\frac{Q}{F})}$$

Where $C_{NH_3}$ is the concentration of NH$_3$ in the electrolyte, $V$ is the total volume (12 mL), $Q$ is the charge consumed during electrolysis, and $F$ is the faradaic constant.
7-4. Results and discussion

Characterization of γ-Mo$_2$N

Tetragonal Mo$_2$N was synthesized via the well-known “urea glass” route according to the literature. In Figure 7-1, X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis revealed a pure tetragonal phase Mo$_2$N with a good crystallinity which was in line with the standard PDF card. The small impurity peaks around 54 degrees corresponded to carbon which might come from the pyrolysis of the carbon contained material under nitrogen. The morphology of the material was studied by scan electron microscope (SEM) displaying partially aggregated nanoparticles (30-50 nm) with a homogeneous distribution of Mo and N elements (Figure 7-2).

![Figure 7-1. XRD pattern of the synthesized Mo$_2$N. The blue pattern is the standard PDF card for γ-Mo$_2$N.](image-url)
Figure 7-2. Top: SEM image elemental mapping of the synthesized $\gamma$-Mo$_2$N. Bottom: EDS scanning of Mo and N elements for the selected area, showing homogeneous distribution.
Electrochemical chemical studies of \( \gamma \)-Mo\(_2\)N for NRR

The synthesized Mo\(_2\)N was evaluated for NRR at ambient conditions. Although carbon paper is the most common substrate for catalysts loading NRR studies, titanium was selected as the substrate in this study due to its good stability, hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and nitrogen reduction reaction (NRR) inertness. To be in accordance with other reported metal nitride catalyzed NRR experiments, our electrochemical studies were conducted in 0.1 M HCl solution (pH = 1). Linear sweeping voltammograms (LSV) were conducted.

**Figure 7-3.** (A) LSV curves for the \( \gamma \)-Mo\(_2\)N@Ti electrode in \( \text{N}_2 \) and Ar saturated HCl supporting electrolyte (pH=1). Scan rate: 50 mV/s. (B) Chronoamperometric curves for the electrolysis at various controlled potentials with \( \text{N}_2 \) as the feeding gas. (C) UV-Vis tests (indophenol-blue assay) for ammonium after electrolysis at various controlled potential. (D) Faradaic efficiency and reaction rate at different potentials.
collected on a Mo$_2$N@Ti electrode in both argon and nitrogen saturated electrolytes. As shown in Figure 7-3A, a slight current increase in the nitrogen saturated electrolyte indicated the possibility of catalytic N$_2$ reduction taking place at more negative potential less than -0.22 V. When the catalyst was subjected to controlled potential electrolysis, the current density experienced dramatic change from less than 10 µA cm$^{-2}$ at 0.05 V to 3.3 mA cm$^{-2}$ at -0.25 V vs RHE, which was attributed to the more favorable HER. After bulk electrolysis for 1 hour at the potential from -0.25 V to 0.05 V vs RHE (Figure 7-3B), the amount of ammonia was detected by UV-vis spectroscopy using the Indophenol-blue assay. Figure 7-4 shows the standard curve for ammonia quantification. Assuming N$_2$ was electrocatalytically reduced to ammonia, the highest faradaic efficiency (FE) was obtained at -0.05 V vs RHE up to 42.3% with a yield of 1.99 µg mg$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$. At 0.05 V, the reaction showed the highest yield of 2.73 µg mg$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$ with a good FE of 28.4%. When the potential

---

**Figure 7-4.** (A) UV-vis measurements of indophenol-blue standard samples with various concentrations of NH$_4$Cl. (B) Linear fitting for the absorbance versus NH$_4$Cl concentration. The final standard linear relationship was converted to concentration of ammonia as $y = 0.4431x + 0.0327$ ($R^2 = 0.9989$)
was applied to -0.15 V, faradaic efficiency dramatically dropped to 1.93 %. In all the experiments, no hydrazine product was detected.

**15N2 isotope labeling experiments**

The obtained results which appeared very exciting prompted us to conduct 15N2 controlled experiments to confirm the catalytic nature of NRR. It is worth noting that a non-negligible amount of 15NH4+, 15NO2−, and other impurity exist in the commercialized 15N2 gas.18 It is also noted fact that the reported 15N2 controlled experiments seldom conducted pretreatment or showed 15NH4+ background, bringing in ambiguous results. Thus, before the test, the 15N2 gas was treated by 50 mM sulfuric acid overnight to remove the impurities as much as possible. After bulk electrolysis under a 15N2 atmosphere for 1

![Figure 7-5](image.png)

**Figure 7-5.** 1H NMR spectra of ammonium in the sampled electrolytes after one hour’s electrolysis in the presence of saturated 15N2 and 14N2, respectively
In order to further elucidate the chemical decomposition of Mo$_2$N, the Mo$_2$N@Ti electrodes were treated in 0.1 M HCl, 0.1 M NaOH, and 0.5 M NaCl solutions, respectively. After the electrodes were incubated for 1 hour, the detected ammonia for all conditions was just slightly less than the electrolysis at 0.05 V vs RHE (see Figure 7-5). We assume that

![Absorbance vs Wavelength graph](image)

*Figure 7-6.* Indophenol-blue assay for ammonium after the electrodes were immersed in the different supporting electrolytes (labeled) for 1 hour.
the decomposition of Mo$_2$N could be accelerated under the electrochemical reduction condition. Moreover, it is found that Mo$_2$N displayed much poorer stability in alkaline conditions than in acidic and neutral conditions. As shown in Figure 7-6, after 96 hours’ treatment, much more ammonia was detected in the NaOH solution than in the HCl and NaCl solutions. Mo$_2$N was even totally dissolved in NaOH solution after 1 week. Furthermore, -0.15 V vs. RHE was applied to the electrolysis with the same electrode continuously for 5 hours. The sample was taken out for UV-Vis tests after the first hour’s

![Figure 7-7](image_url)

*Figure 7-7. Ammonium tests after Mo$_2$N was treated for (A) 2 days and (B) 4 days. (C) Images of the samples treated by various electrolytes for 1 week. Note in (C): Mo$_2$N dissolved in 0.1M NaOH after 1 week.*
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Figure 7-8. (A) The chronoamperometric curve for the electrolysis at -0.15 V vs. RHE with N\textsubscript{2} as the feeding gas. (B) UV-Vis tests for the product after 1 hour’s and 5 hours’ reaction.

bulk electrolysis and after 5 hours. As shown in Figure 7-7, compared with the first hour’s reaction, 5 hours’ electrolysis only showed a small increase of the amount of ammonia. The result also indicated the fast chemical decomposition of the active nitride compound on the surface of the electrode at the beginning of the electrolysis.

7-5. Conclusion

In summary, the failure of the \textsuperscript{15}N\textsubscript{2} isotope labeling experiment and fast chemical decomposition leads us to draw a conclusion that Mo\textsubscript{2}N has no catalytic activity in terms of \textsubscript{N}2 catalytic reduction. The present results raise an urgent alert to the application of other metal nitrides or even nitrogen contained materials for NRR. In addition to the decomposition of potential catalytic materials, we would like to highlight several other apparent pitfalls to avoid in claiming catalytic NRR. First, nitrogen contaminants in nitrogen gas, solvents, and other reactants need pretreatment to mitigate elusive results. Second, \textsuperscript{15}N labeling experiments must be conducted to confirm the formation of ammonium from nitrogen. Third, turnover number (\textgreater{} 1) for a catalytic process needs to be
demonstrated, which requires carefully evaluate the loading of a catalyst and the yield of ammonium.

7-6. Reference


Table 1. An overview of aqueous organic RFBs to date.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anode</th>
<th>Cathode</th>
<th>Supporting electrolyte</th>
<th>Concentration (M)</th>
<th>Cell voltage (V)</th>
<th>Stability (% per cycle)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Anode" /></td>
<td>Br&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1 M H&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;SO&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>99.84 (750 cycles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Cathode" /></td>
<td>K&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;Fe(CN)&lt;sub&gt;6&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1 M KOH</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>99.1 (100 cycles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Anode" /></td>
<td>2 M NaCl</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td></td>
<td>~99.8 (100 cycles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Cathode" /></td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1 M NaCl</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>99.89 (100 cycles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Anode" /></td>
<td>K&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;Fe(CN)&lt;sub&gt;6&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>2 M NaCl</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>99.987 (700 cycles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Cathode" /></td>
<td>None</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>99.9989 (500 cycles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Anode" /></td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>99.9943 (250 cycles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound</td>
<td>Reaction Medium</td>
<td>pH Value</td>
<td>Conductance</td>
<td>Efficiency (%)</td>
<td>Cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K₄Fe(CN)₆</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>100 (1000 cycles)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K₄Fe(CN)₆</td>
<td>1 M NaOH</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>99.98 (500 cycles)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH₄I</td>
<td>0.75 M NH₄I</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>100 (300 cycles)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. $^1$H NMR spectrum of NMe$_2$-TEMPO in D$_2$O. (Phenol hydrazine was added to quench the radical to hydroxyamine)
Figure 2. $^1$H NMR spectrum of (NPr)$_2$V in D$_2$O. (* stands for solvent peak)
Figure 3. $^1$H NMR of FeNTFSI in Acetone-d$_6$. (* stands for solvent peak)
Figure 4. $^1$H NMR of MVTFSI in Acetone-d$_6$. (* stands for solvent peak)
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